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CULTURALLY RELEVANT EARLY EDUCATION
PROGRAMS

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 24, 1987

U.S. SENATE,
SET.ECT COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 2:00 p.m., in room 485,

Russell Senate Office 'Building, Hon. Daniel K. Inouye (chairman of
the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Inouye and Melcher.

STATEMENT OF HON. DANIEL K. INOUYE, U.S. SENATOR FROM
HAWAII, CHAIRMAN, SELECT COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS

The CHAIRMAN. We gather this afternoon to discuss a subject of
utmost importance to native Americans: education. To date, it
would appear that our Government has failed to provide meaning-
ful education for native Americans, and I think these -statistics
speak for themselves.

Academic achievement is low. School dropout rates are high. As
adults, Indians and Hawaiians rank at the bottom of every socio-
economic indicator, from low rates of employment to extremely
poor health characteristics.

There are,many reasons for education programs hav,ing failed. I
think-one is that either by accident or deliberately we have ignored
the differences between the cultures of white America and Native
America. In fact, public school education has sought to wipe out
cultural differences by trying to assimilate Native Americans into
white social and cultural mainstreams.

It wasn't too many decades ago when this lana we call America
was the residence of hundreds of different Native Americans Na-
tions, each with a distinguished and glorious heritage and culture,
and each with a different, distinct language that had been passed
down to them for centuries. In our attempt to teach these native
peoples the so-called American way of life, we banned native lan-
guages and sent children away from their homes and people to
Government boarding schools. This was the way it was done. These
efforts were a failure, but they nevertheless took their toll, leaving
those Native Americans who didn't assimilate, confused, depressed,
and without a clear concept of who they are or where they belong.

Today, cultural education often means only a token class in
Indian ",ulture or one short session a week with a kupuna in the
classroyir designed to give native students academic instruction
about their past.

(1)
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Fortunately, efforts are being made this day to reverse this trend
of cultural denial. -Significantly, these efforts are coming from
native people themselves. Creating programs based on the recogni-
tion that culture is the basis of how children learn assures a much
g7-aater chance of providing meaningful education.

Speaking a native language was once seen as a handicap, but
educators are now :beginning to understand that it is, instead, the
key to cultural survival. Native cultures can only be perpetuated
through understanding and enhancing knowledge about oneself.
When native peoples regain a firm sense of self-identity, then they
will truly be able to achieve self-determination.

This afternoon we will hear from Indian educators who are de-
veloping culturally relevant education programs. Most of these pro-
grams are directed at the young and have been in existence for
only a few years. It remains to be seen how these students will
turn out when they grow older. But certainly there is very good
reason to be optimistic.

When I assumed the chairmanship of this committee, my first
policy announcement was that -I will seek answers to Indians prob-
lems by going out to Indian- country. I have done this, and this
afternoon's hearing -will demonstrate that, answers do in fact lie
with the native people themselves.

Our first panel consists of the trustee of Kamehameha Schools,
Bishop Estate, Honolulu, Mr. Myron Thompson; the president of
Rough Rock School Board, Inc., of Arizona, Mr. Ernest Dick; and
the director of education, Rough Rock Demonstration School, in Ar-
izona, Mr. Gary Coan.

Will you step forward, please?
I am pleased to have you with us, and I would like to receive

your mana'o, as we would say in Hawaii, your wisdom. We would
like -to :know what Kamehameha Schools and Arizona have in
common.

STATEMENT OF MYRON THOMPSON, TRUSTEE, KAMEHAMEHA
SCHOOLS, BISHOP ESTATE, HONOLULU, HI

Mr. THOMPSON. Thank rill, Mr. Chairman. Good afternoon. My
name is Myron Thompson, and I would like to thank you for this
opportunity to appear before your committee again. I am here for
three reasons: No. 1, to support your interest, your continued inter-
est, in early childhood education; No. 2, to seek your assistance for
the Rough Rock Demonstration School; and No. 3, to ask for your
support of the Intermountain Consortium for Native American
Education.

Early childhood programs are critical to the prevention of educa-
tional underachievement and related long-term social and econom-
ic problems. It is overwhelmingly more cost effective to prevent
than to remediate. A newly released report entitled "Children in
Need: Investment Strategies for the Educationally Disadvantaged,"
cites the following statistics:

Every $1 spent on prenatal care can save $3 in short-term hospi-
tal Costs.-Every-$1 spent on-comprehensive prenatal care for Medic-
aid recipients saves $2 in first-year care. Every $1 investment saves
$3.38 in the cost of care for low-birthweight infants. Every $1 spent
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on childhood immunizations_ saves $10 in later medical costs. Every
$1 spent on preschool education can save $4.75 in later social costs.

These statistics, compiled and reported in a document by promi-
nent business leaders from companies such as Procter and Gamble
and Honeywell, speak for themselves and give support to your in-
terest in early education.

This report also gives additional impetus to our efforts at Kame-
hameha Schools in early education which began some' 15 years ago.
At that time my fellow trustees had noted increasing and over=
whelihing evidence of poor achievement performance by young Ha-
waiian children, most of whom were-in indigent circumstances and
attending- public schools. These children were not being- served in
any way by -Kamehameha. Yet, it was clear in the instructions and
the will of our benefactor, Bernice Pauahi Bishop, the trustees
were "to devote a portion of each year's income to the support and
education of orphans and others in indigent circumstances."

Therefore, in keeping with her desires, we established the Kame-
hameha Elementary Education Program, with the acronym of
KEEP. KEEP's mission was to develop curriculum and teaching
methods for reading and language arts that would better meet the
needs of native Hawaiian elementary students who were at risk to
educational failure and more often than not were orphaned or in
indigent circumstances.

We have found success. Where Hawaiian children were once
scoring consistently below the 25th percentile as a group, we are
now approaching the 50th percentile. KEEP's answer was not a
simple curriculum guide or materials, but a process of developing
culturally appropriate teaching methods, selecting curricula, and
creating an environment which would enhance achieNiement.

Thus, our relationship with the Navajo Nation and Rough Rock
Demonstration-School. Rough Rock became interested in our KEEP
process- about 6'years ago. They invited us to assist them in the de-
velopment of a KEEP-Rough Rock reading and langauge arts pro-
gram. We welcomed this challenge. We have worked with Rough
Rock over 5 years and have assisted them in creating a reading
and language arts program which is individually theirs, culturally
compatible to Navajo children.

We ask that the Congress support the request of the Rough Rock
Demonstration School to extend their Rough Rock elementary edu-
cation program. We understand that other Southwest Indians Na-
tions have indicated an interest in utilizing the KEEP process
model. I wholeheartedly support the efforts of the Intermountain
Consortium to facilitate this effort. We must prepare our children
to succeed educationally.

Senator, I am inspired by your continued interest in early educa-
tion and the promise of collaborative work between Kamehameha
and the Southwest Indian Nations. We ask that you give every con-
sideration to the merits of early education programs.

Again I thank you for this opportunity, and I thank you for the
years of support for other native Hawaiian programs, in support of
the Indian and the native American programs in general.

I just want also to mention that your efforts in providing funds
for the hearing-loss preschool kids-is greatly appreciated. We have
a situation in Hawaii where 84 percent of our kids that we have in
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our preschools have hearing loss significant enough to interfere
with their learning.

Senator, thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. How long has KEEP been in existence?
Mr. THOMPSON. The , guy who started the whole thing is right

back here, Dr. Tharp. Until today, I didn't know he was one-quar-
ter Cherokee.

But I believe it has been about 15 years now.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you step forward?
Mr. THARP. I am a member of panel two.
The CHAIRMAN. Oh. Fine. Okay.
Mr. Dick.
Mr. THOMPSON. Mr. Chairman, if you would please excuse me, I

have to catch a plane, and I know what these gentlemen are going
to say, and I support their efforts. Thank you.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Pinky.
[Prepared statement of Mr. Thompson appears in the appendix.]

STATEMENT OF ERNEST W. DICK, PRESIDENT, ROUGH ROCK
SCHOOL BOARD, INC., ROUGH ROCK, AZ

Mr. DICK. Thank you very much, Chairman Inouye, and those
who are in attendance here today. We are here basically on the
same issue and the same concern that we have as the gentleman
has just stated here. I am a member of the Navajo Tribe, and my
name is Ernest W. Dick, president of the Rough Rock School
Board, Inc., and also I am full -bloc led Navajo, which I am very
proud of.

As the 'years have gone by, ever since I was a kid I have never
actually left home, only in my college days, and other than that I
have been working and being a leader of my community of Rough
Rock-also. So,-based on that, I have served also on the Association
of Navajo Community-Controlled School Board, and I was a
member of that for the last 4 years. With all this in mind, I think
my leadership and my responsibility will be to find appropriate
education for our children.

So, with all this in mind, we have been doing this with the KEEP
school, as has been said here a few minutes ago, and we have been
doing this for the last 6 years at Rough Rock. We have been using
professors and teachers from the university, from the school there,
from Hawaii. We have been exchanging ideas. So, I think with this
in mind, we have found that it is working not only for the Hawai-
ian children, not only for the Rough Rock children, I think it is
going to work for the Native Americans throughout the southwest
also, too.

The other matter which we are here about, still the same matter,
is we have been working very hard to keep this going with the
school at Rough Rock. So, based on this, I think I ask you, Senator,
to help us again. You have stated in your opening remarks, and I
have heard you speak before and, based on what I have learned, it
is very well thought out speech that you gave sometime back, a
couple of months back. I strongly support you and also I strongly
would want to help you in any way to have the Indian kids learn
the best way that can be possible for our children.
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With this in ,mind, urge you to help .,us in authorizing and ap-
'propriatini some money for us. Thank you.

[Prepared statement of Mr. Dick appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. I thank you very much, Mr. Dick.
May I row hear from Mr. Coat:,

STATEMENT OF GARY COAN, DIRECTOR OF EDUCATION, ROUGH
ROCK DEMONSTRATION:SCHOOf., ROUGH ROCK, AZ

Mr. COAN. Thank you very much, Senator. My name is Gary
Coan. am the Director of Education for Rough Rock Demonstra-
tion School. For over 16 years now I have been on the Navajo Res-
ervation. I was raised with the Penobscot Tribe Pleasant Point
Band, in theStitte of Maine.

First of all, I would'. dike to thank and congratulate you for
having these hearings. The topic of discussion this afternoon as far
as I know has .never before been considered in hearings like this. It
is a topic,in sore need of more active consideration- in the class-
roonis.,It is a topic which, if not regarded and acted upon, will most
assuredly continue to create children with more than abused self-
concepts.

So, I thank you and respect you for doing so.
The need for the design and delivery of culturally compatible

Indian education is very real and tragic. We out there in the field
have known this for a long time. The Bureau of Indian- Affairs
schools and the public schools, at least on the Navajo Reservation,
make no pretense to design or deliver culturally compatible educa-
tion to their students. That has not been their forte. It is not now,
and as far as I know it is not among their plans.

Indeed, we used to be able to do more than we are able to do
now. As you knoW, Rough Rock is a Public Law 93-638 school, and
as ,you know, many of the Public Law 93-638 schools on the Indian
reservation took the contract school way primarily and initially
due to concerns for the culture and linguistic appropriateness of
the education being delivered to the children in their communities.
And we used to be able to do more than we can now.

In recent years, however, given the change in Title VII regula-
tion, which has changed what used to be bilingual education into
now ESLEnglish as a second languageup to and including the
third grade and that's it. We no longer have those funds to operate
truly bilingual education.

Title I moneyschapter 1, excuse mechapter 1 moneys used to
be able to be used in a more appropriate way in whole-school appli-
cation. Those regulations have changed. I understand that there is
consideration of changing them back to allow what used to be, but
that is not the case now.

The defunding and the increased competition for title IV moneys
has wreaked havoc upon what we used to be able to do with those
moneys in terms of cultural education. So, indeed I need to let you
know that the schools who historically were and still are in the
forefront, on the cutting edge of culturally compatible education in
the field, we did better 10 years ago than we are able to do now, given
contemporary regulation and funding.
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We need funding that is not of a competitive nature. I do not feel
that we can give the welfare of the building of culturally approp6
ate education over to the kind of funding that may run out if a
given grant proposal is not funded.

At the same lime, English-based and biased, Anglo-based and
biased education, as delivered on the Navajo reservation anyway,
has put parents and children where they have ,just simply lost
faith. Thisis evidenced by statistics. I live and work in the CMnley
agency of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and we recently did a study
of dropouts. About 23 percent of the first-graders who are supposed
to be in school are not sent to school because their parents have
lost faith in the schools. That increases to 58 percent by the twelfth
grade.

Reservationwide, absentee rates run at 50'percent. And it is very
plain and simple to see that the Anglo-based education has simply
ill-prepared the students and put students out on the street. Even a
large percentage of those who do graduate are ill- prepared and ba-
sically nonfunctional other than for entry-level, low-paying jobs,
not of a professional nature. Thank goodness there are exceptions
to that.

I will simply cite, and not bore you, with the research that has
been done in psycholinguistics, which we have known of for years.
We have known that if we do not teach a student in their first lan-
guage, if we do not use the cultural framework which they bring to
school, .if we do not capitalize upon the culturally specific cognitive
style that they are taught as children in their own homes, then we
are not anything other than professionally fraudulent. We have
known the variables for many years. The research has been there.
We have simply had to ignore it or it has been ignored.

Thankfully, at Rough Rock, with which I am proud to be affili-
ated, thankfully at Rough Rock, through the benevolence of Kame-
hameha Foundation, Bishop Estate, we have been able to turn the
tide, locally. I would like to share a few of the results of our pro-
grahl at Rough Rock.

The results thus far are:
No. 1, the development of a framework within which the curricu-

lar construct of Rough Rock bilingual, bicultural program can be
knowledgeably and empirically considered;

No. 2, identification and implementation of center-based, small-
group instruction which best utilizes our children's mode of learn-
ing developed at home;

No. 3, a construct for continual development of curriculum;
No. 4, a construct in which we examine and modify all aspects of

instruction when and where necessary;
No. 5, a construct demanding curricular accountability;
No. 6, an instructional rallying point for staff, including plan-

ning, material development, problem solving, and evaluation;
No. 7, continued faculty training, both formal and college class-

rooms, and more often informal by way of workshop at Rough
Rock; and

No. 8, most importantly, happier children who learn more, who
think and feel more healthily about themselves, and who demon-
strate this by Maintaining a learning environment in the school,
more so than 'has ever been true before.

10
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I thinti it is important to note that among statistics that I have
already given to you, we have a 94 percent attendance rate, and
our enrollment is up 37 percent this year over last.

Mr. Chairman, thesecare not just the resu!ts of our work. These
are the kinds of building blocks upon which programs are built,
and they must continue.

The proposal submitted to you by the Intermountain Consortium
is 'sound. It is cost effective. It can be applied in southwest Indian
country. It is the cheapest and the easiest way to get the most
work done, and we support it.

We need your help. Thus far, Rough Rock has capitalized upon
the benevolence of the Kamehameha Foundation. Every situation
which needs, the same kind of development we have enjoyed cannot
receive, that same kind of benevolence, and we consider oure:....ves
indeed fortunate. Right now we continue our development of the
program for our children by way of taking program moneys which
are supposed to pay for teachers and books and materials out of
the ISEF formula moneys. It is increasingly difficult to do that.

The work to be done is long and hard. It involves the retraining
of teachers who have been taught the Anglo mode of education in
their college classrooms. We have a lot of work to dothankfully,
not as much as in some places.

Once again, I thank you for your time. I will welcome any ques-
tions.

[Prepared statement of Mr. Coan appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. What Asian grade levels are involved Iii your

special project?
Mr. COAN. We are working toward the inclusion of all grades, K

through six.
The CHAIRMAN. How many students were involved in your

Rough Rock program?
Mr. COAN. Right now our K-6 enrollment, sir, is 260.
The CHAIRMAN. And all of them are involved in KEEP?
Mr. COAN. To one extent or another. Our kindergarten and first

grade are totally involved. The curriculum moves up. We are still
developing for the middle grades and the upper grades. But for the
lower grades it is developed, and we are moving it up. We are con-
cerned about laying over onto cl..ildren of an upper age level an
educational system which they have not been used to. It takes
time, and it needs to be infused slowly. But that is being done.

But in the lower grades it is done, and it's working very well.
And what we have applied to the middle and upper grades is work-
ing very well.

The CHAIRMAN. How long has this program been in operation,
not just the study phase?

Mr. COAN. The program has been in operation for 6 years.
The CHAIRMAN. For 6 years?
Mr. COAN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. The statistics you have cited of 94 percent at-

tendance and an increase in enrollment of 37 percent, that is this
year's statistics?

Mr. COAN. Those are our statistics thus far this year. Now, the
attendance rate has gotten increasingly better over the past 3
years.
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The CHAIRMAN. What was it when you began this program?
Mr. COAN. Our attendance rate used to look like reservationwide

attendance rates.
The CHAIRMAN. What would that be?
Mr. COAN. Absentee rates on the reservation are said to be about

50 percent.
The CHAIRMAN. So, you.have gone from 50 percent to 94 percent?
Mr. COAN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You attribute this primarily to this new KEEP?
Mr. COAN. I attribute it to many things, but I attribute it in the

elementary school tc a more culturally-appropriate education, yes,
sir, and a trust that we enjoy from the parents of the children.

The CHAIRMAN. Can you advise the committee in some detail as
to what is involved in this program? is this a L-hour-a-day program,
or is it part of the total educational program?

Mr. COAN. What it does, sir, is to takeit is not a wholesale
transplanting of what happens in Hawaii. What we do is, we take
the cultural, the anthropolviical things, if you will, such as the
concept of self, the concept of family, the concept of community,
looking at things in social studies, we take these kinds of variables
that any person in any culture has attaf.thed to them. We have
taken thee cultural baggage off of 'hose kinds of variables from the
Hawaii cultural setting, taken the %ariablc,s and s&d, OK, what
kind of cultural attributes do we need t,) 'i'orfaider virra-vis each of
these for Rough Rock Navajo, and we build them back a' we
infuse that into the curriculum.

We alio look at the behavior of our children. Our children at
some grit& levels do not learn best sitting one to a chair in col-
umns and rows. We are finding that our children learn best in
small group's. We have found that where, at the same time while
they work in small groups, they tend to work individually within
those small groups; but they work best when they are with some-
body else physically close. That is similar to their home setting.

We are capitalizing upon the way they are taught to learn at
home. So we build these things back up. You can see the difference
in the physical arrangement of our classrooms. We found out that,
for instance, in the Hawaiian setting, I understand that there is a
lot of peer teaching going on. We can't depend upon that in the
early grades, because that is not a part of tile cultural setting
where we are.

So, it is not an 1-a-day thing. It is a tearing down of the Anglo-
based approach to education and the rebuilding of that, the retrain-
ing of teachers, ccnsidering where we are and the children we are
working with.

The CHAIRMAN. Different peoples have different cultures and dif-
ferent languages. In Rough Rock who determines the cultural set-
ting of the education? The board of directors, r what is it?

Mr. COAN. We do nothing before it is approved by the boari of
directors, sir. The process iF involving the teachers, and most of our
teachers are local Navajos, certified. The people best in the know,
once they get past the point of saying, "Yes, I do realize that I have
to get out of the old ways that I was taught to teach and learn new
ways to teach," Then we begin to get some very creativecorrectly
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culturally creative-4ways that we are learning to approach our-
children.

Biit every and any change in curriculum, whether that be mate-
rials, .whether itbe 'teaching, Methodology; whether it be the group-
Arit'of Children, whether-it be a change in-the daily schedUle, that
=goes to the board cteducation, the, members of-which are all locally
electedVomninnity,Navajos.

The CitiniitAii.DoeS the tribal council play any role?
Mr. LOAN. The tribal, council has to stay aware of what we are

doing educationally. They have to support us by way of resolution
by the tribaLeduCation committee every year in order for us to con-
tinue toliaVe our contract to operate.

The-CHAiRMAI4. What was the grant that Itamehameha provided
for Rough Rock?

Mr.COAN. The grant has been more in the provision.of people, in
terms of being a host to our personnel who-go to the Kamehameha
schools. We send on the average of two or three people a year who
are trained out there. Likewise, their .people come and. work with
us at Rough Rock. To my knowledge, sir, and you might Metter ask
Dr. Tharp this, but =to my knowledge there has never been.a-direct
transferral of money.

The ,CHAIRMAN. In order to continue your program, what sort of
funds do,we have to authorize, and appropriate?

Mr. CoAlq. I-think we need funds which, in terms of.deliVery and
iii,terms of a school's eligibility of getting them, become something
likethe ISEF moneys. If you are doing a certain kind of prcigram
for instance, the bilingual add-on to the ISEF moneysyou get a .2
add-on. I think if a school is demonstrating the development_ and
the increased deliVery of what is deemed to be a culturally appro-
priate education, then there should be the same kinds of variables
in the funding formula as there are for special education, for bilin-
gual, et cetera.

The CHAIRMAN. I suppose it would be appropriate to call your
,program a pilot program for culturally similar groups. Would you
considef that your ,pilot .program has been completed, or are you
still in the process of formulation?

Mr. COAN. We are still in the process.
The CHAIRMAN. How.long will it tike before this pilot program is

ready for scrutiny and study?
Mr. COAN. We have parts of it ready for scrutiny now. I think,

before you can look at. the entirety, looking at a K-6 model, an-
other 11/2 years to 2 years.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator Melcher.
Senator MELCHER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I didn't get in here when you gave your testimony, but I believe

you are Mr. Dick, are you not?
Mr. DICK. Yes sir.
Senator MELCHER. You are a Navajo teacher, and you taught

Navajo culture and history?
Mr. DICK. Yes.
Senator MELCHER. Do you still teach?
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:Mr. Not. No; I ant president of the board at present, and I have
-caught for seven years mostly in the area of Navajo language and
culture:

Senator MELCHER. Well, I have never been to Rough Rock, but I
have been,tothe Icamehanieha and am an admirer of KEEP. So, I
On Wei:tied to learn that for .5. years Rough Rock has been in con-
sultation with Kamehameha and is using some of the wisdom that
was deVeloped at- Kamehaineha to see'how it does with our native
_Americans-here .on the dorifment.

You haVe 260 students, K' through six, which is about 45 students
per grade, if they-breakdown that way.-How-many teachers?

Mr[pt,cx. Well, we have 12 teachers.
Senator MELcni.a.:Now, are these all,Navajo children?
Mr. DiCK. YeS; Maybe two or three are Angle teachers' kids that

are going to school there.
Senator MELCHER: OK.. Now, I gather or I would expect that all

the teachers are bilingual. Is that right?
Mr.'.DICK. Not teachers that are Anglo. They are not bilingual.

But they have an aide that will be assisting them. Most of our kin-
dergarten teachers and also the firstgrade teachers are Navajo,
They.are certified.

Senator MELCHER. First 2 years then?
Mr. DIcx. Yes.,
Senator MELCHER. Of a student's life, there is bilingual teaching.
Mr.-DICK. Yes.
Senator MELCHER. And after that, from second through sixth,

there is assistance then in the classroom for bilingual problems?
Mr. DICK. Well, not really. You know, it's not really set up like

that. We still have teachers -that are bilingual, so where there is a
teacher's need, we usually

SenatorMELCHER. There is a class assistant or aide?
Dicx. Yes.

'Senator MELCHER. All right, Mr. Coan, you use this term con-
struct. I beg your indulgence, but I don't know how you use it. Is it
an educational term? Like "construct for continual development of
curriculum," I don't understand that.

Mr. Co. AN I am not sure that 'it is indigenously educational. A
construct meaning a framework, if:you will, sir.

Senator MELCHER. All.right. A franiework for continual develop-
ment, et cetera. When the chairman asked you about money, I am
interested in what it costs. And I didn't figure that out from the
way you answered. What does it cost per student?

Mr.,C0AN. I am not sure that I am in a position to quantify that
on a per-student basis; I know right now I have three people who
do nothing but the -implementation of KEEP, of what we call
RRENLAP, the Rough Rock English-Navajo Language Arts Pro-
gram, utilizing the KEEP precepts at Rough Rock. I have three
people.

Senator MELCHER. Well, just tell me what your budget is per
year, and I will divide it by, 260 and I will get what I want to know.

Mr. CoAN.Tor those three people, sir?
Senator MELCHER. No; for the whole works. It's all integrated in

the program.
Mr. Co. AN Schoolwide?

4;
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SenatorMiLcHEK. Pardon me?
Mr.,C0*- Wino lviide?
Senator'.MiLciEn. Yes.
-Mr. Op:My elementary budget will $1.6 million.
-Senator .1VIEzcgEK._ Arid 260 Into- that -is about $600-700 per year

per student?
Mr. CO?itsr:,No;_jt'S niorathan that.
:Senaitir-MELcHEit.,Is it?
Mr. Ce:JAN. I, receive on the ISEF funding, last year's allotment on

funding was $2;130.
Senator MELCHER. $16 million?
Mr. CoAir. Yes, sir; that includes buildings, basing, transporta-

tion, food; and everything.
SenatorMucitER. Well, how many meals are there?
Mr. DICK. Three.
Mr. CoAi. Three.
Mr. DicK. -Residential.
Senator MELCHER. Well, I missed it by a long way. Is it more like

0,000?
Mr. CON. That comes close, counting my dormitories -for those

children.
Senator MELCHER. There are dormitories for 260 children?
Mr. CON. Yes; I run two dormitories.
Senator MELCHER. Mr. Dick, do you like that? What do the fami-

lies say?
Mr. DICK. Yes; Well, we don't try to keep them there seven days

a week Or something like that. We-try to keep them there when
the roads are impassable.

Senator MELCHER. How big-an area are you drawing from?
Mr. DICK. Oh, at least about within the radius of about 30 miles.

But other than that, we have other students from -the reservation
wide.

Senator MELCHER. You say 30 miles?
Mr. DICK. Radius.
Senator MELCHER. Radius of 30 miles.
Mr. DICK. Yes.
Senator MELCHER. That is where most of the students come

from?
Mr. DICK. Yes.
Senator MELCHER. Now, in my country, with a variety of plains

tribes we have, they continually tell me they would prefer to have
the children come home. But that isn't true in Navajo country?

Mr. DICK. Well, you see, the important thing that we have there
is the bilingual and the bicultural- education, and not all schools
provide that instruction throughout the reservation. So, we are
acting as a special function to some of the schools.

Senator MELCHER. This is a family affair. With our people, they
use the buses, and the 30-or-40-mile radius is small. And they use
buses. But that is just a family affair, whatever they want.

But we feel that the bilingual part has to be integrated into
whatever the school is for the Indian children, whether it's public
school or contract school or what have you. So, I don't care what it
costs. The way you do it, your housing and feeding the children,
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thitt doein't tell us what -the -coSt ,Might be in a °public school, for
instance, on.the,reservstian.

What we -lack, in our .country is having this framework I will
_call-0 a conitrilet,,Mr.,Coan, to-use your terma framework over-
ali.forinsiniKEEP We lack think we would be wiSetoave
that. Ve .Wish you all - kinds -.of success because we want to copy
what, you, haVegained'iiiiiithe NaVajoss and the Blackfeet and the
'Crow- andthe Cheyenne and the Assiniboine and all-of our reserva-
-tionn,and all:Of our 'Indian children. It's -money well spent. Thank
You very much.

The. From what you have just toll the committee,
your edneetioii.program is a -very inexpensiVe one when one consid7
ers;feeding and .busing to be 'heavy- expenses, then you have your
maintenandeof facilities. The edneation side, the total being rough-
ly $400 per student per month, isn't it?

Mr.ICOAN. On the education side?
The- CHAmmAN. No;_ the whole thing. It's about $5,000 per year

per child?
Mr. COAN. That's. about it, yes.
The'CHAmbiAN- And of that, over one-half would be in- transpor-

tation, food services, and capital iliaintenance.
Mr. CoAisr. 'About 60 percent of. that, yes, sir.
The Cnininismer. That is covered by Federal assistance?
Mr. COAN. Totally.
The CHAIRMAN. Totally?
Mr. Coml. Yes, sir.
The CmunmAN. In order to carry out this new concept developed

by Kainehameha, how much more would you-have-to add? That is
what Lthiiik Senator Afelcher would like to know.

'Mr. COAN. I canlo everything I need- to do -at Rough Rocknot
including-.the dissemination to other schools, not including Rough
-ROCk'S'helpingito spread the word to Other schools, if you will, dis-
semination of the training we have receivedI can do everything I
need to do at Rough Rock for $75,000 to $100,000 a year.

The CHAIRMAN. In addition to the $1.6 million that you are re-
ceiving now?

Mr.,CoAN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I thank you very much.
Mr. COAN. Thank you.
Mr. DICK. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank :ou, sir.
Our next panel consists of Professor Roland Tharp, of the Uni-

versity of Hawaii; and Professor Joseph Suina, of the College of
Education of the University of New Mexico in Albuquerque.

Gentlemen, thank you.

TESTIMONY OF JOSEPH SUINA, PROFESSOR, COLLEGE OF
EDUCATION, UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO, ALBUQUERQUE, NM

Mr. SUINA. Good afternoon, Senators, staff. I am Joseph Suina,
from Cochiti Pueblo, i;;:..w Mexico. I understand the chairman was
there to visit not too long ago. I am sorry I missed you.

As stated, I am a professor in the college of education at the Uni-
versity of New Mexico, and I am pleased to be a member of a
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teacher training-program, whiCh has received four national awards
in the Jail ten years. But more importantly, our education pro-
graiii0here'haVe been eligagedin Indian teacher education for at
least .20: years now,. witk:programs in the, Pueblos on the Navajo
reservation and the Apache "zominunitieS of Arizona and New

MoreSthan 500 Indian people from the southwest 'have "received a
'teaching degree' from the University of 'New Mexico since 1972.
While:this,,number-is significant iii-terna.s of figures_ prior to the
1970'44 it is far Irom adequate in terms of present-day Indian-pupil/
Indian-teacher ratio.'This means that we are still importing a large
mini* of outside experts who have little or no knowledge of the
Unique lingdistic and cultural backgrounds -of our.children and our
cornnaunitiesin our area.

Our -teacher training programs have been drastically cut in the
last few Years. Vtr,:i had a large Navajo teacher education develop-
thent project, and the All 'Indian Pueblneotincil also had .a good-
size program. These are no lenger in existence at this time.

In addition to the shortage of Indian educators, Indian education
continues to be fraught with :many, many _problems. PerhaPs the
most-significant and:iiiimediate of theie problems is the problem of
irrelevant learning experiences. run into it all the time, simply
because r have a position that, gets me out into Indian schOols of

mission.Varioud types- mission. schools, BIA schools, public schools, and
-64 *riot s,chooLs.alike. I see the problem of irrelevant learning ex-
periences_ or lack of appropriate experiences for Indian students as
a real setiouaproblem.

The CilAIRMA/4:Did you say irreleVant learning?
Mr. P*TA. Yes,,sir. I see the problenrof,not providing relevant

progranis on selinnls Most educators now believe that the area of
pupil-teacher interaction in the learning process is at the heart of
education. This means that regardless of who is teaching our chil-
dren or who is administratively in charge, be that the BIA or the
State or even an Indian tribe, the quality of education is most_ de-
pendent on the qiiality of learning experiences provided for the
pupils. In other wordsi-being Indian and in control of a school or a
classroom. does not automatically mean better schools. In fact,
there have been schools I have personally,visited where one could
never tell that Indian educators were key players there, simply be-
cause the design and implementation of the programs were not
unlike what might be foUnd in a predominantly middle-class white
school anywhere in the United States, and the results provided the
unfortunate evidence of that.

There is good reason to believe that what is relevant or quality
learning experiences vary from culture to culture. The most-basic
proof is that what has worked well for Anglc. idds has not worked
very well for Indian students.

The term relevant in education means that pupils can see the ap-
plication of classroom learning in meaningful terms from the per-
spective of their culture and language as well as from their unique
personal interests, goals, and abilities. This may be understanding
the application of that education in long-term goals or short-term
ones, or both. Knowledge about Indian children in the setting of

1 VI661,e.;^
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their eVerydailife Is a crucial first step to establishing learning ex-
periences that make'serige,Eind,Motivate them.

'Relevance i.n.'Ainerican schooling is particularly important for
students whO do net come -from- families with high educational at
tainnierit, as is the, case of a large majority of Indian families. For
itUdentS whO came from 'fainilies with examples of significant
achieveinent, relevance is built into trie,progrard itself. They see
thelon&ange results beeaUse they are -raised with the concept of a
e..areei- arid. What it:bikes :to -have _one: To most middle-class Anglo
families, kindergarten is just the firat step to becoming a doctor, a-
lii-Wyer,,or an engineer, and their children are more apt to play the
educational game even it becomes boring and burdensome, because
this is the proven way to reach that inevitable long-range goal or
that "god 'life."

That inevitable long-range goal is not yet an intrinsic value of
the Indian family. Role models are much less likely to be present.
Education- does not have mean inevitable success, even though a
career may be' a dream. It is only a dream not a firsthand experi;
encelor most Indian people:

-Fartherrnore, Indian pupils more likely have friends and rela-
fiveS .who have left-school early or are considering it because they
aren't doing -Well; and for this group of students, education is less
likely be viewed as an obstructionless path. to success. And for'
these students the immediate relevance of that educational experi-
ence in their young lives is so critically important. And that rel-
evance comes from the culture and the language of the children.

We now know enough .about the general characteristics of what a
_sound education program oughtto be, and thus we have been fairly
successful with certain groups of kids, as we all know. Those are
the kids we-are most familiar with and we have been able to pro-
vide relevant learning. But I guess, we don't know much about
Indian children, or if we do, the school -structure or our own
mental structures as educators haven't permitted us to make those
much-needed.modifications.

If we- are to create mote relevant learning experiences for Indian
children, we must necessarily take time to learn about those kids,
and that would entail a careful_ study of children in the context of
their daily lives and the experiences in the home and the commu-
nity. We need to study their learning,styles, their language, their
likes etc. as a group as well as individuals and a whole array of
other pertinent information that will ultimately translate into
thoughtful and purposeful programs for Indian children. This re-
search and design of programs can than be the basis for teacher
and parent training, as well.

There are schools around that are considered outstanding, in
their service to culturally different children, and we have about
heard Rough Rock and KEEP and still another one represented
present here today, the Santa Fe Indian School. All of these pro-
grams I have been fortunate to visit and study and all have the
commonality of indinding the culture and the language to some
degree in their programs in a very respectful and dignified way.
That seems to be a' key here.

I visited KEEP last spring, and I came away convinced that they
indeed had a program that was highly effective to the children
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there, and that it had a lot of potential for Indian children"here on
the mainland. It was, not too long ago Hawaiian kids at KEEP were
also experiencing the sanie slow achievement and high dropout
rates, but,beca-use of the implementation of some real_ meaningful
progranis, they have managed to turn this around. But it took con-
tinuous research program development, teachei training and eval-
uation. It -is, in my estimation, not something you do once and put
it tOgether and it's there. But rather it is a continuous process that
is a regular part of the school program..

It is a continous effort to establish this sort of mentality and: to
create, creating an atmosphere that is in keeping with the times as
well as showing a great deal of interest 'in the children and the
community there. And of course, it takes time and highly skilled
experts and a willing and able staff, and a responsive community.
This is the same sort of commitment and dedication it would take
here or wherever we try to .replicate such a program for Indian

As you have already heard, . KEEP and Rough Rock have been
engaged in a cooperative effort-up to this point. I had a chance to
observe the two groups in action, and it was very encouraging and
refreshing to me. In its most bask form, it provided an opportunity
for educators to observe and converse with one another, something
that is very often lacking in schools. Schools are too often isolated
and noncommunicative.

But perhaps more inipoitantly, it was an opportunity for educa-
tors to look at themselves and the Children, and the process of
teaching and learning in which they were engaged, this kind of an
exchange effort is- far different from being helplessly evaluated by
some outsider who may not fully understand what you are about or
what you are trying to do.

I am confident that we can attain similar conditions and results
in Indian education. I think the climate is right. Communities and
schools are looking in this direction more and more as I go about
visiting schools. We have places like the University, of Hawaii and
the University of New Mexico, which have experiences in working
through these sort of problems. I think we can institute some
meaningful programs for Indian children by looking at what is
very basic to who they are, their language and their culture and
their familieS and communities.

Most importantly, this can be achieved without having to sacri-
fice the culture and language which many tribes are holding onto
as they would life itself. Rather than demeaning and denying the
first culture this approach would build on its strength in order to
promote more wholesome adaptation to the two worlds in which In-
dians have to live today.

I thank you, Mr. Senator, for allowing this testimony. I would be
glad to answer any questions that you might have.

[Prepared statement of Mr. Suina appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Have you had an opportunity to study and ob-

serve and evaluate the Rough Rock program?
Mr. SUINA. Yes, I have. I spent three days there and observed

teachers in the classrooms.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you think that that program is worthy of

emulation by other school systems in the Indian country?
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Mr. SUINA. Yes, sir, I think it is, and that is what makes thiS
-sort of.an. effort 'there, in.-the southwest, a much broader one in
that if We. can establish a setting we can look to, I think it could
serve, a ,much broader purpoSe. thani-just for a school but rather it
could be &beacon for many ot1,-r tribes who can learn and share
there as well.

"TheCuinlitAN; How important is language in this program?
SuINACLanguage is important to the extent that the chil-

dren : still haVe that language in their own community, meaning
that I' noticed that in Bawaii the Native Hawaiian language, was
not neceiiiirilY, at the base of their culture and understanding, but
at Roughaock, the language is .eiitically- importaUt as well as over
at Zuni, which is taking a very high interest in this program. In
situations where the native langUage is still a vital part of their
community and life, yes, it is so very important to understanding
coricetithin teaching and learning..

The CHAiRMAk. In the Navajo Nation, about what percentage. of
the, children speak hativelanguage at home?

Mr. SUINA. The-last figure that I have in mineand this goes
back to about 1978-4he figure was over '90 percent of the children
speak the Navajo language.

Perhaps the tWO,gentlemen from Rough Rock school could give
us better figures than that.

The CHAIRMAN. In your Nation, the Cochiti Pueblo, what per-
centage_of your children speak Pueblo at home?

Mr. SUINA. We .find a very different situation for a couple of rea-
sons, intermarriage being one of them, and the ,other is the pies-
mires of the school, the economic world and 6ther factors as well.
Bid in our situation, Iwould'say probably close to 50 percent ofour
kids speak the language of Cochiti.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, you are speaking of the teacher training
program.

Mr. SUINA. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. What percentage of these teachers teach outside

the reservation?
Mr. SUINA. The 500 Indian graduates figure that -I mentioned a

little bit ago is very impressive in itself. But I think what is more
impressiveand this ties into your question- -is the fact that 85
percent of those 500 Indian graduates have come home to teach
either in their-own community or-in the nearby Indian community.

The CHAIRMAN. I asked that question because to the best of my
recollection, there, are approximately 300 physicians of Indian an-
cestry, and about 20 work on reservations and about 50 work for
the Indian Health Service. The rest are elsewhere in urban Amer-
ica. That is not your situation?

Mr. SUINA. That is not our situation, primarily because educa-
tion is one of the- few professions that is or the reservation. In
other words, the jobs are there and we have a dire need for Indian
teachers in Indian schools. If an Indian teacher from Santo Domin-
go or San Juan or Muscalero wanted a job, there is a guaranteed
position there because schools are close to or on the reservations,
for the most part.

If I may say so, Senator, my observation is that it (Indian profes-
-Sionals) is one of the nice boosts that we have seen in Indian com-
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mimitieS. I still liveon in reservation, and- I see a lot of young
people,. educators, froni Cochiti i-conie haak,to.Cochiti because of the
opportunities for employment, and:thOse yOurie People who are
'there- at Cochiti have' sort orgOfie against the traditional 'brain,
-drain. that we have been experiencing and their have added sort of
a new hope and 'a new life to the community with, new ideas, still
iiithirithe.context'of the culture and the language Of the coinmuni-
ty.:

The CtiAllibiAN. Would you suggest that the type of program we
are discussing here be Applied only in reservations like the Hopis
and the Navajos and possibly the Pueblos? I ask thiAbecause in my
travels thrOughout,the country visiting Indian people, the cultUres
differ, religions differ, living styles differ. Some are very urban,
some Are heaVilY mixed.

,For example, would it apply in an urban setting?
SUINA. I think so, Senator.

The CHAIRMAN. For instance, California, in .California you have
many tribes.

Mr.. SUINA. I' think it would apply simply because we are _finding
out from- research that althbugh Indian kids who may not be
speaking the "Indian language any more are still 'basically ,con-
trolled by cultural factors that are still lingering from a couple of
generations ago.-.So, although we might find a Pueblo-likeAcmna,
for exiniPle, which is in transition from the Keres to the English
lang.uagewe are finding a lot of children still thinking and behav-
ing in the patterns of their fathers and their grandfathers.

There are structures there that seem to be harder to get rid of
than the surface verbal sounds and so forth. I feel that in many
urban Centers there are a large number of Indian communities
that may look like, by every surface observation like they have
made that complete transition, but I think we are finding out
something else now, that they may not quite be all the way out of
their cultures.

The CHAIRMAN. This may not apply to education. But is there
any common thread among Indian people? You have over 50 basic
languages, I believe.

Mr. SUINA. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Different cultures, different religions, physically

the easterners don't look like the Pacific northwesterner or the
Southern Indians look different from the Plains people. Is there
anything, a common thread?

Mr. SUINA. Well, the most common one I think we all know
about is the fact that We have had similar types of experiences
with the United States Government and other European groups,
and that, I think, forms a strong bond among Indian people every-
where.

The other one I would have to say is still a way of looking at life,
a way of looking to Mother Earth, of spirituality in general, that
seems to be quite similar across Indian groups. Those that still
have remnants of those kinds of teaching seem to have something
in common there.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank vcu very much.
Mr. SUINA. Than_ k you, ' °nator.
The CHAIRMAN. May I IA", call on Professor Tharp.
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,,STATEMENT 'OF ROLANWTHARP, PROFESSOR, UNIVERSITY OF
HONOLULU, Hf

Mr.. MAIO. Thankyiin, SenatorInouye.
have been chosen. to.Speakfor otir_group as a whole, the group

of which :Panels I and- tire representatives. That -group includes
the KaMehaihehaSchools, Rough Rock Demonstration School, Zuni
School', IfiterniOuntain Centers for Human Development, Universi-
tyief"ITeW Moil& and the Univeraity For our Common
Ourposes.here are,referring to ourselves as the Intermountain
Consortium-lor 'Native American Education, and I have been se-
lected to speak for that consortium.

Ofir purpose in the .consortium is to demonstrate that Native
Ahierican programS,:NatiVe American programa for many Nations
and .many Nations working together can develop, effective educe-
flan for their. children in ways that will respect, and preserve the
deep cultural values of Native peoples.

Not every program will be the same, because Navajos are not
'identical to-Pueblos who are not identical to Crow, bit they will be
alike in ways that all Native Athericanaare alike,, and the .prO-
grama will succeed in 'teaching basic skills for success in contempo-
rary life.

These principles, aS 'you have heard today, have already been'
demonstrated for' HaWaiian children by Kamehameha.Elementary
'Education Program [KEEP]. It is well on its way to being demon-
strated for Navajo children at Rough Rock. When culturally com-
patible educational programs are developed, it is possible to teach
our' children basic acadethic skills as effectively or more effectively
than Withany other kind Of prograni.

But culturally compatible programs do no violence to the cultur-
ialyalties of`the people. They do not offend courtesies. They do not
lalienate children from their basic values, and they do not force and
channel the minds of Native children into standard molds.

For centuries, Native Americans have been offered no options
sbut standard European-American schooling. For centuries, Native
Americans have fled these programs, fled with their feet when
they could, and failing that, fled with their minds. Not until the
last 15 years have, culturally compatible programs been demon-
strated and evaluated. Now we knew what such programs look
like. Now we knoin, that children can learn reading, writing, cipher-
ing, and computer skills in ways that respect, use, and foster the
mental, social, and spiritual values of their own peoples.

Now, the consortium that testified before you today is composed
of people and institutions that have been central in the develop-
ment of culturally compatible education. We have demonstrated
that such programs are effective, and we have demonstrated a
process by which other tribes and other peoples can develop pro-
grams that are compatible with their own cultures.

Our work has been going on for almost 20 years in Hawaii, 5
years in the southwest. It has been funded by private sources, the
Bishop Estate primarily, which is no longer able to support it. It
has been supplemented by small bits from local school budgets,
eked out of budgets that are already ravished by cuts in education-
al programs for Native Americans. Now, this year, where we are at

2
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the' point ithere tour efforts can begin, to bear fruit by eloreading,
this know-how4rinorig otherIndian groups, we may be on ,the verge
of;a4nikjor revoltition and a vision of ,education for Native people,
one that can correct :the educational imperialism of 'Ainerica'i'yeai.hifitory. But ,wacannot,prOceedidthout funds; and we cannot
proceedperhapi,eVen.:inOrewe- cannot proceed :unless, there is achange in-the controlling policies of Native American education.

Therefore, 'weireqUestsyour Understanding' and your action, notonly for our own' work and for our Own program, narrowly con-ceived, but also- for the. policy and the 'principle of,culttirally com-patible eduCation., Once that vitiion is.understood; other workers inother tribal,' Other scholars euch,,as those testifyint.before you this'ftilL afternoon, can explore the strengths and values, of 'Native cut.
.tures and begiwto design schools that respectand'use them.The first thing we would likato do now is to begin working with
another school, the Zuni school, to ,assist them to design &programbased on Zuni- values, ways of thinking,,abilities, and' problem solv-in

ow the Zuni school will, not be identical to the ,Navajo schooland .that,is not identical to the Hawaii school. But when that Isdone, then we would propOse to_branch out further to demonstrate,and assist other Native groups ',to work on designing their ownschools. In this way, we hope to plant a tree that would, have manybranches and stay .strong through its common trunk and its deeproots in Native-American cultures:
We would propose to work it through two basic formats. The first

we call the circle of assistance. That is, we would propose to assist
one another, each-teaching each, each learning from each. The Ka-mehimeha schools, the Rougli,Sock school, the Zuni school, the
Intermountain school, and to propose a system of rotating visita-
tions with program developers from each site visiting the others,
discussing and working together to define their common concerns,those visits involving tranring;;planning, evaluaticin, and joint prob-lem solving.

The second component would be that of teacher training, orga-nized principally by the University of New Mexico's distinguished
program, which would Organize thOse circuits of experiences into acoherent plan for teacher training. That would make teacher train-ing of the highest quality available to NatiVe 'teachers, each 'pre-pared to practice and spread- the programs of culturally designed
Native American education.

In summary, I would, say that by the end of the third year ofthat program Os we have outlined it to you, we would' expect tohave six schools. of six different Native American cultures eachparticipating in,this circle of assistance and teacher training. If weare successful, each of those schools would draw others to it andeach able to formits own circle of assistance:
Cooperation among-Native Aniericans is the necessary conditionfor our survival and Federal support of Our efforts to form eVer-ax-

pending circles of assistance will enable us to help' ourselves. We
believe the costs of such programs are small compared to the bene-fits, not only to the -Many Native American children served by theparticipating schools, but to the benefit of countless children still tocome, we lope new generations who may -be taught in schools of a



new vision, schools that recognize Native children respectfully and
harmeniously.

Thank you, Senator Inouye, for your attention to this testimony
,and-foryour Workir behalf of Native Americans.

The CHAIRMAN. I think you'very much, Professor.
Now, in .response to my .question, the ,first panel indicated that

involved in this. project were the following: Kamehaineha schools,
the board of directors 'of the board of education, the tribal council,
faculty, students, and parents.

Is the BIA involved, the Bureau of Indian Affairs?
Mr. THARP; To my knowledige, no; sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Is the Bureau of Indian Affairs [BIN involved?
Mr. CoAN.,,The BIA is not involved other than awareness of what

we are doing through their monitoring of our ()Venial program.
They ire not actively involved other than monitoring.

The CHAIRMAN. Have you discussed this project- or, proposal or
-scheme of education with the BIA?

Mr. THARP. Only with the chapter 1 office, and the chapter 1
office of the BIA has expressed a great deal of interest. Their repre-
sentatives have visited both the Rough 'Rock school and the Kame-
hameha schools KEEP.

However, the regulations of chapter 1 make it almost imposiible.
Wehave found no -way that we are able to operate under chapter 1
aegis, nor have they found a way that their regulations would
allow us to operate this kind of program.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you have this concept sufficiently written
down that this committee can make a presentation to the BIA?

Mr. THARP. "Yes, sir; we do. We have an extensive list of publica-
tions and professional and educational. journals that describe the
process, and it is well documented.

The CHAIRMAN. I ask this because eventually the funding will
have to come either from Kamehameha schoolsobviously, it will
not.

Mr. THARP. It will not.
The CHAIRMAN. It will have to come from State education pro-

gramsand I am certain they have their own problems. Private
sources, they are not that bountiful. So the trustee should bear the
major cost;-the trustee in this case is the BIA. So I think it is im-
portant that we convince the BIA that. this program is worthy of
support.

Do you think you are now at a stage where you- can sit down
with the BIA and discuss this matter, or are we still at the pilot
program, organizing stage?

Mr. THARP. No; we are, able to discuss this program. The princi-
ples upon which culturally compatible education can be built are
well known. KEEP has been tried; the process for building a
KEEP-like program has been tried in many places. It is being done
in east Los Angeles for Hispanic-speaking students. It is being done
in Tasmania for Tasmanian students. It has influenced programs
in British Columbia. It has influenced programs in Alaska.

The tprocesses are well known, well documented, and' have been
vetted by every educational expert who has examined them.

The CHAIRMAN. The successes and results are plentiful?

24
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Mr. THARP. The successes and the statistics are plentiful only for
Native Hawaiians. The process of, creating programs has been veri-
fied and, I think, is generally,accepted as sound.

The extensiveness and the length of practice of those educational
pr9grama is short. The Kamehameha schools program has been in
existence for only 18 years, and it has about, oh, what is it now, I
guess 10 years of-data available. Rough Rock hes about 5 years,
and it has.8 years' worth of data: But the way to design culturally
compatible programs is past the pilot stage. It is generally accepted
throughout the'profession as available process.

The CHAIRMAN. Has this program been discussed with national
Indian organizations, like the National Congress?

Mr.'THARP. We.at thec Kamehameha schools, at KEEP, have had
occasional conversations with representatives of Indian organiza-
tions. We have had informal contact, I suppose is the best way of
describing it. We have had no formal presentations.

The CHAIRMAN. I ask this because it would be very helpful if the
Indian people support

Mr. ThARP. Indeed.
The CHAIRMAN. The fact that Rough Rock supports it may not

suffice.
Well, I thank you very much. The staff would like to submit cer-

tain technical questions, if I may, for your study and consideration.
Mr. THARP. Certainly.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
Our third panel consists of the president of the 'Aha Piinana

Leo, Ms. Kauanoe Kamanii; and Mr. Larry Kimura, instructor
at the University of HaWaii.

Ms. liamana and Mr. Kimura, 'welcome.

STATEMENT OF LARRY KIMURA, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR,
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII, HONOLULU, HI

Mr. KIMURA. Ka lunahoomalu, Kenekoa, Senator Inouye, a me
nakomike ke mahalo nei au is oukou no keia wa e hapal ai i ko
maua mau mana'o Prima o 'oukou o ka 'aha'otelo nui o wahine-
kona. Honorable Senator Inouye and members of the Senate Select
Committee on Indian Affairs, aloha. I am Larry Kimura, past
president of the 'Aha Punana Leo, Inc.; also assistant professor of
Hawaiian language at the University, of Hawaii at Manoa, and host
of the Hawaiian language radio program Ka Leo Hawai'i.

I have come with the current president of the 'Aha amana Leo,
Kauanoe Kamanti, to describe the efforts of our nonprofit educa-
tional organization in providing Hawaiian language and culture
immersion education as an option for Hawaiian families with pri-
mary identification with Hawaiian culture.

I will describe broad features of the Piinana Leo program and
the reason for its existence, while Kauanoe Kaman& will give de-
tails on linguistic and academic progress of the children and the
program.

First, it is important for those interested in our organization' to
know that we work with programs conducted entirely in Hawaiian
and that the vast majority of the children enrolled in these pro-
grams did not speak Hawaiian befLre entering the programs. The

Z-5
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children are not formally taught Hawaiian; but learning by immer-
sion; that is, by being completely surrounded in it. There are a
number of bilingual education programs in the United States estab-
lished fol.: child:en entering school already speaking a Native
American language. It is our understanding, however, that the
Ptinina Leo effort is the second indigenous language. ';mmersion
effort 'in North America that producei true fluency in a Native
American language in children after they enter school.,

The first people to implement language immersion were the Mo-
,hawks, who began at the Kahnawake 'Reserve in Canada, Pfinana
Leo efforts differ froni the various Mohawk immersion efforts now
occurring in Canada and northern New -York in that the preschorq
age component. is more intense and in that the elementary school
prIgram is run and paid for by thr State Government:

FrOm one-center for children:under age rive in 1984, we have ex-
panded to running four such centers and working with the State in
two elementary school immersion programs. The programs are lo-
cated on four:iieparate islands.

The reason that we are involved ,in Hawaiian-immersion educa-
tion is that ,we believe that 'without the Hawaiian 2aliguage we as a
people will' cease to exist. This belief is expressed traditionally by
the saying, "I ka no ke ola; I ka olelo no ka make " "In lan-
guage there is life; in languagethere is death."

Interest in the survival of the Hawaiian language is not restrict-
ed td'only a tiny minority of Hawaiians. A survey by the Office of
Hawaiian Affairs showed'the first cultural priority of Hawaiians to
be the Hawaiian language and'that the majority of Hawaiian-par-
ents would like to see early childhood education programs for their
children that were strongly Hawaiian in orientation.

In 1981, when eight Hawaiian=iiinz:L:ing educators started the
'Aha Pfmana Leo, Inc., there were only about 2,000 native speakers
of Hawaiian out of a total population of some 200,000 Hawaiians.
Of these native speakers we counted approximately 30 children.
One of the ironies of Hawaiian language Hawaiian is that the only

ederal support that the Hawaiian language has yet received was a
grant to establish a transitional bilingual program aimed at getting
'these 30 children to replace Hawaiian with English. Instead of re-
placing Hawaiian with English, the children in this program have
started to replace Hawaiian _with heavy pidgin.

-It was clear to us in 1981 that the only way that Hawaiian was
to survive was to use the total immersion method. Years of teach-
ing children Hawaiian through English has had no appreciable
effect on the survival of Hawaiian. It was also clear that the earli-
er we started immersing children in Hawaiian the more natural
their fluency in the language would be.

There were many major obstacles to the concept of early Hawai-
ian immersion education when we began our efforts in 1981
excuse me, I meant to say there were many major obstacles in the
beginning. First, we had no money. No major agency wanted to
su port our efforts.

ond, there were legal obstacles, to using Hawaiian as a pri-
mary medium of education in Hawaii. Although Hawaii had a well-
developed Hawaiian medium public school system under the Ha-
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Waiian -monarchy, public -Hawaiian medium public _education was
niadeilligatin 1896 after the Hawaiian monarchy overthrown.

Furthermore, we were informed by the State Government that
since Hawaiian was the indigenous language of Hawaii rather than

'foreign language; 4roviiiiont allowing for the establishment of
Privateigapanese;,,Chinese, and other foreign language schools did
:net itsPlY to Hawaiian.

We had Oiery.diffiCult timethe first. few years starting our cen-
ters -under existing State regulations, but we refused to let 'any-
thing sstep,this from providing for -the children.. Key to our success
Was "parent coniniitment.,Parentarenovated buildings for their cen-
ters, ran fundraising concerts, sold candir:and sought donations; in
addition to their 'commitments to pay tuition, attend weekly lan-
giiage classea and do in-kind labor to-keep the schools running and
supplied --with, inaterials.

The parents also went to Ahelegislature and changed the laws.
In 1986 the Hawaii- State Legislature :made it legal' for private Ha-
waiianlanguage schools to:hire staff based solely on their language
ability: The same legislativeseSsion legaliied the use of Hawaiian
as a .prithary--nieditnn of education in Hawaii public schools, after a
90-year ban that had -all but exterminated the language. the first
public school Hawaiian medium classes in over 90 years -opened
this fall in Hilo and Honolulu.

We would, like to see. the indigenous language rights gains that
we have made in Hawaii be extended to all Native American peo-
ples. We-are concerned about the English-only amendment current-
ly, in Congress that -WOuld classify' the indigenous language of this
country-as foreign. If an official-languages amendment is made to
the Constitution, it should include the indigenous American lan-
guages as does our Hawaii State Constitution.

Whether there is an official-languages amendment to the Consti-
tution. or. not;- there is a need for a Native American cultural free-
dom act passed that would recognize the right of Native American
languages to survival and official use by their peoples, including
use in schools.

I am including:with my written testimony a-draft idea for such a
bill; along with some published materials on the reasons behind es-
tablishing the Piinana Leo programs.

Thank you very much for allowing me to give testimony on the
importance of traditional language use in Native Americans early
children education.

[Prepared statement of Mr. Kimura appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. How many children are involved in the

appendix.)

Piinana Leo program?
Mr. KIMURA. Currently, we have approximatelywell, we just

opened the school on Maui with approximately 15 children, so we
have about 65 to 70 children.

The CHAIRMAN. And the whole study course is in Hawaiian from
morning to afternoon?

Mr. KIMURA. Exactly. From 7 a.m., when the doors open, to 5
p.m.,. on a,daily basis. Everything is in Hawaiian.

The CHAIRMAN. This is a private school?
Mr.,KnamA. Yes; it is. For children between the ages of 2 to 5.

7
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__The:CHAni*N.- -And it IL approved-and certified by the State of
Ha Waii? _

Yet;.it is. We did have a struggle, as I mentioned in-
my testimony, with the- concept of Hawaiian not being .a foreign
langnage,,and therefore-we: had to change that in the State regula-
tions at that time hnder the departinent of social services and
housing.

We=a10,-had to-approach the-=State -to assist us in staff lire. be-
cause we *ere :looking .for staff- who were;fitient in- the' Hawaiian
language, and:being that-we are very; very ,fewwe estimate leis
thany1,500 tOdayspeakert-of the-language, -we wanted our elders,
.orlkukiIña,,tO come contact with Our-children in- thete centers,
earl did, not- haVe _college degrees and early-childhood college
ereditio' theirinathea _So, at-this poiiitthe State has allowed- tisto
hire by changing that regulation for -Hawaiian immersion pro-
graiht.only at that level between the ages of 2 and 5 years old.

The CHAIRMAN. What grade=leVels are involved here?
KatiniA. This is for children..between the ages ofthis is

What the State would call preschool agebetween the ages of 2 and
5' Yeart,of age, or 6. The parents, of:course, have-the -right to not
send-- their .children to kindergarten, so -we have, had-children stay
with,our program until age 6..

The CHAIRMAN. Two to five.
Mr., XibtintA: Two to six, I guess, technically.
The CHAIRMAN. Ms. Kamand.

STATEMENT OF KAUANOE KAMANA, PRESIDENT, 'AHA PUNANA
LEO, INC., HILO, HI

Ms. K.AmANA. Aloha, Senator Inouye, and members Of the Senate
Select Committee on Indian Affairs. My name is Kauanoe Kamaria.
Lam current president of the 'Alma Panana -Leo, Inc. I am an, assist-
ant professor of Hawaiian at -the University of Hawaii at Hilo and
also assist at the Hawaiian immersion- program at Keaukaha
School in' Hilo. My two children are in Hawaiian immersion pro-
grams.

I would-like-to begin- my testimony with a short video presenta-
tion so that you may see what one of our Panana Leo centers is
like. This video was made in 1985.

The CHAIRMAN. Was this produced by the daughter of the Ser-
geant at Arms Of the State Senate?

Ms. KAMANA. Yes, Heather Giugni.
The CHAIRMAN. MR. Heather Giugni.
[Slide presentation.]
Ms. KAMANA. On this particular video, our school had just

opened in April of that year, and Heather had come to Hilo that
summer, the end of summer, to make this video.-So, that was just 4
or 5 months after we had opened the school and the children were
already beginning to speak Hawaiian openly to each other.

As you can see from the segment, our centers are taught entirely
through Hawaiian. They are open 48 weeks a year from 7:30 a.m.
until'S p.m. The children enrolled are between the ages of-2 and 5.
Traditional Hawaiian- features of our program include: area studies
and self-awareness; study of the land, plants, and animals; as well
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Itathe singingef appropriate Hawaiian songs that reflect those sub-
jebt-areas:

Our ilderathrough- their story-telling and-presencepass on those
intangible -features- ef ar'etilttire.that are an integral .riart of a

education.;-r '

Our .progranif.includea..activities similar- to those -found in pro-
schools "throughout,the World, activities, such as assembling -puzzles,
COUntint'ObjectS,?iiiiitChink .cards, et cetera: We also want to make
Children', aware of the tact that there are Other languages - and . cul
tures in the viorleTocachieYelthiS end, we have developed lessons
On China, ,Afriea,_NOrth'AnieriCa, and other areas outside Haivaii.

The Olderahildreit-iireianght the rudimentaof.reading and writ-
ing, using syllabary method used in-the 19th century
Hawanan:Inediuni sChOols.°They are also tatight_inath and science
appropriate. tif their -leYel- Of- achiegement.

When We.--first 'initiated our Punana Leo centers, many people
had cOncernathat speaking Hawaiian would retard our children in
areas of academics and in the use of the English language. We ad-
dressed-these concerns by Stating. that the purpose of the.Ptinana
.4o-PenteraWas,to produce children .capable otspeakmg Hawaiian
and that we 'had =ne.Pionfises -in- the-area of academics or English.
Parents had to be:Willing ta-riak:e delay in other areas to obtain

fluencSr.for their children.
We liairelince found that learning Hawaiian at the Ptinana Leo

did not retard the children's. academic and English abilities. The
ohildren,whe went to the Punana Leo centers went on to English
medium public school classrooms and did average and'aboYe-aver-
age work. In addition, they had the unique and valued ability to
speak Hawaiian, which gave them a very special and poSitive
Status among their-peers.

The Parma Leo experience has had a-beneficial effect on-them:
The children are encouraged° and 'admired by their ,fanillies for
speaking 'Hawaiian, and they receive Public praise when they go on
field trips or participate in formal public events. They see them-
selves as being special and unique.

This year, with the support of the Department of Education,
Ptinana Leo children in Honolulu and Hilo are continuing their
Hawaiian immersion experience at the kindergarten and first-
grade levels. The newly initiated Hawaiian immersion classes in-
clude PlinanaLeo children and children who have no-previous ex-
perience using Hawaiian. The teachers are graduates of our univer-
sity Hawaiian language programs. The materials used have been
provided by our organization and through the efforts of parents, in-
volved.

In the past 2 years we have made more contacts with ether im-
-mersion programs in the United States and elsewhere. The evi-
dence shows that children in immersion programs surpass other
children in English usage after an initial lag in the first few
grades.

'Children educated through immersion develop a sensitivity that
gives them an overall advantage when, learning a second language.
Those Who are involved in indigenous language revitalization im-
mersion programs like the Ptinana Leo experience special benefits
in terms of empowerment, reclamation of education within the cul-
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tUre; ,involveinent -ofentire families, and 'a -feeling of sPecial Worth
as theAieatera, of a linguistic-heritage, that would otherwise have
'been lost.

Mn=tonfident`that children, educated through the Hawaiian laxi-
.guage today will be special leaders of the =Hawaiian People; in the
:future ; About 90,,Yeats, ago, when the Hawaiian medium schools,
were.abOlished, Hawaiian speakers had the highest literacy rate of
anY,;_ethnic group in 'Hawaii : HaWafialripeakets-whirhad/Stuifie1
English iatfieCond;langtage.spole English well.

1HaWaiiaifilave'been=forced'to' follow the Anglo-American .ethnic
group' ideais otedtiCatiOn. for 90 Yeati. Instead of moving ahead,
we have experienced an enormous fall. We now have one of the
1OWeat 'educational achievement ".levels of any ethnic group in
Hawaii. We;ipeak,L rather Hawaiian or standard Engliskcj!nt use
:Pidgin English.

The set of ethics contained in our traditional Manner, of iriterfic-
,

tion through the. Hawaiian' language- has been lost among our
young. people, and we also have numerous social problems. We
cannot even filly understand; or participate in our own culture.

We are: connnitted, to improving, the _Hawaiian,
edge-of Hawafien.culture and history:is thebiiiii that motivates us.
We shall become inspired -by our past ,and: confident in our future.
Our tradition tells us, "I ka 'oleic) no ke ola; I .ka 'olelo no ka
iniike"-"In language there is life; in languagethere is death." Our
motto in the 'Aha Punana Leo is, "E ola ka 'olelo Hawai'i""Let
the tHaWaiian'language live, for the language can give that life
back to out people.. Mahal();

The CHAiRMAN-Thankyou very much.
Under the State 'ceitification, can these children move right on

into the second grade?
Ms. KAiethisiA. Well, we-assume that they will`go on to the second

grade, and DOE is now going to evaluate their work in their kin-
dergarten and first-grade class.

The CHAIRMAN. How long have you had this program?
Ms. KAMANA. We just started in September of this year.
The CHAIRMAN. So, you have not had time to really observe and

evaluate?
Ms. KAMANA. Well, the Department of, Education gives all enter-

ing and kindergarten children a test, the Missouri Test, and they
did that for these children. We also designed a test in Hawaiian,
and it's ldndof like an SAT test, testing:their language arts skills
and mathematics:skills, problemsolving,.and. we gave that to them
in October of this year and intend to give them the same test at
the end ofthe year.

The CHAIRMAN. How much does it cost to participate in this Pro-
gram?

Ms. KAMANA. 'Being in a public school, the kindergarten-first
grade program is free. In the Pfinana Leo program, for preschool
aged children parents pay a tuition of $150 a month. They are also
required to come tolanguage,classes once a week and to do 81/2
hours of in-kind service at the school. And they understand this
When they come Tor an interview at the beginning.

The CHAIRMAN. And this is from 7:30 a.m. -to 5 p.m.?
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MiAtAMANA. Yes; well, they can come as early as 7:30, in the

morning, .7:30 in Hilo.
Mr.,KmuHA. Well, because we have a differentmost of the par-

ente on Oahu, two parenti3,work.i.so we open at 7 a.m., just one-half
hour 'earlier:

Andtheohildren-are'studying,all that time?
Nc:1-acttially, we 'officiallY-begmthe program at _8:30

in the morning But have similar to,a_Monteisori set-up in the
,scheol, where they have individual work tasks thatthey can get in-
volved with. Theré is a special way that they are to use these tic-
tiVitiee. And staff is there to help them and assist there. This is in-
formal. -. 4

But,of course,..the major objective of language immersion is al- "!

;ready:oceiirring as'soon,as they come to the school.
The CHAIRMANJ gather there is a waiting list.
Mi.'KAMANA.0h, yes.
Mr. KnktmA. 'Oh, yes. A long waiting list, especially on Oahu.

Hilo has one, and Kauai too.
The CHAismi.N. And you are now accommodating how many?
Mr. KimuHA. We are only allowed 19' at the church facility that

we are using on Oahu. By square footage we are allowed only 19, so
we have,19.

Ms..KAmANA. We have about 75 altogether.
Mr: KIMURA. Altogether, yes, 75 or so.
The ,CHAIRMAN. 'Have-you studied the Kamehameha Elementary

Education Program that we hay been discussing here?
Mr. KIMURA. I have not studied it. We live in Hawaii. We hear of

it. I have a brother-in-law who is the principal of the Kohala
School, Kohala 'elementary and high school, and Project KEEP is
being-used there. I hear about that projectthere from him. I have
not personally taken a study of the program.

The CHAIRMAN. So, you are not able to provide us with your
analysis or evaluation of it?

Mr. KiiiunA. We 'did make informal efforts to meet with staff of
Project KEEP, and this was to'be maintained as an informal meet-
ing. I really think they learn more about Pfinana Leo than we did
about them. They asked many questions. We were very interested
in their emphasis on language arts.

M. KAmANA. We have had opportunity to go and meet with
them informally.

Mr. KIMURA. Informal.
Ms. KAMANA. In Honolulu as well as on-Hawaii. I have met with

Myron Thompson KEEP administrators teachers, researchers and
parents.

The CHAIRMAN. And you beliave that the only way your program
can work is the total immersion approach?

Ms. KAMANA. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I thank you very much, Ms. Kamana.
Ms. KAMLNA. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Kimura.
Mr. KIMURA. Thank you very much. Mahalo.
The CHAIRMAN. Our next witness is the Tribal Council secretary-

treasurer and chairman of the Choctaw School Board of the Choc-
taw Tribe, the Honorable Beasley, Denfon. He is accompanied by

kilt/
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Hart; the tribaLdirector Of education of the Choctaw
Tribe' Of PliilEidelOhia, MS.

Mri..Densori?'

'BTATEMEWIOP HON.,..BEASLEY DENSON, TRIBAL COUNCIL SEC-
RETAIIVTREASURER; AND CHAIRMAN, CHOCTAW SCHOOL
'BOARIVCHOCTAW TRIBE, PHILADELPHIA, MS, ACCOMPANIED
BtDORIS =HART, TRIBAL -DIRECTOR OP 'EDUCATION, CHOCTAW
TRI

- -
Honorible.Sehator Inouye and committee members,

my nathe-is-BeaSleY Denson. Lam secretary-treasurer of the Tribal
CoünciLof the;Mississippi Band Of Choctaw Indians and chairman
of the;Chodaw. School Board. With me.today is DorisHart. She -is
our tribal education director and technictiLassistant to the Choctaw
:School Board.

We are very pleased to have this opportunity to speak on the ini-
portance of culturally-relevant education for Indian children and to
describe the-approach ,taken by the Mississippi Choctaws in this
area..

Briefly, let me talk- about the educational history. TheMississip-
pitchoctaws-hairehad alate start-in education. Unlike many other
tribe § 'which received ,educational services early in their dealings
with the 'United States, we were systematically denied access to
any education at,all. For almost 100 years from removal' until the
1920's, there Was-little schooling.

BIA elementary schools were gradually built in the 1920's- and
1930's, but no high school was built, until 1964. Because of segrega-
tion,' Choctaw students were unable to attend public schools in Mis-
sissippi and had to go out of State to boarding schools for high
school.

As a result of these circumstances, there is an absence of formal-
ly educated or trained adult tribal members. There are only 85 col-
lege,graduates In the tribe's history, and nearly half of the tribe's
high school graduates have earned that certification through the
,tribal adult education program which was established in 1972.

The CHAIRMAN. Howlarge is your tribe?
Mr. DENSON. Pardon me?
The CHAIRMAN.,How large is yourtribe?
Mr. DENSON. Approximately 5,000.
The CHAIRMAN. And 85 are college graduates?
Mr.. DENSON. Yes; as of this day.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank.you..
Mr. DENSON. Our current educational system, virtually all Choc-

taw,students attend the six reservation schools which-are still oper-
ated by the BIA with oversight by one unified school board. There
are six -community elementary schools. For high school, students
ride buses into Choctaw Central High School, or those from more
remote communities live in the dormitory which is operated by the
tribe, which we just recently contracted from the bureau.

This school system is 'extended' by tribally administered educa-
tional programs which operate within the school system, providing
direct student services in bilingual education, special education,
and aollege,i)reparatory assistance through Upward Bound.
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There are 1400 students in the school this year There are 77'
teachers, of whom only 15 are Indians. The tribe; apart from the

has a ,large and:,diverse education department whose pro-
grams reige Irom PreSchool, bilingual, handiaapped, adult, voca-
tional, and higher edticationteVOcational rehabilitation, and other

'siich,,sPecialized.areeS.IU ierykeS.
Thè1äckof edticational progress: As the tribe has expanded its

Governmental and economic development operations, the failure of
-thereserVation schools became increasingly evident.

0n the reiervation, within the tribal Government and the tribal
buirineas system there is a igroiVing ,rieed for tribal members with
greater academic and communication .skills. Unfortunately, much
of the work force has been found to lack the ,basic skills needed for
inany.reserVation jObeor even fel, entry into training,prograrni3 for
theSejoba. "Choctaw-high schosilt,grednates have Serious skill defi-
ciencies, with most unable to score well enough on the college en-
trance examinations to even get into a community college. Since
1979 the average grade-level- equivalency for high school 'seniors
has been below' ninth- grade.

Our response: Tribal: culturally specific, comprehensive curricu-
lum. As a result of these shortfalls, the tribe has set out to improve
the existing-school system, including planning for tribal 'contract-
ing of all .BIA schools on the reservation. As the first step in this
major reform effort, the tribe. conducted a Choctaw school study, a
systematic examination of all factors, which includes, schooling on
the reservation: The purposes of the studies were the following:

One, investigating tribal and parental concerns regarding the
poor performance of the schools; two, documenting probable cause
for school performance inadequacies; and three, developing a slate
of educational system reforms.

This three-phased study was based on sound research design and
conducted carefully. A team..of Indian and non-Indian educational
researchers spent nearly a year completing 12 separate studies.
Through this research, the tribe now has comprehensive informa-
tion outlining the educational problems and suggesting points for
reform.

According to the Choctaw school study, a major deficiency in the
Choctaw school system was the absence of an organized school cur-
riculum. Course content and instructional practices had little or no
bearing on: one, history, culture, and contemporary nature of Choc-
taw life; two, the academic potential of Choctaw students and the
trends in their learning styles; and three, student need for experi-
ential learning opportunities.

The findings of the Choctaw school study were reported to the
Tribal Council, the school board, all school administrators and
teachers, and to the tribal membership at large in 1984. Through
cooperative planning, there was broad agreement by the school
board; the tribe and the Bureau of Indian Affairs school adminis-
trators that school reform should begin by addressing the curricu-
lum deficiencies.

The Choctaw 'school' board sponsored- several extended meetings
with community members, curriculum specialists, education spe,
cialists, and tribal and BIA education staff. During this time we
gained a solid understanding of the kind of careful curriculum de-
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irelopment-and implementation process which would be necessary:if
ChoOtair students were to find 'both their own and the world out-
side the reservation and their schook

Both the Choctaw schOOl board and the Tribal Council are com-
initted.tO the development . and full implementation,OIa. culturally

.appropriate curriculum for all schools. We know that this, will be a
lengthy ,process. However, we are deterniined. that it will be care-
fully done, and we are confident that student a will benefit.

Doris Hurt, who has responsibility for coordination and fipple
inentation'iaff schools and reporting progress to the school board,.

ltd,escribeJlowthe curriculum works in the schools.
The CHAIRMAN. Thankyoii.
M. Hart.
Ms. HAAT. In the course of researching and considering solutions

to the ,problein of educational underachievement on the Choctaw
Reservation, we found, compelling evidence that diminished student
achievement was linked to the absence of culturally congruent cur-
riculum.and educationally sound instructional practices.

We also found that Choctaw students were attending school with
fewer textual and instructional references to ChoctaW life and cul-
ture,. thereby creating a cultural void in which students found no
point of reference for themselves as Choctaw or for their 'family
life. As a result, students could' often see little value in what they
were learning.

Tribal definition of curriculum development: In this task of
really altering the 'course of education in the Choctaw_ schools, both
the school board and the BIA supported an approach to the cur-
riculum development which would do several things:'.first, synthe-
size sound educational standards, current events, tribal heritage
and oulture, and external, experiences; two, provide for meaningful
Participation, by tribal representatives and parents; and three,
train teachers for implementation.

There was :further agreement that a broad definition of curricu-
lum would be adopted, one which would assure that curriculum
would not be merely limited to scope and sequence of skills and a
few tribally specific pieces of instructional materials. Rather than
treat the culture of the stddents- through such add-ons to a stand-

, ard elementary curriculum as courses in tribal studies, field trips,
traditional arts instruction, the tribe has opted instead to fully in-
tegrate, to infuse those 'things uniquely Choctaw into the total cur-
riculum so that learning occurs through natural references to
Choctaw -life.

Curriculum as defined at Choctaw involves the following: one,
the course offerings; two the documents which express the curricu-
lum, such as reading, mathematics, language arts, science, and
social studies guides which are being developed specifically for
Choctaw schools; three, the instructional process which transmit,
transktse, and translate the documents of the curriculum; and
four, the interactions and experiences of individuals.

This view of curriculum stresses the important role of the clasa-
reoin teacher in planning student experiences, since it is the teach-
er who takes the texts, curriculum guides, learning packages and
Other resources and uses them as tools to meet the objectives.

4'
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:The- curriculum, when fully installed in the schools, will be one
that, matches content with students' experiential and academic
need 'With cultural precepts and lariguage.and with tribal, so-
cietal; 'ar id'econoinic goals.

Program, details: Immediately after the school board directed
that action be taken iri the curriculum reform, the tribe, working
hi cooperation With the BIA schools, developed an extended. plan
which would result in the achievement of this major step in educa-
tion' reform: The work is well Underway, with a number of major
tasks already completed.

I will, briefly outline whathas been done to date. First, a system-
atic scope and-sequence of objectives based on State accreditation
polky, Bureau of Indian 'Affairs minimum standard for education,
and'tribal-goala'haS been- developed, field tested, and revised. The
Chobtaw school board has adopted this as the official outline for in-
struction for all schools;

Two, instructional objectives which meet the desired standards in
:both tribal; experiential, and elementary content areas have been
developed;

Three, these objectives are being bound to practice in the schools
through the use of curriculum mapping and the analysis of the cur-
ricular maps to validate the objectives at grade levels;

Four, curriculum units which address the subject matter and ex-
periential needs of Choctaw children and adhere to the content ob-
jectives have been written by a team of Choctaw and non-Indian
teachers with extensive input for content and resources from tribal
archives, the tribal GoVernment, and community representatives..

During the current year-the curriculuin units will be field tested
and revised for broad use at 'the K-8 level in all six schools. Next
Tall, this program will be ready to move into its final and most es-
sential phase, that of implementation and institutionalization into
the ongoing instructional process of the school, the acceptance and
routine use of the new instructional program by all elementary
teachers and principals.

At this time,teachers will try out and revise units of instruction,
will learn to teach without the sole reliance on the textbook, and
will receive assistance in becoming conversant with Choctaw cul-
ture and student learning preferences.

We realize that our approach may appear to be a lengthy, de-
tailed one. However, we have seen and the literature has confirmed
that teachers will not usually use locally developed curriculum
unless that work has been properly sequenced, is adequate in
scope, has been validated, and offers an array of resource packages.
There is ample evidence in the literature to the failure of educa-
tional and particularly curriculum reform in the most conventional
manner. Here, we are attempting curriculum reform in a most ex-
ceptional nature. We are working to have teachers rely on a com-
pletely, new references as a vehicle for teaching conventional aca-
demic subjeei; matter.

BeCause of our strong belief that this approach to education for
Choctaw children is a sound one, we have elected to work with
care, with attention to concerns raised at each point by parents, by
teachers, by evaluators, and by the school board. As a result, we
are allowing time for field testing and revision in the expectation
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that our final, product will successfully treat many of the educa-
tional shortfalls in ,the Choctaw schools.

The ,reeults of this work are, of course, not yet known. Initially,
school board and Tribal. Council response has been very positive.
Generally, teacher and administrator,response has been very good.
Data which Will be collected during this school year as the units
are field tested will serve as an indicator of student response, and
within the next three to five years I hope that we will be able to
return heie 'and' rePort both academic and self-esteem gains by
Choctaw child 'refl. Thank you.

The CHAIRMAN. Who initiated the Choctaw school study?
:Mr. DENSON. Who initiated it?
The QuantAii. Yes.
Mr. DENsoir. The tribe, the Tribal Council, Chief Martin.
The CHAIRMAN. It wasn't the BIA?
Mr. Dmisoir. No:
The CHAIRMAN. Did the BIA subsidize the study?
Mr."-DmisoN. A certain portion of it. We used a lot of ANA funds,

ANA funds.
The CHAIRMAN. But this was a tribal initiative?
Mr. DENSON. Right. Totally the tribe's. One of the things we

found out was that as far as curriculum and the bureau's efforts,
sometime in the early 1960's was the last time they thought about
curriculuth scope and sequence.

The CHAIRMAN. Did the Bureau attempt to do anything in the
past, realizing that the Statistics were bad?

Mr. DENSON. I think there have been some efforts. But they
would make one study and then a couple of years later come in
with another one, Such that it really created more, chaos than alle-
viate the problems at that point. And I think that was a question
on our part when we initiated this, that it will be ,juet another
study that is going to be filed later and just shelved.

Ms. HART. Back in the early 1970's there were several summers
that teachers would work for 4 weeks writing curriculum and then
somehow it never got typed up and put into practice.

The CHAIRMAN. So, the only good that the BIA studies served
was to provide employment for someone?

Ms. HART. Well, this was during the time that F ople were on
salary full-year, in that period of the BIA history.

The CHAIRMAN. Can you share a copy of this study with the com-
mittee?

Mr. DENSON. Yes; in fact, I have a study of the demographic
survey of the Choctaw.

The CHAIRMAN. Is that the school study?
Mr. DENSON. This one is the school study.
The CHAIRMAN. May we have a copy of that?
Mr. DENSON. Sure. We will let you have a copy of this one, too.
The CHAIRMAN. It will be made part of our files.
[Information to be supplied is retained in committee flies.]
The CHAIRMAN. When do you think you will be able to advise

this committee as to whether your program is a success or not?
Mr. DENSON. I would say in 3 to 5 years, primarily because this

is something new. In fact, today we are trying with the schools
and the possibility that the tribe might contract in another year or

36
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two and that ,might swing things a little bit and we might need a
few,more yeari after that:

The CH Antimia4. You have 1,200 students in your school system?
Mr. DENSON. It is '1,100.
The CHAIRMAN. And how many school teachers?
Mr. .DENSON. We have 77.
The CHAIRMAN., Of that, how many are Choctaw?
Mr.,DENsozsr; Approxienately a dozen.
The CitAiitatii.,A dozen?
Mi. DENSON. Right. 'We have 15 Indians, but local Choctaws I

would say-are about 13 or 14.
The CHAIRMAN. How many of your 77 teachers are bilingual,

EngliSh and'eMployment?
Mr. DthsoN. None.
The CHAIRMAN. None?
Ms. HART. Other than the Choctaw people.
Mr. DENSON. Yes; other than Choctaws. The Choctaws are totallybilingual:
The CHAIRMAN. Do you have a special teacher training program?
Mr. DENSON. That is one of the things that is lacking. We don't

have any sound development ,program nor orientation for new
teachers. -And we are going through some growing pains currently
.ber-.aufie the State of Mississippi is also going through reforms.
TheY have the Education Act' of 1982, which really caused the
tribe: 7-I guess it gave the-tribe the impetus to try to do something
as, well as what the State is trying to do.

The CHAIRMAN. Can I ask the professor aquestion now? Keepingin mind the diversity of language and cultures, is it feasible to es-tablish a teacher training program to teach natives from different
tribes and nations?'

Mr. TilAR-P. Is it feasible to establish one for a pan-Indian kind of
Program?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes; because obviously not every university has a
training program.

Mr. THARP. Yes; it is. There is a very good example of that, for
example, at the University of British Columbia.

The CHAIRMAN. Would it be feasible for Choctaw teachers to be
trained at the New Mexico University?

Mr. THARP. Oh, indeed. Indeed it would. Now, the field training
would be a different issue. So the field training could take place in
a distant bite.

The CHAIRMAN. How many colleges and universities are there in
the United States that would provide culturally oriented teacher
training programs?

Mr. ARP. Well, there are very few to my knowledge. We haveattempted to assemble a list of those, and I am not sure that wehave scoured up every one. But believe that it is less than 10.
The CHAIRMAN. Could you provide us with your list, sir?
Mr. THARP. Yes, I will.
[Information to be supplied follows:]
The University of Hawaii.

' The University of New Mexico.
The University of Alaska.
The Eastern Montana State College.
Arizona State University.

3
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The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Denson.
Mr. DENSON. I might add that the Choctawone of the quest

tions you had earlier with'the other group was what percentage of
your people, even the youngsters, speak Choctawours is about
95 percent.

The CHAIRMAN. And of your 77 teachers only 15 Can speak the
language?

Mr. DENSON. Right. I think that the emphasis that we are going
to place on these teachers is, one, philosophy and the concept of
what we want to teach, and those types of things I think is the key.
°I just don't think that sometimes universities teach teachers to be
teachers, I think they just get them through college and that's
about it.

The CHAIRMAN. Does your board of education determine the cur-
riculuin and teaching programs?

Mr. DENSON. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. And educational program?
Mr. DENSON. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. How do you feel at this stage?
Mr. DENSON. I feel very positive. Under the bureau system we

were supposed to have six different school boards, and we came in
and 'said that this is one tribe, we want one school board. And that
was the beginning, and I think we are heading in the right direc-
tion.

The CHAIRMAN. Are there any early signs of success or failure?
Mr. DENSON. I think there are some signs of improvements. It's

my understanding that the ACT scores, the college entrance test
scores, have been improved somewhat this year.

The CHAIRMAN. Whaabout your attendance record?
Mr. DENSON. We have problems as far as attendance. I think it's

probably the same at this point.
The CHAIRMAN. No improvement?
Mr. DENSON. None. Notwell, I couldn't sit here and say yes or

no on that. I am not knowledgeable.
The CHAIRMAN. What about your dropout record?
Mr. DENSON. It gets up to 70 percent, as the study would reveal,

when they get into 12th grade.
The CHAIRMAN. The dropout rate is 70 percent?
Mr. DENSON. Right. Once they reach 12th grade. And it is even

higher for special-ed people.
The CHAIRMAN. We will be following your progress very closely,

as we will the others, because I believe that this is very basic in
Indian country and I think it's about time we did something about
it.

I thank you very much for your attendance here.
Mr. DENSON. Senator, we thank you. And we've got to run.
Ms. HART. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Our next panel consists of the executive director

of the Leuppe Boarding School of Arizona, Mr. Mark Sorensen; .the
director of research and development for Indian programs, North-
west Region Education Laboratory, of Portland, Oregon, Mr. Joe
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Coburn; and the chairman of the legislatiye committee, National
Indian Education Association of Washington, Ms. Rose Robinson.

Who wilFspeak first? Mr. Sorensen?

STATEMENT OF MARK SORENSEN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, LEUPP
BOARDING SCHOOL, LEUPP, AZ

Mr-SORENSEN. I would like to thank you, Senator, for having the
opportunity to speak before you and the staff members. I would
like also to express my real gratitude to see the extension of con-
cern for culturally appropriate programs extend to the, Hawaiian
Islands and back again.

am particularly proud of the KEEP project:becatthe it was 7
years ago, when I was principal at Rough Rock Demonstration
School that I became acquainted with Dr. Tharp, and he and I
began to work on implementing the KEEP project at Rough Rock.
It is very gratifying to see that that is continuing and being suc-

cessful.
Leupp Boarding-School is located about 45 miles outside of Flag-

staff on the Navajo Reservation. It is a school,- kindergarten
through. ninth grade, of 400 students. For 27 years we were a BIA
school, and in 1986 the school board and I worked hard with the
community to transform, the school into a 638 contract school. At
that point we devoted ourselYes to some policies that the school
board decided to address and that the school board decided had not
been adequately addressed by the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

I would like to point out that in this issue of the Arizona Repub-
lic it talks about fraud in Indian country, a billion-dollar trail.
There are a number of pieces of information, but one of those that
was most noticeable reflects exactly what our school board decided
to address.

About 43 'percent of the Indians Nationwide indicated in the
survey that they think alcohol and substance abuse is the number
one problem on reservations, 36 percent indicated they felt that un-
employment is the number one problem, 16 percent indicated edu-
cation is,the number one problem, and 15 percent said cultural loss
is number one.

What I would like to submit today is that by approaching educa-
tion in a culturally appropriate way, we can address all of those
problems and they do not need to be considered insurmountable.

Leupp Boarding School, Inc. is committed to the commonsense
idea that the best way to teach any student is to build upon the
strengths in learning that that student has already developed when
he comes to school. Cultural education, in our view, should focus on
how students learn as well as on what they learn. We cannot adapt
everything, of course, that we do in school to the way that things
are learned in the home.

But we have found three major learning styles that we feel are
really useful; that is, they fit the home environment with the
school environment and it helps learning in both situations. We
found that expecting children to have their own responsibility of
making their own decisions is a critical element in the way that
they learn at home. Children on our reservation are expected at
the age of 5 or 6 to go out and herd sheep in the desert, sometimes
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several miles out into the desert to a water hole and then several
miles back. Many principals and teachers on the reservation have
been shooked when they have asked the parents of the children
why they aren't going to school and the parents haVe indicated
that the children decided they would not go to school.

But that emphaSizes the respOnsibilitithat. children are given in
making their own decisions. The 'sequence of learning that happens
at home- we found- is also important. Adult modeling, where in
horseback riding an uncle might saddle -a horse, ride, and the chil-
dren would watch, is followed by prompted practice where children
might ,try to ride with the help of their older siblings. That, in
.turn, isSollowed by independent practice, where the children will
ride hoises to herd the sheep themselves.

AnOther critical element that we found in home learning, is the

KEEP people. Small-group accomplishment is evident in traditional
ceremonies where the whole family will work together to accom-
plish the ceremony, or in basketball when teamwork is all impor-
tant. Basketball is at a fever pitch on the reservation, and it shows
that competition between groups is fierce, but cooperation is the
way within groups.

We have approached thq major problems I mentioned before in
our community. Each of those major problems has been approached
by using these culturally relevant styles, of learning. The cultural
learning styles have impacted our academic program. We have a.
mastery learning program and a bilingual science program that
are part of the material' hatis in the folders, and I would request
that these articles, Mr. Chairman, be made part of the record.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, so ordered.
Mr. SORENSEN. Thank you.
This cultural learning style involving high expectation of student

responsibility has impactect our academic .program. The students
are given a Mastery test, and 100 percent mastery is expected of
the students. But they make their own decisions as to when they
are going to take their test. This program has impacted on all our
children,lindergarten through sixth grade.

The modeling, proinpted practice, and independent practice I
mentioned before is accomplished by. the teacher's demonstrating
the new skills to the students; then the students are given a chance
to practice the new skills in small steps with the teacher prompt-
ing them when necessary. Finally, the students practice the new
skill independently.

Thirdly, the group achievement, or the emphasis on small-team
approach, is deuonstratealwhen the students are eATrected to reach
mastery by being taught to the whole r. ass the new essons and re-
viewing to the whole class the lessonsl_.at need to be reviewed.

An example of the product of this kind of teaching is represented
by the average 11 NCE gains our students have made per year for
the past two years on standardized tests. The other kind of product
is the bilingual plant study done by our students with coop6rative
imiiuction from an An to botanist and a Navajo medicine man
well-versed in the uses of local plants.

This booklet, which has pictures of the local plants, and docu-
ments their uses from traditional sources and their uses from



modern science, is the 'first of its kind in-theLittleColorado River
Valley It was Prodace&bk-our,studentagoing out with an Anglo
scientist and: a 'Navajo 'medicine man and blending that mforma-
tion a'Caltiiralbr appropriate way

ThelinpaCt,..Of 'ealtural.learning 'on.nlcohol.and drug abuse pre-
vention is ie1evant here I talked to some sixth grade students not
tee- long ago:.-aiid:-,Totind::Oat that three-quarters of the ,sixth-grade
Students: had abused some 'kind of inhalant -that 'Year=--,three-quar-
tere2of 'the ,SiXtli:graders thtI talked to. So, we approached that
Probleny,agdin. using these three elements of cultural ;learning
styles The students are expected, to -Make their own decision We-
,gaidedatadent,irisits to detoxification centers and to juvenile deten,
tiori Centerti'fOr.them-te see the results of abuse by older youth. We

", krieWthat they would have to make their own decisions about how
. much risli they would take that would place them in one -these

nplaces.
We did the inocieiingr,proinpted practice, andrindependent pine-

tide :by' sponsoring family outings where we brought ,parents and
students together topracticelaving enjoyable, tithes with-

Out alcohol or substariCeS. As part. of this program, we included
elderia-frOin the=cainmunit to teach-traditional crafts to students
in atraditional,way.

The -,groUP, accomplishment was achieved by Setting up teams
made up ofliarents, staff, and students to Work on how to increase
communications by ,increasing teamwork. Alcohol and substance
abuse very, very serious problem all over the reservation,_but
Wehelieve it is something that can be handled by culturally appro:
priate style -of teaChing.

We also noticed thatthe impact on cultural learning styles is evi-
dent on thenneintslOYment' problem. Welave started amentrePre-'
nential-Prograth with our junior-high itudents:They are operating
on high expectations because we have set up an expectation of
their being able to set up small businesses; small .profif-making-
basinesses._Reniember that these _small businesses will_ be run en-
tirely bS,,,janior-high students.

The sequencentlearning is indicated like this: Classroom teach-
ing, of -business and presentation by local businessmen to the stu-
dents as the first step. The second step is accomplished when
adults are working with students on profit-making ventures. The
third step is done when students-form their own: entrepreneurial
teams.

The teamwork emphasis is maintained by our inaldngaure-that
the entrepreneurial groups learn .first to cooperate in order to
create a needed product. Here I have brought with me a jar of
Navalo:galsa,which was totally made from start to finish by local
Navajo students. The students went out to our local farm, they har-
vested the ,toniatoes, the onions, the chili peppers that were grown
by the Navajo farmers in our community. The students bought
those vegetables, they brought .them back to the school, they
canned those vegetables, they created the label, they did every-
thing connected with this project. Having gone through it with
them; I can say that if they could make jars of salsa, and sell the
hundreds of jars of salsa that they have sold, I believe that they
can Create- a real economic revolution on the reservation.

0
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4IhaiiivYoirtor giving niethe time to speak.
The Ciiikia**. The Boarding School is on the Navajo Res-

ervatjon? . _

Mr Soiuithi Yes, sir
."4.1

ajtkiehoel?
Mr So zsxq It Was-ii:BIA,achool until 1986,_ at which time it

'beeline l63806fitiaCt selibeCtribal 'school.
The CaiRMApj And how many Students?
Mi. Saaidiiiii:There are,400;,
1'h C1iAiultw. How thanyinstructors?
Mr:'SoaiiN7sick.:Thereare2.8:

how.many-are Navajo?
Mr S0iik4-1W.There'are 20 Navajo All of those 20 are bilingual.
Indidentilli,l'SenatOr, We have a -bilingual science program I

nientienWin- which the kids are taught inlsta4fajO about science,
kindergarten throtighthird.grade.

The 'CHAIRMAN All Of.yourstudents are bilingual?
;Mr.- SORENSEN: Approximately -88 percent of our students- are

fálly bill
Le CHAIRMAN _What about the 12 percent?

Mr SoRENsEN The 'other 12 -percent are either men-lingual
Nivajci or monolingual English.

The ,CHAiitimx. To carry out the program that_ you. have de-
scribed, are you receiving special grants from BIA or any other
SeureeT

11i$,Stamisioi. One of the reasons we became-a contract school is
becatiSethe'Elkdid-notoffer special fin:ids-to- carry out exemplary
programs. We did-get fthided forra three-year- project -as a model
demenstratioli program of entrepreneurial development from ANA
thiciugh the -Department-of Health and Human Services. We ;got
ftinded:froni, Title-VLF:for' our bilingual-science program, and from
'Title Won deVelopment-of some ofour other materials.

The CliAiaitAii. I would suppose that you have the blessing Of- he

-Mi. -SORENSEN. Yes; we do. Like Rough Rook, we can only func-
tion, if we do have the blessingul-the Tribal Council. The current
chairman of the -Nayajo-Triheis -heavily ,committed to economic de-
VeleiPpient. So, this particularly delightful to the current Situa-
tion.

The CiptIRMAN. What is the situation in other school areas in the
reservation? You have the Rough 'Reek and yours now. What about
theotheni, Rough Rock and places like that?

'Mr.'SORENsibi. In regards to what, Senator? The economic Prob-
,leins ar_edUcationar

The CHAIRMAN: Culturally compatible education.
Mr. SORENSEN: My belief is, that culturally compatible education-

is appropriate iri the way that the KEEP project has done it any-
where.,

The CHAIRMAN. Are- they carrying it out on other parts of the
Navajo Reservation?

,Mr. SORENSEN. It would vary. For example, in our community
students are closer to metropolitan areas, they are a little more
cosmopolitan. But as was indicated by previous testimony, it is defi-
nitely the case that whether it be in Hawaii or in Sioux country or

44,
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in,NaVejo country, the -Native American attachment . to the-land,.
triefllatii/e,Annerican understanding of the importance . of family
groups, all of iliat I think allows us to look at the family as being a
source ef:Waysriflearnink.,

The CtiAinatAN. Are all of your Navajo-speaking_school- teachers
Collegetradnatei?

Mr..Sort*iisieri.- tee; they are. And part of our title VII :program
haa..been- 'take ,them -back to college and -give them education
-leading degrees so that they can, in turn, teach not
Only .at:4:higher level of professionalism but at a higher level of
Skill the'bilingiral science concepts.

The 'CriAiRP` dAN._ Where did most of your Navajo teachers receive-
-their bacellaureatis?

Mr:*Sonpiisix.*Most of them received it from Northern Arizona
'ITniVersitY.iri Flagstaff, which is 45 miles from our comthunity.

The CkAiitigAir: Dees that university provide special courses for
cultural compatibility?.

Mr. Soruirmasi. The universities are disappointingly slow-in doing
that: Northern Arizona-- University has the highest percentage of
Native American students- of any college in the country, and it_has
been strong on words and slow on action, in my opinion.

The CrikilmAisr: I thankyou very much, sir.
Mr. SORENSEN. Thank you.
The CliAIRia* Mr..Coburn.

STATEMENT OF JOE COBURN, DIRECTOR, RESEARCH AND DE-
VELOPMENT FOR -INDIAN EDUCATION PROGRAM, NORTHWEST
REGIONAL ,EDUCATIONAL LABORATORY, PORTLAND, OR
Mr. COBURN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The, CRAnimAx. -Before we proceed, I would like to point out to

all of- yoU.that originally most members would have been in attend-
ance here, but last week,as a result of the economic-summit meet-ing that we-had-here, the leadership of the Congress decided to go
:into recess. So we are, in recess now, and so "believe there are just
two Senators -remaining' here. Maybe at this .point I am the only
one here:j[Laughter.]

Mr. Comm. Thank you. My name is Joseph Coburn. I reside at
2317 Southwest Augusta Drive in Aloha, Oregon.

The CirAIRMAN. I notice you said Aloha?
Mr. COBURN. Aloha.
The' CHAIRMAN; Is 'that a Hawaiian community?

COBURN. Pardon me?
The CHAIRMAN. Is that a Hawaiian community?
'Mr. COBURN. I believe, in-name only. [Laughter.]
The CHAIRMAN: Oh.
Mr. COBURN. I- am employed as director of the Research and De-

velopment Program for Indian Education at the Northwest Region-
al Educational Laboratory in Portland. I have been in this position
for 14 years. Prior to coming-to the laboratory, I was a classroom
teacher in public schools, a counselor-administrator in BIA. I am a
member of the Klamath Tribe of Oregon, and have served the tribe
in a number of capacities over the ,years, including vice chairman,
chairman, chairman of the restoration committee, and at the

S.
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present :dine sett! on the Klamath _education committee. am
riiientlYietVing tir_fifth- yeEir'as President of the,Oregon:Iriaiiit

Uoition-AsiOciation, and :am immediate past chairman Of the
education committee the.Affiliated:Tribee of Northwest Indiana.

I have been invited to hearing' to 'provide information den-
-004iiig'theible7,014-0,iii.edticition- of Indian children by the labo-
ratory: The laboratory's Indian program is unique in nature. It is
funded for the'ilait,Part-bitheOffice of Educational Research and
Improvement the DePartinent of Education, and it is of 11
programs at the -Northwest -Regional Educational Laboratory

The 4ndituiprograniiiMique'in that it' haa its own policy board
which sets policy forthe.Prograin-within the administrative parani-
eters4eV.by the laboratorys board of directora:,' The .pOliCy _board
consists -Of four :member a appointed' by the Affiliated' Tribee: of
Northwest Indians, One member each appointed -by the. State chief
school officers of Washington, Oregon, Idaha, and Montana, and
two members apPointedlbythe laboratory.

This structure of the-policy bOard within' the laboratory provides
need-sensing, direction, technical expertise, credibility in
the 'Indian community, and dissemination of information services
for the Indian-progriun,.and'hal redultedin a long list of successful
prodUctalor -Indian- education. Among them "TheIridian:'ieaditig
series; Stories and 'Legends of the Northwest;" three- monographs
On effective ,piadices in Indian -education, :teaching, Curriculum;
and an -adnu-nistrators monograph; a recent study, "Reducing

'Teacher Turnover in Reservation Schools," which is a guide for ad-
ministrators;- and a 'fourth monograph on drug abuse prevention is
nearlYtOniplete.

I have included copies of some of- those in the testimony that-I
sent in, and I have also included several others-which I will refer
to as attachments.

The CHAIthAN: We will make all of those part of the record.
Mr.Thamusi. Thank you.
The monographs have been sold in '33 different States and

Canada; '1,069-copiea were sold,aa of October 1 In addition, the con-
tents of the _monographs have been discussed at national, regional,,
and local conferences. All feedback has been positive, and, individ-
uals feel that the content is relevant. to their tribes or regions:

'I hould say that the monographs are' based on a Value *stem
which- I- believe is pan-Indian, and I think attachment number 5
Contains basically that Value system.

I mentioned the sales outside the Northwest and the reception
outside the Northwest because I think the program_ is transferable.
The most exciting part of our program is school, improvement.
Using the monographs, we are producing dramatic results in
schools in the Northwest. It-is a teacher retraining program. We do
it onsite with total staff involvement of the school. It took about
five years to, develop the project. This is the third year of actually
training schools.

The staff, as' I said before,:work with the total staff. They build
,leadership teams. They study research findings. They profile stu-
dent performance. They gather baseline data; this is for their
school. They set realistic goals based on school data. They learn
motivational techniques for Indian students. They write presciiii-
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tioni3-to cause desirable behaviors. They are :supportive- of each
other's 'effort:S. They, evalUataprogreSs, they renew efforts and they
Ocertithithat ü gnallaiheenliceomplished.

:Again; I 'have a:Biting of some of the schools that have -gone
throtighthe all'tha-SChnolS have. One through
the traiiiirigazid some of their. deconiPlishinents.

`For:iiistEince, Warm'SPrings;:in Oregon, reduced their incomplete
honieWork assignments frbm 23 percent to 9 percent. This is in 'a
four-month .-pertod:.'Hairre Junior High 'increased their number of
assignments from .47'Percent.t&82 percent in a seven month period.
Devlin Elementary in ,Havie,.-Montana, increased participation by
Indian-students from 9.3 percent to 22 percent. There are a number
of letters.' Trent PritiCiPals, and it's kind-, of an update on what
they're-doing-this Year,,and there are even better citingain those.
These-letters-Me also .inalUded:

'While.theSe..residta may seem rather insignificant, it must be re-
membered that-these are: types of problems at schools with Indian
students that' have never been reduced. The schools we serve I/11hp
four -NOrthWest States are initially those- on or .near a reservation
with a sizeable' ,poPtilation of Indian students:Nearly all are mixed,
Indian and-non4ndiiiii. There are no bureau. schools. There is only
one in the Northivest. We have cooperated with` them in setting up
-their program. There is a number ofoontract schools that we work

But what we see happening is very exciting. Teachers actually
experience succeSs. This is new to them. They haven'thad this- in
.working -With--Indian students: Most of the teachers are non-Indian.
The -teachers'.iittittides become more'positive. Morale goes up. And
we see changes begin to occur in theschools and in the community.

Expectation Of teachers rise dramatically, and some of that
is.pointed out in our evaluation during our-tasting,phase, and it is
included-in the testimony.

I have provided for you -sample training 'schedules, attachment
number The training can be done within five to seven months,,
and' N've the trainers are,only at the schoolsonce a month for one to
three hOurs each month.

The advantage oftheprogram is that it's very nonthreatening to
teacherS, as it 'has a very positive approach. It took us a long time
to learn that. If you come in and say, "We have the answers. You
have been doing things wrong," you lose most of the teachers right
there.

There is no -extensive recordkeeping or report-writing by the
teachers. The knowledge of the teachers is utilized. Very little time
is taken away frcim- the teaching. Those techniques used that' are
proven to work with Indian children work well with non-Indian
children as well. It' is a program that is Indian-researched, devel-
oped, and implemented. Trainers are experienced teachers in
Indian education, and it is quite inexpensive. We train on a cost-
sharing basis with the schools using OERI funds and-their funds.
Recently, the State of Oregon is partir.rly funding two schools in
Oregon, so it's a, three-way cost-sharing effort.

It costs us about $8,000 per school, including time, materials, and
travel. The program is funded as part of a contract between the lab
and OERI through 1990. Although it is cut substantially. We do
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plan on training five to ,ten .schools per year --during the tenure of
, the ,co aract.,

should like to .mention something else that is happening in the
Northwest. The prograni has experienced success because of' the
combination of thee lab's, expertise and, guidance, Indian, policy
Making, to,-gnide,.the ,program, and , remaining neutral politically
that' is, _Either*, and between-the tribes. We do not compete for
Indian mOneys,,and We,gtay- out oftheir internal problems.

The ,program has acted as a oatalYst for Indian education in the
;Northivest,, and -as a result, a discussion paper was produced< and
Circulated in 1983 ,and '1984 by the- Confederated Tribes. of Warm
SPritige.'That is attaohnient number 6:

The Taper proposes along-range planning model for all of Indian
educatiOn Said is probiably the best concept that I have seen. in my
many -Years iii Iridian'eduattiofi. It certainly merits ,close-consider-
ation for any Plan to improve :Indian, education which proposes
positive,,large-scale impact.

Might mention that the concept paper *as .approved in 1983
and 1984 by, the National Indian Education Association, the Na-
tional Congress of Anierican Indians, the National Tribal "Chair-
ifien's.Association, the Affiliated Tribes of Northwest Indians, and
each director of the Regional EduCational 'Laboratories at that

Thank you for the opportunity to Present these ideas to you, and
I,,would:be glad to answer,ariy.questione.

[PreParedistkitenient of Mr. Coburn appears in the appendix.}
'The -CHAIRMAN. Well, first I would like to say that the results

which you consider insignificant I think are very significant, I
think Most- enCouraging.

I know that 4n your background you worked as an educator and
admfiiistratOrviith the PIA..

Mr:"Cost.mg: Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. When was that?
Mr. COBURN. 1965 through 1971, 6 years as a counseior-adminis-

tratOr at Chemitwa Indian School in -Oregon, which meant,I worked
in the dormitories in a guidance program. .I should mentionI am a ---,-

graduate of Chemawa .InCian School, so it was like coming home.
But also-2 yeati as reservation principal on the Blackfeet Reserva-
tion in Montana. .

The CHAIRMAN. Does the BIA have any policy relating to culture,
language, and education?

Mr. COBURN. I see it cropping up now and -then in some of their
plans.I have never seen it in operatiou.

The CHAIRMAN. Is There anything in writing that you are aware
of that sets forth a national policy on the importance of culture
and language in the education of Indian children?

Mr. COBURN. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there any national- policy that you are aware

of within the BIA relating to the training of native teachers?
Mr. COBURN. A national policy? No. There is a °funding source,

but I don't think there is a ,policy as to content or curricula.
The CHAIRMAN. Is it the national policy of the BIA to "Ameri-

canize" Indian Children? By Americanize, to do away with Indian
culture and language?

4.6
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-Mr.-CciatniN. That hasheen the policy, but I haven't been associ-
ated,with:themlOi a number of years, 12 or 15-years. I don't know
Whet their *icy right now, if they even have one.

The CHAIRMAN; Yes,-sir?.
'Mr. Soitzmiri.,Senator,,I was a BIA.principal before I became an

executive director of a .contract school, and my thinkingthat was
just a -few 'rare agoMy thinking is that it's more a-policy of ne-
glect' than it a policy of termination or active inhibition of tribal
cultuie:

I think that the ,BIA has had for quite some time -a ioreferential
hiring,' policy of Native Americans, but of ,c(iiiise that doesn't
ensure culturally appropriate attitudes. So, my thinking is that
thereis,,for example, a bilingual add:-O-n-that encourages schools to
get extra funding through having a bilingual program. But there is
not training really available to implement that, you have to dO

thathY/your, own initiative.
'ThesCiiiiam.kbi. lilt a policy of benign,neglect or deliberate ne-

glect?
Mr.,SokikEri. It probably depends on how strong the individual

.peOPle feel' about it at the particular place that you are. In some
places it's deliberate.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Coburn, in your programs in the Pacific
Northwest, what is the level of BIA involvement or contribution
other than grants?

Mr. 'COBURN. There are a number of contract schools, I think,
nine contract schools within the area. In Montana there are seven
community colleges. I should say the BXA provides funds for these
and monitors: They don't implement them, nor do they run them.
There are a couple ,of other community colleges that are funded.
Mostly through BIA funds in the Northwest also.

The CHAIRMAN: Is there any justification for the establishment of
BIA- funded Indian teachers colleges?

Mr. COBURN. Could be, Isuppose.
The CHAIRMAN. Or Government-funded?
Mr. COBURN. Government-funded, certainly. I think the BIA just

survives. That is -rather rude, but I think that is what I have seen
them do.

The CHAIRMAN. Where did most of your native teachers receive
their baccal.: weeks?

Mr. COBURL\ Since most of them are in Montana, it would be
Eastern Montana State, the University of Montana and Northern
Montana'State.' Farther west, the University of Washington, East-
ern Washington, University of Oregon and Oregon State.

Tne CHAIRMAN. Do these universities or colleges, have specialized
programs for Native iiidian teachers?

Mr. COBURN,. They have Indian programs. I am not that familiar
with them as to content and curricula. They seem to be most help-
fulI am sorry, not all of them do. The University of Oregon,
Oregon State. I don't know that the University of Washington does
.anymore; they did at one time. Mostly, the Montana colleges-do
have some Component; they have some staff on ..ibard, kind of -it's
not an integrated program by any means, it's kind of an add-on.
They 'get the old quonzet but over in the corner of the campus,
type thing.
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,.The 'CiaiitmArr. They don't have a special division or department
Ir. , of Indian education?

MrCoaimx. Not that I am aware of.
The Ciiiiirripsr-. I thank you very much, Mr. Coburn.
mr.C0i3URil. Thank yon.
The CHAMitAri. I-now call on Ms_Robinson.

,ST:ATEMENT00-ROSE'ROBINSON, CHAIRMAN, LEGISLATIVE COM-
:MOTBE:15ATIONAL_INDIAN EDUCATION ASSOCIATION, WASH-
INGTON, DC

Mi. ROBINSON. Thank you, Senator. r think the last lime. T_saw
you was on my reservation at First Mesa at lunch.

The CIIAIBMAN. 'Oh.
Ms. ROBINSON. Lath hoping.
The CitiantAx. Ieit. good to see you again.
Ms. ROBINSON. My, name is Rose W. Robinson. 1 am submitting

this as iv representative Of-the National Indian Educa-
tion .Association, which is the largest Indian and' Alaskan native
titemberi3hip organization in the United States. Our members Na-
tionwide come from Federal reservations, non-Federally recognized'
tribes,and groups, urban areas and Alaskan villages. I present this
testimony on behalf of this lar-flung membership whose interests
are in the improvernent of programs and appropriate support serv-,
'ices for-early-childhood education among American Indians and
Alaskan natives.

At the National Indian Education Associatioa's recent annual
conference the membership specifically acted by formal resolution
to establish early childhood education as a major focus of the asso-
ciation's attention and mandatedithat the NIEA advocate in par-
ticular for thelinprovement of educatien for our children who par-,
ticipate in the Head Start program_ of the 'U.S.- Department of
Health and Human Resources.

It is, therefore within these contexts that I am here today, and I
also want to add that in all of these contexts culturally relevant
education is a primary interest of our constituency.

In our brief review of attl.vities in the area of early childhood
education among Native Ariericans, it became obvious that the
major activitylias been the popular and successful Head Start pro-
gram. This 25-year-old Great Society initiative today provides 105
programs on Federal Indian reservations, serving 14,000 children.
It is a preschool-comPrehensive Child development program primar-
ily for three- and four-year-olds. Itis not a day-care program.

The main; problem with Head' Start is that small tribes can't
muster-the minimum 30 eligible children to participate, so don't re-
ceive the service. Large tribes need funds to expand. And theae pro-
grams on my reservation, the Hopi reservation, ncorporate a great
deal of cultu:al activity. And I think that is true with most of the
other tribal groups across the country who are fortunate enough to
have these.fingrams.

The Head StiV't program has, been very successful wherever it
has been available, and we believe that this particular program
should not only continue but be provided with the ability to more
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:adecituitelY meet the diverse needsof the Native American popula-tion.
A- number. of years ago the Bureau of Indian Affairs funded somedemonstration projects in early childhood education, but in the,words of-one individual, these funds "dried up." As the lead agencyOf the U.K,Government for Indian education among the Federaltribes, the &Irian Of Indian Affairs should have programming thatis at the.eutting-edge-in the .field.
Witb.a ,conatituencY -that is finite, and identifiable, this agencyhas the organiiationaLciinacity to do many things,, but doeiit ha-vethe will?' From-. its across-the - ,board perforniance in Indian educa-tion- over he..past few yeais, it does not seem to have the interest.In another; area related to early -childhood 'education, the day-care needs- of Native American ,children are Aikoming

Today, theqriajority of Native Kmeiican,population is in the child--bearing, years. 'Like the general population, the needs of youngIndian:parents are often for child-care services when both parentsiyork: Very- feW -Indian; reservation areas ',provide either ;private-or-tribi4supportecIday-care serviceaat a time when the traditional
ways. of extended4amillysuPport are`no longer as readily available.Theliiiits of the Head Btart program,exclude working parents.Day- care as an expansion of the Head Start- experience also canand should provide -some- solid educational underpinnings for theNatiVe American child at the beginning :of his or her learningcareer.

Overall, there is a need to proYide funds for innovative approach-es and toundertake some basic research in the field of Indian earlychildhood education for -long-range planning. In the traditionalIridian ,culttire, cultural -education begins at birth. Today, as theIndian child groWs, his or her education expands early, into theways of the, contemporary, society, and those perceptions intermin-gle with that of his or her particular cultural conditioning. Weneed- to provide !noire concentrated and concerned attention tothese early childhood needs among Native Americans, and the Na-tionatindian Education Association is supportive of-any initiativesthat would Work,towards theme goals.
We support the positiorig of our member groups as they appearbefore you today and extend an offer to be of assistance to the com-mittee in any say that can bring about the success of our mutualobjectives.
We thank the members of this committee for the opportunity topresent, our views.
The CHAIRMAN. You spoke of funds being dried up. When werethese funds available for demonstration projects?
Ms. Itosirisori. I think about three or four years ago. Perhapssomebody else can respond more precisely.
Mr. SORENSEN. It was more than that.
Ms. ROBINSON. More than that. But the history of the Bureau ofIndian Affairs hai been interesting in its approach to education.After .a report called the Merriman Report was issued there wasquite a turnaround in trying to get more culturally relevant educa-tion. There are a number of books and other materials, teaching-materials, developed by the bureau during the 1930's and early1940's, and think during the 1950's, particularly at the height of
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grams expanded ,considerably. And then they began to die away-in
the 1970's,, and I have no idea why.

The ,programn That were being very innovative in a variety of
ways just kind of melted away and the staff, especially at head-
quarters,; you. know, certainly went down. And now Lreally don't
know what. they're doing.

The CHAIRMAN. Are you aware of any established national Policy
as enunciated- by the Bureau of Indian Affairs on education, cul-
ture, and'language?"

Ms. RoanieoN..Not unless it's in legislative efforts that they have
put' forth. I have not seen any. 'The only national ,mandate that
they have is in the Snyder Act. But I. haVe never seen or heard
anything that has had any 'kind, of- statement about what the
bureau plane to do in education except by legislation.

The CHAIRMAN. We will be conducting hearings and investiga-
tions relating to Indian "education, as you may be aware. It's a mas-
sive investigation. The Rules' ConiMittee has authorized the ex-
periditureOf over $724;000-for-this investigEition.

Have ,you' had the opportunity to study and evaluate the pro-
grains that have been discussed here, such as the KEEP, the Rough
Rock program, or the Leuppe program?

Ms. ROBINSON. Not, really, because there is no national informa-
tion on that. It is one of the critical areas, and when I was looking
into researching' for this hearing, I had to call people,,andthere is
no one place where you can get this information. So, part of my.
education,, sitting in this room listening to all of these folks talk
'abed their programs 'has been exactly that: an education. A criti-
cal need for education across the board is-the ability to have this
kind of material readily available. We keep reinventing the wheel,
otherwise.

The: CHAIRMAN. You said that your national-organization, which
isthe largest, I gather, is supportive of this type of cultural lan-
guage educational programs. But you have not made any recoin-
mendationa astii what sort of,Programs would be appropriate?

Ms. ROBINSON. "Well,, we haven't, but we can, and we can provide
that niforthEition later if you would like, as a part Of this testimo-
ny. When I was; asked to prepare material, I did not realize it was
culturallY'relevant until just within the last few days.

The CHAIRMAN. Would you do that?
Ms._RO3INSON. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. I think it would be ertreme/y helpful with your

national' organization being the largest in the Nation. I think it
would be, helpful 4f- we could get your views on what you consider
to.be appropriate.

Ms. ROBINSON. There can be no doubt that culturally relevant
programs are of great interest to our organization. Because we are
a far-flung group, we have different needs with each of our con-
stituencies. Some- of our, non-Feeerally recognized groups do not
have tE?, kind.ef cultcridabaCkground that the.Federal tribes have.

So, each of our grinips would have different perceptions of what
that means. With the Federal tribes which still have a lot of their
Culture intact, it means making sure that those things continue.
With some Other groups who have lost a good deal-Of that, the non-
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Federatgroups,,it would mean trying to_revive.thosekindRof stud-iesOf how their'Peeple,used to be. And in urban areas we have an-other whole situation. _

So, ours is a little' different, the organization's focus is a.little dif-
ferent than it would be if we were, simply working with one group.

The CHAfitmAN::Ms. Rebinsini, I thank you very, much.
'Mr. CoguRN: Senator Inouye.
The CHAIRMAN.. Yes,. Mr.,Cobutn?
Mr. CoBUE14. I would :like to take a minute to thank LurlineMcGieger-74 she herefor tracking me down and coercing meinto coming baCjc. I too,' like Rose,, have received an ,educationtodayk I have been looking for these kinds of 'programs for a longtime, and:they ate hard to.fiicid, as Rose said. Thank you.

'The CHAIRMAN. Well, we are also struggling and starting now.'Our final witness- today is the superintendent of the Santa Fe
Indian School; of Santa Fe, New Mexico,, Mr. Joseph Abeyta. He is
accompanied by Ms. Rena Oyenque-Salazar, a member of the SantaFe-Indian School Board.

This is the prize-winning school. Once again, congratulations, sir:
STATEMENT OF JOSEPH ABEYTA, SUPERINTENDENT, SANTA FE

INDIAN' SCHOOL, SANTA FE, NM, ACCOMPANIED BY RENA
OYENQUMALAZAR, MEMBER, 'SANTA FE INDIAN SCHOOL
BOARD, SANTA FE, NM:

:Mr. ABErrA. Senator Inouye, my name is Joe Abeyta, and for thetecorcl;,ram the superintendent' of the Santa Fe Indian School in
Santa Fe, New, 'Mexico. As you have recognized, I have with methii 'afternoon Ms. Rena Salazar, a. member of our board. -Mr. Regis
FeceeWas-scheduled--to be here, the,chairMan of our board, but un-fortunately had to return to.New Mexico yesterday..

Senator, I am not at all stirenbout the protocol or:how I shoulddo thifi, but we have brought fot you pictute that was taken
during'your recent visit to Santa Fe, and with.your permission weWould like to present that to yoti. .

The CHAIRMAN. As long as I am smiling, any protocol will do.[Laughter.]
Thank you. Oh,:yes, l'am smiling. Thank you. [Laughter.]
'Mr. ABEyTA. might mention that people at home are still talk-ing about your visit. You made a very, very positive impression onall of our youngsters, and we hope that, you will find it in yourschedulein years to come to comeback to Santa,Fe Indian School

and visit'viitlits. We appreciated your visit very, very much.
The CHAIRMAN. When you get another recognition as the out-

standing schciol,'I will be there. [Laughter.]
Mr.AREiniA.Seriator, I might Mention further than an hour agoin Santa Fe, NeW Mexico, the Secretary of the Interior, Mt.,Hodel,

visited the program, and he made a presentation to the assembledstudent body. And I called home and-had an opportunity to talk tothe. president of our student council who was looking for me tryingto make arrangenients for a Thanksgiving dance, and in passing I
asked him,how was the secretary, and he said, in his opinion, "Sen-
atkir Inouye was still a little bit bettet in terms of presentation."The kids really were impressed by you. They appreciated you, and I
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really believe that the comments that you made were quite signifi-
Cant- and important for the youngsters.

with:a1remendcius amount of pride that we join you today,
and we are excited about the opportunity to share with as many
people as possible our program in Santa Fe. In terms of some back-
ground, our program was contracted' for by the 19' Pueblos of New
Mexico in 1976-under the provisions of the Indian Self-Determina-
tion Act.

The dropout rate, 11 years ago, at the Indian School was 60 per-
cent, The youngsters atterding the school were between four and
five years behind grade 'level: There were severe problems in
regard to substande abuie, particularly alcohol and marijuana. The
majority of our students came to our school as a result of being re-
ferred by social agencies or being referred by tribal courts.

Iti 1979 we moved,; from Albuquerque to our present location in
Santa Fe, NeW Mexico. Presently, the school is, accredited by, the
State of New Mexico. The school ikaccredited by, the North Central
Accrediting Asiociation of Colleges and Universities. And. we are
also a member in good standing with the .New Mexico Private
'School Association.

I mention these things because it isqmportant for me to try to
share with;people the progress that our youngsters have made.

It is our opinion'that in addition to many of the things we heard.
today; that the reason, for successful ,programs are directly related
to parents, directly related to the fact of ownership. Santa Fe
Indian-School is a contract school. It is a school that is owned by
tha-10 Pueblos of New MexidO, and I believe that that is so'signifi-
cant becaute that sense of ownership lends itself to some very, very
positive outcomes in regards to commitment on the part of parents,
in regard to participation on the part of parents.

Another reason, a very, very important reason why Santa Fe
Indian School, works, is because of a staff. We have got an extraor-
dinary group of people that, Senator, are in fact educators and
teachers. And the fascinating thing about the people that we have
got assembled in 'Santa 'Fe, in my opinion,,is that they .are in the
business because they want to be in the business. And I say that
because weAitive had experiences in the past where people stum-
bled into the area of education and are there' in many. cases against
their will.

In regard to the education of Native American youth, it has been
my experience that there are significant numbers of people that
don't want to be in the business but are there because the jobs are
available, because they need the income, but certainly not because
of a commitment or a sincere interest in regard to youngsters and
promoting a quality education program.

I can't say -enough about the staff and the people that make up
Our program.

The-students at Santa Fe Indian School are a critical part of our
success story alio. Probably the most important thingin regard -to
our students is the fact that they want to be there. I mentioned
earlier that initially the students that came .to Santa Fe Indian
School were students that were sent there, in many cases against
their will. And early on, we discovered that if students don't like
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school, itstudents don't want to be part of a,program, there are
major -diffkaltiefi le contend with.

Pit- the present time we have got 485, Students-, enrolled., At the
beginning' of the school year we had a waiting list of ,about 170
youngsters. At theirginningetthe net semester, after Christmas,
we will be enrolling :probablY some more studenta; We,have. got. a
lot of youngsters that mint to come. And again, the significant
thirigabout those kids isthat thy want te be part of the prograin.

I flunk thattlie reason that they want to be part of the program
is been* they sense ownership also. They'see. the involvement of
their parents and'their communities in our school. They have a
sense of 'pride in regard to being4 part of this very, very special
institution. The result is that the kids-work harder, I believe. The

-result is thatAdds are open and to new ideas.and'Sugges-
tieris that for some schools or some people are a bit out of the ordi-
nary.

As an example, we have nianciatery study halls. We have facili-
ties open on weekends, so-that studenta can participate in individ-uál that they rewind: to well. We have computers,
three computer centers on .caniPus that .are_opemand-available for
the kids; with Monitors prettY_muchorganized in away and with a
schedule that the Students' convenience rather than the school or
staff emivenience.

In regard to specific programs that we are very, very excited
abOtiti I want to say thatthe entire school, is a fantastic pro-
grain and we are excited about it all. But some of the more recent
activities that we are involving ourselves in are, first of all, a test-
ing program. The State of New Mexico last year through its State
Legislature mandated that there be a competency-based test estab-
lished' for all sttidents-in New Mexico as a condition for graduation.

We decided that rather than wait for four years for thie-to
impact, and then to sit around and- cOmPlain_ that the test -'wasn't
culturally- relevant or that it was-a test' that didn't address in cad,
experiences that our kids Werehaving, We-have set about the task
of developing our .own competency-based test: At this point the test
is being piloted, it's being field tested, and we have been -getting
some interesting response from the State of New Mexico in terms
of their desire to use aspects of our test.

The test is significant and it's important for us because we were
concerned that Indian kids require an education that goes beyond
the regularly defined education program available in a lot of publicschools.

As an example of that, consider for a second that if I were to ask
a couple of years ago my students to draw an outline of the United
States of America, it would be quite easy for them to do that be-
causethey are taught that in school. If I asked *them to draw an
outline of the State of New Mexico, probably they could do that

\without any hesitation because that's part of an established or rec-
ognized social studies curriculum. But if 'I asked my students to
draw an outline of their reservation a few years ago, I doubt if any
Of them could dethat.

If I were to have asked any of my students a few years ago to
discuss for me the trust relationship, the special trust relationship
that exists between them as Indian people and the United States of
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America, I deubt- that they- could discuss that adequately:..If I were
to ask iny.studeritaquestions -regarding jurisdiction on the reserva-
tion andthe-role of the `State in their daily livei, I doubt that they

;coilld.andvier thoeakirida of questiond.
;The-p` oint's:if Santa Fe Indian School is that it is an Indian school

owned bYliidiaii'peoPle: It is a EichOOl:wheraparentS, I believe, find
itoonifortablato discuss needs and 'to make suggestions in regard
,tOlirograin, and it's:because, of that PiutiCiPation and because of
thafthvolveinent.thatyVe have put together a program that Ithink
riaheginnink. to -address the needs of our youngsters in regard to
whe they-are and' the backgrounds' that they represent.

to thi4, again 3n 'terms of some ,recent programs, we
are*orking.Very, Veryjiard with a language arts .activity.'Senator,
we VelieVe thatitotir youngdtera learn-to 'read in away that they
er,jOy,l'eadirig, am education- is available-to. them- that is not other-
wise available to them, and we fnid it.qUite disturbing, it's upiet-
fink in rioine.cases;that- a lot of our-kids don't come from a reading
environment. A lot- of the kids don't enjoy reading., We hive tried

together activities and. organize. opportunities for kids to see
the.Value, to learn the value of reacling,,,.and we trYcto make as-
many-oPporturiitied available for them to develop that skill.

writing sunder the language arts heading is very, very
important 'for ,us. in+ working, with youngsters who have-left our
school. and haVe gonaan to college, We-are finding OW:that-one of
the Major'concerns that they'have is with regard to their ability-to
Write 'in a way that' is acceptable to a professor at a university.

We have a ,project that includes computers at the school that
have attached to them *ordaynthesiz,ers. And the_. reason that we
are so excited about this' new approach- is becans , well, new ap-
proach for us is because teachers have suggested:That-when stu-
dents turn- in written asSignnienta when those written assignments
are read back to themithalcidi3 themselves, after they hear the as-
sigzimentreadhaek, can, pick Ont mistake's. We have got these com-
puter. labd that are available that are providing instruction in-the
arid-of reading and the kids-I,thirik are improving significantly in
regard to those skills.

Speaking also'is very important for otir kids, making reading an::'
writinkand 'speaking the/three major, components in our approach
to deveuip`language-artvat'Santa Fe Indian School.

We have 'a remedialiirogram,'Senator. We have a remedial pro-
His -funded 'through Chapter .1. Our policy at the school in

terms of admission is pretty'much first,come, first served. And Crit-
ical to that'admission policy.is the desire on the ,part of a kid to be
part, of the schobl. And we get quite a. broad range of abilities
present at-the .school. We get quite a broad range of backgrounds
that come to the school, and-we have a remedial program for those
kids that have the need.

I don't know if this sounds like a, contradiction to.all of this or
not, but we have a remedial program but we also require that for
all'of our juniors and seniors they maintain a 2.0 or a C average to

icontinue at the school. And it is interesting that at this point we
have only had one kid who didn't meet his 2.0.

The kids. enjoy school. They understand what the expectations
are. And, Senator, I quite honestly believe that 'in-many cases the
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,reason thei*Oung:Iiidians taiLis rbeCanseth, expectations ate, riot
ugh eaOngh ". ljthink:thit at Santa ;Fe Indian School We wed to

challenge our Iidatn,theefilllefit extent possible because we believe
that they .,do.;hiiie,TiOteritial; that they :do have ability, and you

Inst.-a:It:Wei:little ;bit :'to, get all that they are
capable of doing And', again, one of the major problems that we
have noticed is that SOirie-Or our kids itie,n.little lazy on occasion,
and some Of the'etied4tions:thaf,peo-Ple have for .them are net -as
high as they shedld'.be.,tn:get out of the kid . the full potential, that

In -regard to needs at the ,achoolaild. there are a lot of them
ceitaialY; if we Could ,got, imihono and millions of dollars, we would
appreciate it But the reality of the world certainly is that money
shasT,'attento be very difficult. What.* would like m that regard
is ek' organization that We -feel a .:cOMMitnieht to in terms Or all
of the People that re 'involved in the -business of educating Indian
Students: l'hOneetVbelieVe that sometimes we compete with one
another 'tothepoint that we don't ,effeCtively and .efficiently use all
of the ieSOUrCes that are available to. us In the extent that we

, .

Vbelieve that .research has got to be a-critical' point 'in- our
.4enda-.for the next couple of :ears. SuiPect,that -What' has hap-
pened to Pueblo youngsters .may' have happened to alot of. other
peoPle.acrois the country, in regard to research. That is. that a fewyearn*: sO many of our Indian older people 'got -tired- of people
asking questions and got .tired of the -people writing books; and
,piettyrauch;got to the point of saying no more research on our res-
eivatiOns. And I respect what they did, but presently as an edtica-
'tor there 'is alibidin-regard'to good data. And I am anxious to 4.44
to theleadeishiP. And we 'have-made-it a point to: have this item -Of
researchen our ageridn and-to try to get their,supPo4 and under-
standing in regard to research and the rieed; the necessity of good
data to base choiceseri. -

In the past; those choices were in the hands of the Federal. Gov-
erriment..Iri the-Pitst,thoSe choices were, in thelarids orpeople- out-
side_ofnur Pueblo and Indian community. Presently, those choices
'amours to make, and in that critical position we need to have good
data uPori which to base some hunches. and theri to evaluate those
hunches as we implement them, test them, and try to determine
what works and what doesn't work in regard to our kids.

Senator, I hope that we can get some help and support for an
ideathat I have difficuityin expressing because it may sound arro-
gant or facetious, but nevertheless I believe that Santa Fe. Indian
School is a- winner and I believe that winners need to-be rewarded.

have got some very good friends in the business comm_ unity,and they tell me that if- you go to a bank to borrow .money for an
enterprise, if you have a track record,- if .rOu've been able, to show a
product, if you've been able to show success, that the banker is
available to loan you dollars to continue the program and to en-
hance the success thatyou have had.-Ori the other hand, 'if you are
a poor businessman and if you have not been successful as an en-
trepreneur, you would have very, very difficult borrowing or :get-
ting support.



hool is. a winner. ,hoping. -that we are
,C.iiiiiiiiice!lhel3tirein of Indian. 'Affairs that they-

"14 ithdeistaiiding that' the
Uretin.OlikOceaSiOn=iii criticiZect.fOr spine inefficiency -and' ineffe0-

terms. of hiving-. that. With , neNi director
at -the Bureau of IndiAn.Affairs, that Ive °Would% haVe an opportuni-

to and dilicuitikrelatithiehiii that Nioidd.allow'for "Santa'
Indian School te;haVeieme'special opportunities develop IS 'a

:further extent the-, Program's' that .are :working for us now, assist
ua,Witht,he_-jesearCli-=hecessary to support and dOcUinent successes.
'finallY,-:iery,:iferYAmpartant in terms of a .need an item that

-hiikbeen-,diacuaSed;: as far-ail 4th, concerned, -qUiteintent.bi-oNier
ihelaiitifOur dr, five Yea Withed niUch..0f reSponse. atn-
'ha lhal- the :letrialtiti,... that - ',being considered" by the:Senate

the of,Native,Americin youth "could somehow
'include,. somehow Other'be Organized-to include,

''Coat-of-liVizigincreeies-foreentract.Schoof people.
When:S. '561."-wass*ritten and' when -it-Was-adopted, I believe that

there.:wai -an- .oversight. 'I ;believethat there was an oversight in
regard .to considering:the-fact that our people need to-have salary
Increasei justlike .every- other agency of the Federal: Government.

situation is that there. is a point of dimiriishing-returns in
regardite our kidgeta.:More and -more, money is. 'going into=viell,
weiantlapUt -money -into perSonnel, but the budget is not
getting -any -greater, and from year to year the Costa-for' running
the Sehootaregrowmg.

I'hadto say .something again toreiterate a point of what
we consider to be ii:critiettl- aspect of our sehool,,it's people. I hon-
estlYlbelievethat all of the .computerS in the. world _don't make a
successful 'prOgratn,,' all .of the' best materials. in the World' ;don't
'make a gOoliprogram:,BUt in,fact, what makes -a good program are
peoplehat, are committedtUreaponsibilities that they have accept-
ed. I believe that it's peoplethat make success, and if we are not
careful, before much longef/ we are :going to start losing, some of
those very,, vet,- good people to ach-318 across the: street and-we're
going to,-be :losing some of thoSe Very-good people to jobs that -pay-
rnore.thari_educators- receive .for the,Service that .they provide.

Senater Laripteeiate again very, very much having this opportu-
nity. I kno* it has. been a very, very long day for you. We are
-grateful for the invitation-to come to town, and we are appreciative
of the interest -that you have taken in Indian youngsters, and we
are especially grateful forthe support- that .you have given to Sante
Fe Indian School.

If there are any questions, both Ms. Salazar and myself would
like very, very niuchto try to respond.

1Prepared statement of Mr. Abeyta appears in the appendix.]
The CtudibiAir: Well, I thank you for your testimony, and rhope

yon will send my greetings, My best wishes to your students.
Now, your .school is ,aStieblo school owned. by Pueblo Indians.

Are all of your students bilingual?
Mr. ABEYTA. We did ,a ,survey at the end of last school year, and

through the survey we determined that 70 percent of the young-
sters-,attending school are bilingual and speak their language flu-
ently.

56%'
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The eittiamAtiq. Do koil.hafe 460students?
Mr. Aiiiirik,-WeluiVe 485, Senator.
The Ci1AmMAi HOw many faiultkinembera are there?Mr Antirk. We have tot 48 professional staff. I would like tothink tYa-t-weliiive,,got 160 faculty members if you consider thatevery nieniber of that school community is a teacher.
The 'CHAIRMAN: 'What percentage are Pueblo Indians?
Mr-ABEitrACOf theentike school boffin:Amity, _at least-75 percentis-Native American I say that be-catise-I 'don't have the figure ex-actlY:1 hive'abatif thitd. Of -the teaching 'staff-that ,iá 'Indian: Allof the student live-in staff is Indian. All of the support staff isIndian. In the administrative staff, I would say pretty close tothree-quarteralsizidiaii:'SO, probably about 75 to 80 Percent Of the-staff is Native Américán
The' CliAiRbiAN. 'Would-you-consider culture-alidlanguage:as:important:part of your education?

AnkrrA. There- is absolutely no question that ranguage andculture -is an absoluteiii absolute-necessity -in' the school pro-.gram:
The CHAIRMAN. -Am I correct to assume that all Pueblos speakthe same language?
Mr.--ABErrA. Oh, no. There are-fiveas a.matter of fact, 'that isone of the, difficulties, and I am:kind of-fidgeting here, worried thatYOU are _going to ask ,me do we have a bilingual program, andbefore you isk me I willtellyoti, no, we don't have a-bilingUal-pro-grara at school. And the ,reaton.--We _don't have a- bilingual. programis_beatuse we haire something- like- 28 'different tribes, and theyspeak different-languages.. Within the Ptieblo.commithity therearefive different language stocks. And within-those, there are peoplethattalk`a similar' language but-have-their own dialect.The townspeople can't understand the San Juan people 30 milesdown the road. The Zuni:people don't-Understand the Isleta people.The Isleta peOple -don't understand or 'speak the same languagethat the I.aginie. speak- The. Lagiine people don't speak the_ samelanguage that the Te-Oque people talk. And obviously, the-Navajosdon't understand any of the Puebks. [Laughter.:]

We have also got 'some Hopis there and some Apaches. There area broad range: And within our Indian community, Senator, theleadership has told us, "You work hard at being a good school pro-moting a- good -quality education for our kids, and we will worryabout the-langauge at home."
-The CHAIRMAN. 'What is the per-student cost of education, in-cluding everything?
Mr. ABEYTA. Including everything, it is in--the -neighborhood -of-$5,000 Per student, and it is that aniount because it includes stu-dent, living also. The academic program alone is about half of that,$2,500 per student.
The CHAIRMAN. The same ratio with' Rough Rock.
Mr. ABEYTA. I asstimr, ch..t Rough Rock is probably under a simi-lar formula that we operate under, and that governs the appropria-tion based on,a student count.

'The CHAIRMAN. What was your dropout rate 10 years ago?Mr. ABEYTA. Well, 10 years ago our dropout rate was in the-neighborhood of 70 percent.
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how?._
devidto 13.

The CitniRrtAIV. What Waa.the attendance rate?
"Mr:.40i*:.Theatteildance rate .10 years ago was-terrible. Sena-

tor, 16YeariAito1 would have kid:TA:14ring, the course ,of the sChObl
daY- drinking on the. football; field: Ana would call=drinking aloo-
hol-71 would callitaff;and:-SaY, "Listen go doWn tO: the -football
held 'ancliet#100 kids into school," :and 'the' reSponsel used to get
was, "Let ..theni.Passi. out' firat.and then we'll-go get-them." Attend-,

Was,mis'erable.
The =CJIAn AN.. Whatia it now?
Mr.,AilEi*: Oh, attendance is something we take a- tremendous

initthintof 'pride in.. It. is very,_ Very good. I- don't know hoiv to ,qual
ify it except telLyou. that on Monday. morning. we luiVe a full
component and: on Friday afternoon we have very few kids thatire
leaving:before' the lastbelFrings, because we have made it impor-
tant;

I -hive tO,take -peoPle through school: and to show them that the
'place looks vacant, it looks empty. because all the- kids= are- in
achOolit used to be that we would haValddS-Walkine,all over.

Senator, I don't know if YoU,noticed.our tamales ,when,yon-Were
.at school, but there is a. wooden .object -about that big that is col-
ored -garnet_ and gold. That is- our School pass. So, a lot of times,
dear across campus, if I see _a 'kid, out of -claw, 'he Will- wave. his-
tamaleteshove-me,that he's gota pass and he's got permission to
be out of school.

The point.I- want to make is that attendance is very, very, very
-important for ue and we work very, very hard, and we've gotten
good support' from-our leadership hr regard to getting the kids _to
school on time and leaving them in- school.

There_ are:occasions that we have accommodated .into our schobl
calendar and that we have accommodated 'into program *here
the tribe gets release time for the kids to participate in religious
activities within their cominunitieS. I-would like to just differ-
entiate between_thoie' times when kids arenn leave at the request
of the tribe to participate in cultural and religious activities.

theCHAnImAN. What percentage of your senior class Went-off to
higher education, 10 years ago, whether it be technical school, com-
munity college, or universities?

Mr. ABEYTA.:I can't remember, for 10,years ago.
The CHAIRMAN. What is it now?
Mr. ABEYTA. Oh, it's at least 80-percent now. And, Senator, last

year our graduating, class received $350,000 worth of competitive
scholarships, not froth 'the Bureau of Indian Affairs and not from
-tribal groups. They went out and competed with the general public
and did very, very well in that competition: And it was about 80
percent.

I alma little concerned that there are students that are not stay-
ing in school. But if we d6 a study over a period of time, as we are
trying to organize now, 7'e are finding that some kids will go for a
year or two years, they will drop out, they-will go back to school
for another,year, they will drop out again and get married, they
will go back to school, they will drop out.
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We -kire:Ottizig*lore-and more graduateS,:bUt they are not doing
it the Uanal;WaYlof starting right -after high school and then over a
,Period of four years ott4w. a degree. Many of our youngsters are
.doingiitoirei-a period or sevenàr eight years.

The ,Cmixarikir. And, your.graduateS are,dOing as well as Other
high school graduates in colleges? Are they toinpeting?

Mr. AnirrA. I believe that as time goes on, they are competing
'better: I think that initially they were experiencing- some difficitl-
ties,. eaPielallY with Janguage..Ithink that now they are -doing a
Mueh,bette-r.job. As a':inatter of fact, just about three weeks ago we
hired two kids that graduated frOrl,the school about seven years
ag6, as employees in our school program

The kids are succeeding They are competitive, and I-believe that
-the numbers are-gOing-to go up and continue to go up.

The you have every reason to be enthusiastic
-and' proud of the Santa .Fe School. Once Again, on behali of the
committee I congratulate you on your achievement, and I hope
that some day we can say the same for all high schools in Indian
-Country.

I:thankyou very much.
-' -Mr.,-AnErrA.-Seliator, thank you very, very-rnuch.

'The CHAIRMAN. 'With that, I thank all of you for helping us this
,.afternoon.. It has been most -helpful. I hope that together we can
Work .toWarda iter educational system for our Native American
Children. It won't haPPeti overnight, but as long as I am around

We will do something about it.
Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 5:40 p.m., the committee was adjourned.]
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TESTIMONY

Provided to the Senate ComMittee,on Indian Affairs
Senator Daniel K. Inouye, Chairman.

,by:

Myron B.:Thompson, Trustee
Kamehameha Schools/Bishop Estate

Honoltilu, Hawaii

November 24, 1987

Good afternoon Chairman Inouye and members of the Senate
Committee 'on Indian Affairs.

My name is, 'Myron Thompson. Thank you for this opportunity to
appear before your committee. I am here for three- reasons: (1)
To strongly support your interests and efforts in the area of
early .childhood education for Native American children- and for
all children; ,(2) To ask your assistance to continue the
Kamehameha Elementary Education Program at Rough Rock
Demonstration School; and (3) To ask your support of the
Intermountain Consortium for Native American Education in the
expansion of this successful culturally sensitive approach to
teaching reading to more early elementary Native American
children in the Southwest.

THE NEED FOR EARLY CHILDHOOD PROGRAMS

The institution which I represent, Kamehameha Schools/Bishop
Estate, which provides educational- services for Native Hawaiian
children, has been supportive of early childhood intervention for
some twenty years. We believe that prevention is overwhelmingly
more cost-effective than remediation; that preventing a problem
before it occurs relieves the child of the negative effects of
learning difficulties, avoids expensive remediation programs, and
assures successful adult participation in society.

We are not alone in this belief. As early as- the 1960',
longitudinal research was being conducted by the Perry Preschool
Project in Ypsilanti, Michigan which followed 123 children until
their 19th birthdays. Their findings, which demonstrate the
success of early education, are lauded by many, including the
newly released report entitled "Children in Need: Investment
Strategies for the Educationally Disadvantaged."

(57)
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This,cemOrehensive docuMent 'calls for radical' change in educating
disadvantaged, children. It 'was,published by a group called the
tommitteeJor Economic Development* ICED) -made up, of business
,executivei,and,noted educators, including the retired chairman of
'Procter and Gamble, the president of Honeywell, and executives
froi the-College Board, 'Primerica Corp., and others.

Utilizing datj froM the Ypsilanti-'Study and other recent 'early
intervention programs, the document reported that programs which
can provide assistance in various early childhood stages yield
thi-following results:'

lo6d for Women, Infants, Children - Every $1 spent on
Prenatal, care can save $3 in short-term hospital costs.

Prenatal Care - Every $1 investment saves $3.38 in the cost
of careforloW birthweight infants.

.Medicaid Every $1 spent on comprehensive prenatal care for
'Medicaid recipients saves $2 in firstYear care.

Childhood Immunization - Every $1 spent on childhood
immunization saves $10 in later medical costs.

Preschool Education - Every $1 spent on preschool education
can save $4.75. in later social costs.

This well documented and business and industry backed report
should have,profound impact upon legislative and business support
of social and educational,' programs- Donna E. Shalala, President
of Hunter College who helped draft the document, notes that the
report is extremely ,significant because it constituted' "the,most
forceful statement yet from the business community about the
Federal responsibility for educating disadvantaged children'
("Executives,Urge a Rise In Aid for Poor Children," The New York
Times, 9/6/87, P. 26). The CED declares that the cure will not
be-cheap, even though it will be cheaper in the long run. "Any
plan for improvements in the development and education of
disidvantaged children that does not recognize the need for
additional resoarces over a sustained period is doomed to
failure," (Report on Education Research, 9/23/87, P. 9).

I was particularly interested in comments by Albert Shanker,
President of the American Federation of Teachers who lauded the
CED's "recognition of the, vital need for school restructuring
(and) its strategy for involving each and every institution that
touches children." ("Business Execs Urge Radical Change in
Educating Disadvantaged Students," Report on Education Research,
9/23/87, P. 9).

6i
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.SOPPORt'i-ji ISHIGH_iOCK-OEHOMSTHATION SCHOOL

.coiiments relate to our efforts with Rough- Rock
lhionstration. School in Rough Rock, Arizona, with whom we have
worked coOperatively, for over five years. Our relationship with.
'this sister ,Native American school allowed us to compare and
conlral;t" various structural elements in our early childhood
cur,rlcAl urn.

1:YOgrams: -"developed at Kamehameha for at-risk Native Hawaiian
children involved the re'str'ucturing of the school- and teaching
lietho-dv. in 'the early years in order to better meet the specific
characteristics, and needs of Hawaiian children.

Ronghltack Demonstration School provided us with the opportunity
to .determine what .structural" changes were oily appropriate. to
Native Hawaiian, children and what changes needed tobe.mide for
Navajo children.

-While we finiOd that Hawaiian children and Navajo' children were
similar in many regards, particularly in certain n,tive cultural
traits, they were distinctly different in certain learning styles
related to,learning how to read. We both-have benefitted greatly
'from this comparison of learning styles and cultures.

'I' must backtrack for a moment to explain how our symbiotic
'relationship began.

-Kamehameha Schools began providing private education for Native
-Hawaiian children ane hundred years ago.' Over fifteen years ago
we realized that our services were neglecting the increasing
.population of Native Hawaiian children who were at-risk to
academic failure.

As the population of Native Hawaiians children increased over 'the
years, competition for admission increased. Our institution was
now admitting only a limited portion of the population; that
portion which represented the best of tne various geographical
areas of the State of Hawaii.

The children who did not qualify for attendance at the
traditional 'Kamehameha campus were attending public institutions.
They represented the lowest academic achievers of each
geographical area. The majority resided in the lowest
socio-economic areas, more often, came from single parent homes,
and attended schools which consistently had the lowest scores on
all standardized achievement tests, well below national norms.
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As trustees' of Kamehameha SChoolifBisho0 Estate, my colleagues
and I recognized thatlernice Pailahi, Bishop instucted, us to "...
deiote- portion of teach, ,years income to the support and
"education :of orphi6s, and ethers in indigent circumstances..."
.It led. to ,a critical, decision ;

. Eipand the services of kamehameha to include to serve these
children. Establish Programs- which, would -systematically
investigate the barriers-which faced these children.

We, established an arm of Kamehameha calltd, the Kamehameha
IliMentary Education- ,Program. Its primary objective was to
develop' curriculdm -andteaching methods appropriate to, NatiVe
,HawAiian elementary students who were predominantly orphan and
indigent r at-risk.tO educational failure, and then-to export the
new found-knowledge to these children 1nd:their teachers.

After over five years of research -and development,; a methodology
of teaching and an accompanying curriculum was developed that
yielded, in our 'laboratory -school, achievement scores that were
at or near the national norms. The methodology of teaching was
,developed to be compatible with the learning styles, of Native
liaWaiian -children. The curriculum was eclectic, utilizing
several methods of -teaching reading skills;
diagnotic /prescriptive; and heavy emphasis was placed on

comprehension skills. This methodology and curriculum was called
KEEP for short.

FOr several years thereafter we field tested KEEP in two high
concentration Native Hawaiian neighborhood public schools. After
,successes there, weexPanded further and are now in seven public
elementary schools.

Concurrently we became interested in the question, of cultural
compatibility r the structuring of the classroom environment and
the methodology used by teachers to be culturally compatible with
the Native Hawaiian children's learning styles. How important
were these to the success of the program?

It was our hypothesis that the curriculum was not solely
responsible for the success, but c4oally important were the other
structural and methodological -techniques which were modified to
accommodate the learnini; styles of the children. If this was so,
we needed to try KEEP in a totally different environment; with
children who were also at-risk but who had different learning
styles.

4
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It was 'a-,perfect time toliOirra,cociperative project with,anothee
Native, American- group, Over the years we had begun developing
ties' Ind' communicating. with various Indian educators,
institutions, iutions, ahrbal. leaders; forging close relationships and

infermition. ,Many similarities in our respective
,historiei, -our 'relationship with, the United, States and our
cultures -.were unveiled.. Yet each tribe was different'ih certain
eespeCts. jestfng out the KEEP cultural compatibility question
with Indian chiAreh, similar to Hawai'i'ans ,because of they are
indigenous, but 4inique,lnother Ways, was, deemed appropriate.

Thus, our relationship with Reugii,Rock.

',To make: a- lohg story short, after ,carefully documented
inVestigation,,we foetid that some of' the clearly Native Hawaiian
structural elements were not compatible with Navajo children's
learhing styles. -However, when changes, were implemented to
assue cultural compatibility for Navajo' children,' the program
'bigalf,to find-success.

To cite'a-brief example. The- Native. Hawaiian children- with whom
We 'hail, been ,working, were most comfortable working together in
small miXecf ability and mixed sex groups. They were used tothis
.environment, one utilized by many, Hawaiian extended families,
thus. they prospered with this structure in the classroom. When
thiS-Organizational structure was utilized,by KEEP teachers with
'Navajo 'children and -it 'did not work well'. These' ,children were
;uied,to' attacking tasks as individuals. WorkihTon a task alone
was more compatible with the' .behairiors developed in Nairajo
children' -Who, at an early -age,' assumed- shepherding
responsibilities, spending hours, alone working ,a flock of sheep.
When the classroom .structure was' changed to accomiLodate this
cultural behavior, the Rough Rock children prospered.

That is where we are now. Rough Rock now has- developed a KEEP
effort which is individually theirs. Kamehameha has a, KEEP
effort that is individually ours. We know that the cultural
compatibility of each is invaluable-to its success.

We continue to expand our KEEP efforts throughout the state of
Hawaii. That is our mission at Kamehameha as directed by the
will of our benefactor who set up our trust - to provide
educational services to 'Native Hawaiian children. We can no
longer provide services to Navajo children over a long term
- that is not in the trust's guidelines.

We ask your support to keep this important program alive at Rough
Rock.

83-248 0 - 88 - 3
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SUPPOiii 402- -liIERNOWEM11 CONSORTIUM, FOL JIATIVE ANERICAXInvallitt
aw.iileased tilitottier Indian Nationslieve indicated an interest

in .replitating,:ind-,expanding 'KEEP in -the Southwest. I 'believe
that, tile -KEEP jrocisi used in the-development, of of. reading and
language,4rts,,programs,for other native 'groups will find success
too. licireand,'-more, we must recogrsie the value of culture and
learning fOr.,Our native -children and expand efforts in this
regard. We are pleased to be .a part of. this.

Again, while, Kamehameha' cannot, because of its Arust,
requirements, provide monetary support, we can make available the
expertise, Alf 'some' -keY members' of our staff.. As', 'needed,
I..Cerwountain tan_ebtaln 'services to assistAn the development of
KEEp,proiriii :for. 'Pueblo,, Zuni,, and other ,children. This need
should,diminish'is their own experts evolve.

*It Is exciting-and promising. I-give this effort my wholehearted
support and ask for the support of this committee for the work of
the Intermountain Consortium':

'IN CONCLUSION',

Senators, I am uplifted by the promise of work' in which, native
peoples of the Southwest 'United States and Hawaii' will
participate.. -Our cooperative Efforts demonstrate, a desire to
positively Change the dismal status of many 'of our people's, while
strongly recognizing each t, .uniqueness and cultural
heritage,.

I urge ,your committee to assist us in this effort. Thank you
again for this opportunity and thank you for the years of support
of other Native Hawaiian, Indian and Native American programs.

6
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STATEMENT OF THE ROUGH-ROCK SCHOOL BOARD.-INC.

Good Morning Chairman Inouye, Members of the Committee, and
others in attendanCe, r thank you for this opportunity to state
my,siosition here today and refer .you to the text of testimony
hrevioUsly -submitteeWto yOu,by. Rough Rock Demonstration SChool.

L.am"Ernest DiCk, President of the BOard of Education, governing
Rough' Rock Demonstration School. I am a'full blooded Navajo
and, ,other than for the time for college, I have ,lived all my
life in. Reugh.Rock on-lhe Navajo-Reservation. After
teaching degree I returned to Rough. Rock where I' taught Navajo
Language and Culture to the children in our schools, have,
sirevedes- -an- --eleCted officer IA tha b-64erAihriAf;
addition to the_PresidencyOf our'School Board, I alsO serve on
the ExeCutiye 'Board of 'the, Aiiociation of .Navajo Community
Controlled School Boards.

Ai 'a' result pf, 'till responsibilities entrusted to me-by our
people, I have the,Ongoing opportunity to be active in blotters
,pertaining to the education of Navajo Children. I am-fort6i.ite
to live and work in a community that has always realized
importance of a Navajo language and culture based education, Our
-community charges its School Board With the responsibility to
govern its school such that an' appropriate Navajo education is
given to our children b) well trained teachers. Our school.staff
has long, worked, and continues to work on filling the overwhelm
ing need.of appropriate materials. In these things, ground. is
being gained, but much remains to be covered.

Other matters related-to the appropriate education of Navajo and
all Native American peoples have barely been raised; 'others yet,
taken for granted in common culture'education, not at all. I am
here today to express concern and support for the continuation
and expansion of the Kamehameha Elementary Education Program
(KEEP) as outlined by Dr. Tharp. 'My colleague Mr. Coan will
present our stand from more of an instructional view point. But

as a Navajo educator, will say that, since Rough Rock
Demonstration School began working cooperatively with KEEP-we
have begun to formalize our knowledge regarding the culturally
identifiable classroom behavior of our children. This knowledge
in turn has allowed us to begin to plan and deliver our
children's education in a manner capitalizing on the very essence
of their specific learning style.

Senators, I don't need to tell you that advances like these in
the education of Native American children are unprecedented. The
surface has only been scratched. We need to know as much about
the appropriate education of our children as other educators do
about that of common culture children. Therefore, I strongly
urge and request your 'positive consideration of and post haste
action on the authorization and appropriations for the
continuation and expansion of the Kamehameha Elementary Education
Program through The Intermountain Consortium for Native American
Education.

Thank you.
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BTATEMENT OF-ROUGH-ROCWDEMONSTRATION SCHOOL

Good. afternoon, ,.Senaton ,Tnouye, Members of the Committee, and
oinere-here assembled: yOU for -this -opportunity to speak
on behalf of Rough Rock Demonstration School, the work we are
doing, anci.ti'le work we ,need to- do in conjunction with The
Intermountain Consortium for Native American Education. I am'
Gary,"Coan,yDirectOr of Education at Rough Rock,Demonstration
School: ,For over sixteen year's I have served Navajo Schools as
teacher, principal and-prOgram .director; always in a Bilingual,
'Contract'Scliool setting. I- was raised4nd went to school with
'the. Pleasant Point'Band-of the Penobscot Tribe in the 'State of
Maine. My life thus far has been spent dealing, from.one
peripective or another, with matters related to Culturally
CoMPatible 'Indian Education Program; over half my life
:professionally so,, Mr. Dick has-already told you much 'about our
school, so "I will. be able:to keep'my-comments relatively brief.

I thank and congratulate the -Committee for conducting this
Hearing on Culturally Compatible Indian Education; a subject
which, to our knowledge, has never before been considered in such
proceedings; a subject more then sorely in need of attention in
the clasroom; a subject the disregarding of which-has delivered
and still-guarantees inhei-ently pool and inappropriate education,
cultural and linguistic genocide, and foundationally crumbled
self- concepts in 'all' Native children. Our appreciation and
respect are very real, as are our hopeful expectations for
pi-oactive results hereof.

The-need for the design and delivery of Culturally Compatible
Indian Education Program is, real and tragic. It is news to no
person here that such has not been nor is it now the forte of
Bureau of Indian -Affairs School program or Reservation based
Public School education program. Indeed, while there are Culture
and Language Courses offered as electives to otherwise Common
Culture based curricula, the concept of Native Language and
Culture being the appropriate starting places and conceptual
springboards for Native children is nonexistent, other than in a
very few, special purpose schools, with one of which I am
fortunate to be associated. As the fiscal affairs of the few
schools who do work on an appropriate Bilingual BiculturaL
education for their children will tell you, the Federal
Government, especially throUgh recent years' changes in Title VII
regulation and decreasing of Title IV funds, has made it all but
impossible, for schools to develop;_ retread for, and deliver
culturally Compatible Indian Education Program. Just as there
began to be real movement in appropriate program a few years ago,
-continued development and delivery of same was defunded and/or
deregulated. These factors, combined with now higher enrollment
of needful students,and Tribal Codes mandating appropriately
based Language and Culture curricula, indeed, with few noted
exceptions, make the need of Culturally Compatible Education
Program more unmet now than it was in years past.
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-Simultaneously, -- Common Culture based and biased program- ontinues
to fain' NatlYe children-at ever'increasing;rates. On The Navajo
Nation, parents -have lost-faith in such-prOgramss is evidenced
,by,non-enr011ment rates varying between twenty-eight .percent at
first :grade and .fifty -eight percent at twelfth grade.
Reservation wide absentee rates in high .school run near fifty
Pircent 6' enrolled, Students. The majority of the remaining
students who -do graduate are ill-prepared and basically non-
fUnctional other than in.entry7leyel/non-Skilled positions. The
non = existence, .of ,Culturally Compatible Education Program for
Native Children is patent and continues to -be documented by
reedltanestUdent failure, even as we speak.

Mr. Chairman,- Members of the ComMittee, I cite the long standing
research that has for year's been,telling us that basic concepts
=must be taught ln a-child's-first language and within-the child's
Native cultural framework; that a child must-be taught in a
manner tiaieciOnthe child's: use of their culturally specificognitive style,, and; that the learning environment' must best
facilitate and capitalize upon the- child's Native-specific
environment. I do so to point out the-fact that we have known
the variables in need of development-for years. Again, with few
eiceptiong, they =have either been- systematically ignored or
rendered_as being fiscally impossible.

To- specify the attributes, for each of these variables in each
Native Cultural setting is that which will begin to rectify
Native Education PrograM; nothing less-. Currently, to our
knowledge, with the _exception of Kamehameha Schools and Rough
Rock Demonstration-School, such has not as yet begun in any other
-Native ,education setting. The results thus far of our work at
Rough Rock are:

1. The development of a framework within which the
curricular construct of Rough Rock Bilingual/Bicultural program
can be knowledgeably and empirically considered;

2. Identification and implementation of center-based, small
group instruction which best utilizes the childrens' mode of
learning developed at home;

3. A construct for continual development of curriculum;

4. A construct in which we examine and modify all aspects
of instruction when and where necessary;

5. A construct demanding curricular accountability;

6. An instructional rallying point for the staff, including
pla^ning, material development, problem solving, and evaluation;

7. Continued faculty training, both formal in university
classrooms and more frequent informal sessions at Rough Rock;



8- Happier children, learning more, thinking and feeling
better about themselVes, who-also behave better;

9. Higher attendance rates (ninety-four percent) and'higher
enrollment (Up thirty-seven percent, this year over last).

These, Mr: Chairman and-Members of the Committee, are not just
results of our work using Kamehameha precepts thus far, bdt, more
importantly, are the building blocks which will continue the on-
going process alreadY begun. Every Native education setting
deserves, must have this and more, if it As to be culturally
compatible; indeed-if it is to be other than professionally
fraudulent.

The proposal submitted by the Intermountain Consortium for Native
American-Education.is sound. It creates and uses the best
combination of university and field-based practitioners, a model
harkening back to the days of the highly produCtive Title VII
Teacher- -Training 'Programs. The format for inter - Tribal -group
interaction and continued development is appropriate and
functional. When the logical expansion of Circles of Circles of
Assistance' is considered, the plan' is cost-effective. In
fairness, Sei.ators, I-must tell you it is not a job easily or
quickly done. But, literally, there is no alternative, save the
unthinkable. A commitment hereto must be recognized as.the
beginning of a lot of work in all Native education settings.

Senators, we neeu your help. You- have begun a process here
which, if brought to f.'uition, can and. will assure culturally
-compatible education programs for Native Americans. Before
closing, however, it needs to be plainly said that at present
there are no monies to do so. Rough Rock has benefitted from the
benevolence of the Kamehameha Elementary Education Program/Bishop
Estate in getting the program started. Rough Rock. now" also uses
money intended for direct student services to continue
development. There need to be appropriations authorized for
these purposes. Regular program monies cannot continue to be
stressed as-they are. Other settings will not otherwise have the
opportunities we have had benefit from this program.

Rough Rock Demonstration School supports the proposal here
presented by the Intermountain Consortium for Native American
Education, solicits your positive consideration, and asks that
you hasten your processing thereof in a fashion that will
expedite work outlined. Any questions you may have are welcome.
Thank you very much for this opportunity.

Ti:
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Good morning, Senator Inouye, ComMittee members, -and staff.

My name is Joieph Suina from the Cochiti, Pueblo tribe in New

Mexico. r understand the Senator visited Cochiti not long-ago

withregard,to a water ieepage_Oroblem. I am a-proftstor in the

Department of-Curriculum-and-Instruction in Multicultural-

EducatiOn-CCIMTE) at-the University of. New Mexico. 1.am pleased,

to be a nilitrIr-If a-teacher training program which has received

four national awardi in the last ten yearS.

Our College of Education has-been engaged in Indian teacher

education for.more than 20_years. The departments of Guidance

and Counseling, Special Education, Art Education, Education

Administration, Educational Foundations, and our teacher.

training program CCIMTE) have all had professional development

programs in the Pueblos, on the Navajo reservation, and in the

Apache communities of Arizona and New Mexico. 04 these

departments, CIMTE has been, by far, the most active in

providing graduate and undergraduate courses to Indian

educators. More than 500 Indian people from the Southwest

tribei have received a teaching degree from UNM since 1972.

While this number is significant in terms of figures prior to

the 1970's, it is far from adequate in terms of the present day

Indian pupil-Indian teacher ratio. This means that we are still

importing large numbers of outside "expo -ts" who most likely

have little or no knowledge of the uniqt,e linguistic and



Cultural baCkgroundec4"our children and.our-communitles:.

Our Indian teacher 'training programs have been drastically
. _

reduced because of- federal- cuts in.4ending-over the last few

years. The NivaJo-Teacher-EducitionDevelopment Project -and the

"All' Indian, Pueblo COuncil Teacher Taiping Project, the largest

414 the programs, arenoAonger An existence. Both programs were

:highly successful' because' of their ,:nique feature of providing

oil-site course-work, Each week:professors went Out to_places

likNaschitti, Taos, CroNnpoint, Jemez, and Mescalero to

deliver their classes. This allowed many rural- Indian

:Communities access to college education which was-otherwise

totally out of their reach. Non-Indian educators-working with

Indian students in these areas also-binefitted with course

credit and kept abreaSt of developments in education through

these pro-J*6ft.

When the teacher training projects folded at the University

of New Mexico, many Indian students.who were well en route to

attaining a degree were left stranded with no where to turn. On

the other hand many of those who completed their bachelor's

degree before-the programs came to a halt have gone ahead to

'pursue a graduate degree. These individuals are now principals

and education specialists of various types back in their

schools. It should be noted that well over 8= of the Indians

who earned a-teaching degree returned to their own village or a

2



nearby. Community to -work.

There -can' 'beenbugh,said about-the importance of Indian

educatoesin_lchools,withIndian:pupils in terms of their

Knowledge ,of Aheculturcand,as-rolemodels for the youth

Indian professionals Indian communities have-brought-nehope

-to what- had become,aJdismal- tradition of -'brain ;drain,'- meaning

that those-who managed to- get - educated had to move away to find

employment opportunities. ;Education -is one of the -very few

profeisimis that offers employment in-oe near, the reservati

In addition tohe Indian educator-shortage, Indian

education continues to be fraught with many problems. Perhap

the most'significant and immediate of these is the problem of

irrelevant learning experiences provided for indian students.

Most educators now believe that the area of pupilteacher

interaction in the learning process is the heart of education.

This means that regardless of who is teaching or who is

administratively in charge, be that the BIA, the state, or even

Indian tribe, the quality of education is most dependent on

the quality of learning experiences provided the pupils. In

other-words, being Indian and in control of a-school or a

classroom does not automatically mean better Indian schools. 'In

4acti-there-have been-schools I've personallY visited where cne

could never tell that Indian educators were key players

,there -- simply because the design and implementation of the

n.
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Program.wers not unlike what might be found somewhere in a

predominantly, whiie,, middle class school anywhere inthe United

States, and,the-results provided,the-unfortunate,evidence of

ihat. There ii.good reison.to believe that whit is reievant-or

what is,qualitY varies from culture to culture. The most basic

;Proof of this is what has worked well for middle class Anglo

students-has not worked for many Indian students.

The term relevant in education means that the pupils can

see the application-of classroom learning in meaningful terms

from the perspective of their culture and language as well as

from their unique personal interests, goals and abilities. This

may be understanding the - application of that education in terms

of long range goals, or more immediate short range goals, or

both. Knowledge about children in the setting of their everyday

live is a crucial first step to establishing learning

experiences that both make sense and motivate them.' The old

educational adage begin where the child is may, at first seem

a bit oversimplified, but it does speak well to the importance

of this element' in the education of children everywhere.

Relevance in American schooling is particularly important

for students who do not come from families with high educational

attainment as is the case for the vast majority of Indian

pupils. For students who do come from families with examples of

significant achievement, education has built in releUance. They

4
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Sit the -long range results because they are raised with the

concept of,a.career and' what' it takei-to have one Kindergarten

Is thi firit' step to. becoming a' doctor, a laWyer, or an

engineer, This,ty0e,of a student is more apt to play the

geducitinnaL,game even if it becomes,bOring and burdensome

because this,is the proven way to reach that inevitable long

range goal- -that good life;

But that inevitable long range goal is not yet an intrinsic

partof the Indian family. Role models are much less likely to

be-present. Education does not inevitably mean success and

attainment of a profession. A career may be a dream, but it is

not a first hand experience. Furthermore Indian pupils,will

more likely have friends and relatives who left school early or

are considering it because they aren't doing well. Forthese

students, education is less likely to be viewed as an

obstructionless path to success, and for these students

immediate relevance of the educational experience to their lives

is.critically important for motivation.

We now know enough about the general characteristics of

what a sound educational program ought to be, and thus we have

been fairly successful with certain types of students. Those

are the students we're most familiar with and have been able to

provide with relevant learning. But we don't know much about

Indian children, or, if we do the school structure or our own

77
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-mental ,stuctures as educators haven't permitted us to create

thosi Much-needed modifications. If we Ire to create more

relevant learning experiences for Indian-children, we must

nocessarrik,tako time to learn about their'culturo. That would

entail- iicareful study of children in the context of their daily

experiences In the-home and the community. We need to study

their learning styles, their-larigdage use, their likes and

.dislikes as,a group and individuals.as well" as a whole array of

other pertinent information that will ultimately translate into

thoughtful 'and purposeful program designs and finally into

implementatiOn in the classroom andin field experiences. This

research and design will provide-the bases for teacher and

parent training as well. We need to collaborate with other

formal institutions of teaching as well as informal ones in the

communities.

There are a few school programs around that are considered

exemplary in their se-vice to the culturally different. We need

to connect with them to learn about what they've done and see

how we might adopt and modify'particular aspects to fit our

circumstances. One of those programs is the Kamehameha

ElementaryEducation Program (KEEP) in Honolulu.

I've had the privilege of a first-hand look at the

educational process there, and I am tier), convinced it has great

potential for-minority educators, in general, and, in

6
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particular, for Indian students in the Southwest and elsyWhere.,

"Hawaiian and American- Indian children, have in common the fact

that they are both indiginous and both'have had similar

experiences and, reactions to dominant society, ,assimilation

initiatives. IA was,not long ago that Hawaiian kids at KEEP

were also experiencing extremely low achievement and a shameful

dropout,rate as well'as other undesirable results as is the

Cite with our Indian-itudents_currently. Through continuous

research, program design, teacher training and implementation

KEEP managed to establish a much more. culturally congruent

program for their children which meant more. relevant learning

experiencesugreater motivation for learning and, overall, much

improved results in.education. This took time, money, highly

skilled experts, and a willing and able administration and

.7.ommunity. Once the program was established it was a continuous

process of research, training and retraining, and careful

monitoring of teacher actions to maintain a high degree of

professional awarenesss and accountability.

I am cant'nced that we can attain similar results with our

Indiin children. I'bulieve-the climate is right in the

communities and in the schools we are talking about here.

Combine this opportunity of a proven program in Hawaii with the

eagerness of the University of New Mexico, an award winning

institution with many Years of Indian teacher training

experiences, and we have the ingredients to make significant

7
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impro4Sments in Indian education: Although it appears to -be a

localized effort this program actually has the potentiSl to

provide other Indian schools around the country with a positive

sense of. direction. This can be achieved without first having

to sacrifice the culture and language which many tribes are

holding as they would life itself. Rather, this direction

attempts to,build on the strengths of the first culture in order

to proMoti a more Wholesome adaptation to the .two worlds in

which our children live in today's Indian life.

Mr. Senatorand committee members, thank you for your kind

attention to this testimony.

questions.

I'll be happy to answer anY

8
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,TESTAMONY.O*NANA LEO HAWAIIAN IMMERSION PROGRAM

LARRY,L:KlitURA,:PAST PRESIDENT OFHE PUNANA LEO

SELECT COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS OF THE UNITED STATES SENATE

HEARING ON NATIVE AMERICAN EARLY EDUCATION PROGRAMS

NOVEMBER 24;1967 WASHINGTON, D.C.

Honorable Senator Inouye and members of the Senate Select Committee on
,inidari 'Affairs,

Aloha. I em Larry Kimura,- past president of the 'Aha Prmana Leo, Inc., also
Assistant Professor of Hawaiian at the University of Hawaii at Mann and
host of the Hawellan language radio program Ka Leo Hawaii.

I have come with the current president' of the 'Ahe Panana Leo, Kauanoe
Kenna, to describe'the efforts of our non-profit educational organization
in providing Hawaiian language' nd culture immersion education as an
option for Hawaiian famillei with primary identification with Hawaiian
culture. I will describe broad features the Panana Leo program and the
reason for its existence, while Kationostaraani will give details on the
linguistic and academic progress of-the children and the program.

First it is important for those interested in our orgatilzation to know that
we work with programs conducted entirely in Hawaiian and that the vest

-mejority of children enrolled in the_ se programs did not speak Hawaiian
befollernt'cing the programs. The children are not lormally taught
Hawaiian but learning by immersion, that is by being completely
surrounded by it.

There are a number of bilingual education programs in the United States
established for children entering school already speaking a Native
American language. leis our understanding, however, that the Panne Leo
effort is the second indigenous language immersion effort in North
America that produces true fluency in a Native American language in
children after they enter school: The first North American people to
implement language immersion were the Mohawks who began at the
Kahnowa:ke Reserve in Canada. Panne Leo efforts differ from the various
Mohawk immersion efforts now occurring in Cineda and northern New York

that the preschool-aged component is morelntense and in that the
elementary school program is run and paid for by the State government.

From one center for children under age five in 19* we have expanded to
running four such centers and working with the State in two elementary
school immersion programs. The programs are located on four separate
islands.

The reason that we are involved in Hawaiian immersion education is that



we believe that without the Hawaiian langum we as it people will mese
to Odd. This belief is expressed traditionalln '

1 K A NO KE OLA; I ICA ti.Ei

in language there 1$ life; In

4.0
Interest in the survlvelefsthe Heweiian languegiti not restricted only
"tiny minority otilewellenuksurvey by the Offic of Hey/titian Affairs
'showed the firstcultirral priority of Newel*: to be the Hawaiian
lenguege end thet the Majority of Hawaiian p,aretitewoilld like to smear%
childhoocteduietion programs for their chilOen that were strongly
Hewatim:in orientation.

In 1981; when eight Hawaiian speaking 'Amami started he Piinene
Leo, Inc. there 'treire only about um native speakers of Hcwetien out of a
totaliopuletion of some 200,000 HeWeit ant Of these native speakers we
counted approximately 3,0 children. One of the trontetof HOY/ellen
language education is that-thienly'rederal support that the Hawaiian
latiguagi'hei received was alrent to establish a transitional bilingual
program aimed etgetting these thirty children to reploits Hawaiian with
English: 'Instead of replacing Hawalion with English, the children in this
program have started to *lace Hewation with heavy pidgin.

it was clear to us in 1981 that the only way that Hawaiian was to survive
was to use the total immersion method. Years of teaching children
Hawaiian through English had had no appreciable effect on the survival of
Hawaiian:It was Mid clear thatthe earlier we started immersing children
In Hawaiian the more natural their fluency in the language would be.

There were major obstacles to the concept of early childhood Hawaiian
immersion education when we began our efforts in 1981. First we had no
money. No major agency wanted to support our efforts. Second, there were
legal detectors to using Hawaiian as a primary medium of education in
Hawaii. Although Hawaii had a well developed Hawaiian medium public
school system under the Helvetian Monarchy, public Hawaiian medium
education was made illegal in 1896 after the Hawaiian Monarchywet
overthrown.:Furthermore, we were informed by the State government that
since Hawaiian was the indigenous language of Hawaii rather than a
foreign language, provisions allowing for the establishment of private
Japanese, Chinese and other foreign language schools did not apply to
Hawaiian.

We had a very difficult time the first few years starting our centers under
existing State regulations, but we refused to let anything stop,us from
providing for the children. Key to our success was parent commitment.
Parents renovated builuings for their centers, ran fund raising concerts,
sold candy and sought donations in addition to their commitments topay
tuition, attend weekly language classes and do-in:-kind labor to keep the

,.!



schbolS *Ring end supplied with materiels.

the'parentselso went tnthe legislature and changed_ the laws. In 1986 the
.Haweil 'kits 1 cog! stature made it legal ler private Hewed I an"language
schools to.hire staff basidecilely ontheir languageebility.. The same
legislative iessionlegaliZed, the use of HoWaiien as a primary medium of
educationin HawartOnblic schools after a ninety year ban that had all but
exterminated the language: The firit public school HaWaiian medium
ciaisesinever7,fiinety years opened this fall in Hilo and Honolulu.

We would like to see the indigenous language rights gains thewe have
'mode be extended to.611,Native American peoples. We are
concerned about th4nglish only amrnr ,,drnent currintly,in Congress that
-Would Classify the indigenous languages of,thire Country as foreign:If, an
official languages arnmendrhent-iernade the,Constitutionit should
;include the.indigenous-Arneri can lenguages* does our HeiWari,Stete
Constitution: Whether there is an official languages arnmendmery the
Constitution or not, there is a need for a NotivAmerican Cultural-

,Frsedom'Act pessed that-would recognize the right of Native American
languages to survival end offjciel use by their peoples including use in.
-schools. em including with my written testimony a draft idea for Such e
bill along with some published materials on the reasons behind
establishing the Punena leo Programs.

Thank you very much for allowing me to give testimony on the importance
of traditionel language use in Native American early childhood education.
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THE HAWAIIAN LANGUAGE is
dangerouily dote to eitinaion:Theie
are only about 2.000 native rWaiian
speakers left in the Wands. Of those
2.000, most don't use the language a
great deal, conducting most of their

-day-today business in English cr.-
; pidgin. Even worse:mat of them are
elderly, in their 60s and 70s. Back in
the 20 ieats between 1900 ar.d 1920.
English replaced Haw.liian as the

-language heard in the leinlature,at
the post office or market; or <a the
streets in Hawaii Consequently. most
people who-learned Hawaiian as a
first, childhood language were born
before -1920 As they-begin to die..
they will take the language with them
as they go.

For a language to stay alive.; ere
has to be a constant supply of yota,g
children learning to speak at. There
are now only about 30 children under
S yews old - who speak Hawaiian,
must of therein the isolated com-
munity of Niihau whichremains-the
last outpost of the language.

'People are wider the impression
that the languag livingJut therein
some hidden pt .it: but except for
Niihau; that's X. trier:aim William
Wilson. associate Professr 11 Hawai-
ian Studies at UH-Hilic People as
sumc that pure-blooded Hawaiians
speak the language, but that's also
not true. I've even known a lot of
4 umil hulas [hula teachers) who caret
speak ,Hawaiian.After all, they grew
up speaking playilig baseball
and watching Captain Honolulu just

like everybody else."

.1.0AJWIAPWI.

M.
ANtitilie speakers of
Hawaiian are rapidly
dyingout. A small
ginuPOf eihniateire.
and pnients- are
itiuggling against
the odds to keep
the language alive

As Mien points out, everyone in,
Hawaii knows some Hawaiian words'
(aloha.- mahalo. pan). There are lots
of people who can fake their way
through the' lyrics of &we Ponoi,
and some who can understand spoken
Hawaiian,' without being able to ex-
press themselves" in the language.
"But:" sr,SWilson. "ver; few people
are Ilium Harahan speakersbi flu-
ent. I mean able to sit down and hold
a conversation:That's become rare.'

Even some of the Hawaiians who
learned the language as children mry
not find Mucliuse for it. "If you have
siimeone who's 70 years `Old," says
Wiiion. "they may speak Hawaiian.
But their kids don't speak Hawaiian.
their grandchildren don't speak Ha-
wriian.k.the radio and TV aren't in

-Hawaiian. If they speak English all
day long. sometimes it's just as easy
for them to speak Englis h with friends
of their own age who do speak Ha-
waiian."

A language is more than a means of
communication between people. As a
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language grows, it cootains the shared
experience, feelings.hatory and liter-
ature of a culture. If the-Hawaiian
language dies, the unique Polynesian
culture of these Islands wiil also in-

- evitably die with it. Hawaiian will
- become what's called alrelic culture,"
in which Some of the Old forms stay
alive, but witliontintieh connection
to anyone's actual life. For insunce,
the chants which Rini the basis of
many hubs niU probably survive, as
will tbehula itself, bus thosilthro:arice
and poetry or the chant will be lost if
neither performers nor audience can -
understand what's being chanted.

Nathan Napolta, an historian in the
state Historic Sites office, calls the
language the "tap root" which con-
nects Hawaiians with their culture.
"Once you erase the language, you
erase the Hawaiian way of thinking.
We vnll still have Hawaiian blood, but
without the language, we won't really
be Hawaiian. Well be cut off front
our culture and our identity." Napoka
fears that unless there is some major
revival in the culture, Hawaiian will
soon be "an academic anomalylike
Latin."

BY

JOHN HECKATHORN



lelo
MA K :an() HAWAII ma

o ka hia 0 ka make loa. He 2,000
'wale no paha mznaleo Hawiii i koe
keia pae trokiipuni. -Oka halisnui nie
o keia 2.000 'a'ole no e hdohana nui
ner i ki ka lib 'ma ka 'alelo

'Haar: a role ma ka'olelo PaTai ikell
me keia LL Oki los keia no ke kahiko o
ka nui o keia pde ma ke 60 2.70 o ko
lakou inig"if,ukahiki. log makahari he
20 ma wafts% o ka makahiki 1900 me
1920,1i ka 5-5isie ma kahro ka

- Hawaii i lak:10 i ka
:aha'Oleloma lia hikleka, riiikeire, a
ma na alanui paha o Hawaii nei. No
laaa,'0 kahapanui 0;:pde rap° i ka
Wel° Hawaii i 'Jklo makuahine na

-lakou ua hansu la ma nius o ka
malcahiki 1920. 12 lakou e haia nei ke
lave pa nei i ka lakou,

1 mau ke ola u kelailti'Oklo ika'apo
mauls o is .01e10 e M keiki Ii li L Aia
ma kahi o ke 50 wale nokeiki ma lalo
kg 9 makah. is lakoul ka
Hawaii, '0 ka nui nit ma ka nohona

.kdave:Je loa aku o -Niihau kahi
hdokahi e 0 nei lei .01e10 H1921.1.

"Kuhi hewn ka lehulehu ke ola nei
no Ica 'Wel° Hawaii ma kekahi mau
pdopcio o ka'aina.alu kde '0 Niihau.
'iok =la ka 'oiaTc(r.,wahi a William
Wilson he hope pdopeka o ka mahele
Hawaii ma ke Ki;lanui o Hawaii ma
Hilo. -Ndondo ka pde he 'Olelo
Ha: ail ke kanaka koku Hawai piha.
aka '3.01e no hdi pets. Nui no ka'u mac
kumu hula rike ai i ke'01elo
Hawaii. Ma hdi ua ulu a nui Likou ma
ka 'oklo paTa% ka pram kinip0p0 al
ka nsna is Captain Honolulu e like me
na isde -0 ie.-
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nei

awari?
akunekni

minaleo Viola
ka make les.Aia ke

imamo nei
kekahi mau kunin ate
a me kekshi man
mitkua no ke 6

Ho'cosanio mai° Wilson, us 'Sic
ca stacks a pas o Hawaii i kekahi
insu,au'okb Hawaii (aloha, mahalo,
pia). Hui hdi kg- pcie i hiki.ke
hdomeaniea wale sku i na huiolelo o
ke mele Hausgri Poxei aka Iola
kekahi pde i hiki ke lobe i ka 'Melo

-Hawaii me ka hdomaopopo ke
kainallio. -Aka; i 'Nei° ai '0 Wilson,
'leaks ikalii wale no ka pde wall i ka
'eel° Hawaii '0 is hdi makaulau ma
ke Icantallio aku a kamdilio Mal- He
mea minamina wale."

'Oiai ua "apo kekahi mau Hawaii
ka 'Oklo Hawaii iko Iskou w:
'auk nO lakou hdohana nui akuakoi ka
'oleic Hawaii. -lna paha hr kanzka
ke:s ma ke 70 o kona mau makahiki:
...Allis Wilson:he 'Olelo Hawaii paha

is aka 'iole pela ana,pide
ole ho'i pela na mdopuna Ana, Vole

hdi ks kki0 me ke kiwi ma ka
'01elo Hawaii. Ins 'ado Haole 'o is c
ka 11 holidoko a. he mea ma'aLahl non
ke kama do Hook me koita mau boa o
kO412 Tali maka luki s o Icons makaukau
'olelo Hawaii no heir

He manic '0 a'e ko ka 'deb ma
waho o ka hdike mina.° 'ana i
waenz 0 na boa kinks. ka 'oklo nee
ulu al. 'apo o is i na hdawiiu lace, na
man o, ka mdolelo. na indolu-ao. na
Miele a rise na loin a Pauokalahuilru
dirsake ks 'oleo Hawaii. e snake pa no
icekahi!ani, he ho °kali! Ink na o na
!Ad Poknebci ma keia (=Vim Ellis
ke ano o lei Harwali ivies no ka wi
hats a e ola Ithir ma gu mea kahiko me
ka pili i" ka, nolo 'la 0 lag*
manawa."0 is poi, cola paha na mete
hula a me na hula no hol,akle nab ka
To a m: ka hie o ke-mele ina-e
maopoiio 'ole an 1 ka mu hula a me
ke mina. lei =trio o ke melt

-Kgpa '0 Nathan NipOka, he kanika
heopia nidolelo o Ice Irdena Pam
'Ring, i ka 'olelo he "molenina e
hdopsli i na Hawaii me ko likou'ano
'ha ke kinai 'aria f ka 'Web e kinai
ana 'oe Ice a nookanoonooHawai i
'ans. E mau no Ice koko Hawai i, aka
me ka Melo -ole, makou he
Hawaii pvnol -Us 'oki makou
ka await coal ko makou 'ano iho he

Hopohopo '0 Napaks
o lib koke ka nlelo Hawaii i "Ice
kobna e o ka oleo Lama, he 'Nei°
pupa wale n0.-

NA
JOHN HECKATHORR
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How the lariguoge was lost

"Haiiiiians didn't lose their Ian
guar." says Lariy .Kirnura, who
teacheilliwaisan at UH-Marioa. "It
Wis taken away from cher:We:liberate
ly.- English replaced .HaWalian One
the last cen tury.he argues. because o

On th*Pre109,u* P4294'

Wes:veined to i °nett)
mice. once in English and
Men again text
translated into Hawaiian.
because we wanted to remind
people tow rare it is in
modem day Hawaii to see
anything widen in Hawaiian.

The translation was done for
us by Larry Kimura. who has
taught Hcn 'mien at UHMancia
for 45 tee : its. Kimura is the host
of Ka Leo Hevitu'y meekly
Hawaiian language talk show
on XCCN radio He is also a
songwriter and wrote the lyrics
for the classic EKu'u
Morning Dew.

sa C0{,{)W01. els,

"hostile _arid Senseless meafures
emanating frisra the dominant Eng-
lish-speaking groups."

One hutidred Years ago
still the language of the Islands.

Evin Children of the English-Speaking
Mole plazitation families tended to
learn *Haveasian is We'll as English
during childhood. The original mis-
sionaries 'hid made Iconseious policy
of reaching out to the native popu-
lation in its own tongue. translating

>the "&bk into Hawaiian: Preaching
Serino= and teaching school

The missionscies labored to
turn Hawaiian-into a written rather
ban simply a spo ken language. From
all-accounts; the HaWaiians enthu-
siasticaRy acloPtid literacy and Set
about creating a written literature in
HaVvaiiin.

'But once the Mission to Hawaii was
declared ov-r. the slitianon changed.
As descendents- of the =smelly
families became landowners and politi-
cal advisers. English bccanie a !nigh-
st atu s language. the language ofcom-
merce arid high.te'vel iiover n me nt ser-
vice Many Hawaiians responded by
learning English. Sxhools which taught
in English began to riot the original
schools set up by the. missionaries
which taught all sutlects in Hawa n.

'The department of ed Ucation wa
controlled by the English-speaking
minority," says Kimura. -The new

8

English-speaking _schools got better
teachers. higher salaries. and iiiore
money foi facilities :hate the schools
taught in Hawaiian."

'Some_ members of the hack elite
'fought this reversal of the original
missionary ideal the
language. The _Rev. Lorenzo Lyons.
wrote in 1878:

Ism studied Hawaiian for 46_ years
but am by no means perfect... lt is
One of the oldest living languages of
theearth.assomeconjecture.and may
well he classed among the belt ... The
thought to diiplace it. oito doom it to
oblivion by substituting the English

'language. ought not for a moment to
be indulged. Long live the grand old.
sonorous, poetical Hawaiian language!

But with the overthrow of the
monarchy. views such as Lyoni were
doomed. During the Republic. the
Legislature mandated that English

'become the official language of the ter-
ritory=desinte the fact that most
legislators at that tinie spoke Hawaiian
and that thel?-es passed bit he Legis-
lature were made public through the
Hawaiian press. Even ballots were
printed in Hawaiian until the19601.

Toe language was si III strong when
the United States annexed Hawaii in
1898 But the new territorial govern-
ment attacked the language where it
was most vulnerable - thcchildren of
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Hawaiian=iPeaking hoines. Speaking
Hawaiian :was forbidden- on schoot

.grounds. and Hawaiian-speaking
teachers were threatened with dismis-
sal if they used the language in class.

'-'The worst thing:7 says UR-Hiles
Wilson."iiihaileachirs would make
visits to the homes and tell the parents
that they were holding their children

, back by speaking Hawaiian at home."
Some Hawaiian parents must have

resisted ,the demand that they raise
English-speaking children, giving us
that small group of native Hawaiian
speakers who arc still alive friday.
Overall, however. the Territorial de-
partment of education accomplished
its goal. It took several generations.
but the emphasis on education in
English has removed Hawaiian from
general use. Hawaiian language pub-
lications began io disappear as fewer
and feWer', peope could read thern.
-The last Hawaiian-language news-
pi per folded after World War 1L-And
the last Hawaiian-language church
penodicalstopped in the 19)0s. There
are occasional newspaper columns or
ride shows in, Hawaiian. aimed sr-
.:di-C:11y at a Hawaiian-speaking '-
thence. But the Hawaiian language t
other" 'oc ennspicuisus by its absence
in the daily life of these Islands.

The institution that most resisted
the erust9n ot the language was the
Hawaiian languageehurches. By hold-

_ ang serVices and meeungs in Hawaiian,
the churches not only provided Ha-
waiians with 'a place to worship, but
also with an opportunity to learn and
use their native tongue. But now as

:the Hawaiian-speaking population
ages; the eturchei too arc feeling the-
declineso malls° that for20 years:
from 1966 until last year. the &M.
Was not 'even published in Hawaiian.
"Deinand," said the American Bible
Satiety. "had evaporated."
.Rescrend Lei Re= of the Hoonain a

Nyman Chum. in Honolulu learned
Hawaiian ai a Child, partly through
her experiences at church. Now, she
says:"The young people are not niak-
ing any effort to learn the language. A
lot of the churches have gone into
English. prayers and everything. It's
very sad.' Recca knows that young
people cant be forced into learning
the language. "It only 'scares them
away from church.'she says. But she
wishes she could tell them."Grasp on
to the language whale you stall have
the older people who can speak it to
you. Ifs shamefulto lose y our mother
tongue."

The rls* of pidgin

The dominance g Hawaii's ed uca-
taocal system by an English-speaking
minority mad-..' Hawaii the only place
in Polynesia to destroy the mane

8'7

"Ahoreinidhow left, chtldrm teartung
Hecadatiiitithe Itouina 4:opt-est-hoot in

115hani)55lto-n and liauanoe. Kantana:
the easier for the ma us to

speak &ills], at Storni, onuih easier."

language. Into the vacuurricreatethby
the destruction of Hawaiian came a
languabe created by the multi-racial
children of Hawaii. pidgin.

It is customary y to thank ot pidgin as
a "broken" English. a language for
people trying to speak standard Eng-
lish but lading. Actually, many Hawaii
scholars now argue, pidgin arose pri-
marily out of broken Hawaiian. which
was the language most of the early
Immigrants hear,' ..round them.

M H.: ....an declined. p idgia began
is rely more and more on English for

omitted ott page :12
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-I-Inwaiian language
Continued froni page 51

arts :vocabulary. .But, in graunmatieal
structure and intonation pidgin still
owes a Peat deal to Hawaiian:UH's.
Kimura' allies that a sentence like
"Funny, kine this fish" is closer to
Hawaiian instrUcturetheit is to the
Englishsentence"Thiafishisstrange."

PidgialiasProvedalmostinipossible
to suppress.Partlybecaine it provides
iiinse of belonging to:Hawaii that
standard American apish-does sot,
and pi ly becaine it-provide:4'18y-
tOiesist tbedominanceof a standard,
English-speakiag elite Some itudics
sbowMitpidginmeamting Aaiia»anu

' has' iiniaallY haute:al mer the last 20.
years.: perhapi as a' iewitioet to the
imaelerating lose of their own lariguap.

Pidgin Kinuirkliall right
as far. as it goes. It_ provide group
identity, but when it's tired in public.
its mainly for coatie effect. lit hard,

-to iniaine a debate in Pidgit or a
famon or iforinaliPeech in pidgin:
But Hawaiian has been iised foCall
those purposes. Unlike Pidgin., It
real language.",

Kimura recalls a tisii he made to
the Cook Islands. where the children
speak English ai well is their native
language, Coole Islands Mae& 'For
people from Hawaii, is5aras almost
embarrassing to bear that little kids
speak excellent Britishlaiglish: And'
they stilt had their own language. We
Hawaiians were told we had to give
up our language,so that we would
learn English' berme We gave it itti,
and whaad id welt in return? Pidgin:"

Can liebibikin bp Pavicr?

Moribund ea Hawaiian:night be, it
is always possible it could beresur-
rected. There have been 'miracles or
fuiguis: crccovaybypeoplesinmuch
the sante situation as the Halo/Eau..
smothered in adoiniaant culture. The
Welsh in Great Britain. the Bretons in
northern Fiance, the Navaho Indians
in the United States have all'made
strides in recent decades to bring
their languages bath alive. And no
one had spoken Hebrew in everyday
lire for Centuries When a single man.
Omer Ben-Ych Ltda. began campaign
in the 1880s that made Hebrew the
national !engine of Israel.

But bringing back Hawaiian would
be a huge task,' It would take an
outpouring of nationalist fervor among
Hawaiians, and a dedicated: large-
scale. expensive educational effort

Kionwoora.ner

before it could possin succeed.
Therearc a couple of places-to

Stan. "First." says -Malcolm Chun,
cultural officer for the Office of Hi-
wiiian Affairs. we need to get pat
dm tokenism °fag present situation."
Chuepoints out that :le state of
Hawaii is already officially bilingual.
with Hawaiian joining English as the
state language. State law also man-
dates teaching Hawaiian history. lan-
guage and =hare in the schools, But,
be says." We hive: to get past paying,
Gp service to Hawaiian. And we have
to recopize that.if We dont to any,
furtber,than we are at the Pr-sent.
we re giving the tenguitgethe kiss of
death."

Chun suggests craning some kind
Of Hawaiian Iangwge authoriy, z
body or scholar:, and others who
would loOk out for the language and
keep, it up to date. "Hawaiian is in
danger of becoming a frozen -Ian=
Page." he sais. One sign of vitality in
a language is its aSlitylo edge to
change and new technologies, as Ha-
waiian-did during the 19th century,
"It's tinpoitant that younger people.
use the language.", Chita contends.
"We have to have a word for jeans."

Chun taught Hawaiian at UH-
Manna for, :leer...During his time
theie,ste Xerox carpi:eat:ion mail
tbennisersitittiask what the Ha-
y-Mau word for Xenia was.fyi told
them the Hawaiian woad for Xerox
was Xerox;:reicillsChlin."We missed

-a, big ,upportunity, to_ineorporate a
new concept into Hawaiian thought."
- In additiontocreatingoew words.

a Hawaiian lasiptageautherity might
,smadardizespellingaridireatearpono7

Havniandicticiaanteneakiied
at spaiers of Hawaiian rather than
at speaketsof Fnitiala Bata language
authority, helpful as it might' be to a
community of Hawaiian speakeri, is
not likely to regiment language if
no one mach speaks it:Thereal place
to ,start.' argue most languagr pro-
fessionals:is with children.

The lInguogo nest

The Punana Leo school in Kalihi
look's like a normal preschtiol. Fifteen
children between the ages of 2 and 5
sit in a circle around their teacher,
singing songs, reciting the aumters
up to 20' and the days of the week°,
listening to stone s.askir g and inswer-
ing questions. But the ,chikien are
speaking Hawaiian. tbeonlylanguage
Punana Leo allows.The two teachers,
both from Niihau, conduct the pre-
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school entua4 Itilia%anan 10 hours
a day, five days a week.

The total iniraersion method seems
to work.' None,of the children knew
Hawaiian before enrolling. One bOY,
in the school for. only a few days.
stumbles as he tries to recite. But the
rest ofthe kids.some only ayearor io
past baby talk, are fluent in a way that
is discouraging to anyone who has
tried to learn a second language as an
adult.

There is ample evidence that bilin-
gual preschools are good for children..
stirnulatinetheirmentaldeveloptnan
and making them more cootfoitabk
withabstractions and monflexiblein
their thinking thinone4anguise chil-
drat. But that is not the point of the
Pintails Len pieschool.."Wresiying
the language." says teacher .orenee
Nicholas."Tk'stbeinspariantthing.-

TherearethriePunimaLeoscbools
in the, lilands. one in Kalihi, onein.
Ha and onecal
they-have turned 45 youngsters into
- Hawaiian ,sicakers: It in= like a
sill number until one realises that
in the first two yearsof its existence,
Rama Leo has more than doubled
the -number of Hawaiian speakers
under the age of 5.

The Punana Leo preschools were
in:pin:di/ the 400 kohongeireo
gunge nest) schools of New Zealand.
which. teach, 6400 :Mead children
'their erint language. _Like Hawaiian,
Maori was dying language before

-effonswere made to revive it. In the
earlylOstwoexpertsfroettbe Maori
program. Tansati Reedy and rimed

.Karetu;came to Honolulu to speak
oefore the Office of Hawaiian Affairs.
Theychallenpd interested Hawaiian's
to d opiate the success of their pro-
grant.

Kauanoe Kaman* took leave from
'her job teaching Hawaiian at UK-

Hilo 'Ma 'Paeans Leo,
the organization that creased and
oversees the schools. According to
Karnana, there were immense difficul-
tinincrcatingthe liawaiianianguage
preschools. The schools ran afoul of
state regulations requiring that pre-
school teachers have a naive/shy de-
gree, 12 credits in early childhood
education and six months' teaching
experience.Ironically. none of those
requirements applied to air col
teaching children a foreign language
like Japanese or French.

"We were up against some din"
old rules aimed at eliminating Hawai-
ian froM the schools." says Kaman.
Our biggest problem was finding



qualified teacheisWho also were fluent
'in:Hawaiian:We couldn't wan for
everyone-ettyonet6 go to college for four
years.We wanted to get going before
all the old folks who spoke Hawaiian
were gone."

Theschoels finallyieached aeioni-
modation with'state officials and the
first school was cipened'on Kauai in

'late 1984. A year later the Other two
coined in Honolulu and Hilo.

Although she is HaWaiiiii by birth.
Kiruna learned her !engage in col-

H-Mancia.aidid herhusband.
"leivatild be easier

For the tWoof us to speak English at'
home. tenet easieesheiaii:Bui s he
and her husandipalt only Hawaiian
with their sod Hulilau:,S, and their
daughter' 1(elii.:3-who attend 'tne
Hilo Ptiniisâ Leo Preschool.

',Getting the p3rentsinvolved'is
Whai snakes the schools work.' says

"Luitina.The schooliaccePt students
of all racia is longas the parents are
Willirigioreinforcetheschool lessens
hiusing at last some Hawaiian at
home: The gareschOOls hold weekly
language:classes for the parents.

"Parents get very involved." says
-Karnana. "When we first talked to
parents. they -worried about what
would happen to their childrais Eng-
lish if they went to-a, Hawaiian-

-language. preschool: Now they -all,
worry-about whaagoingto-hapPen
to their children's Hawaiian -once they
get 'older and gOoto the regular-,

'school system."

Thwtitedlir of wiiticedion

Hawaii State law requires that public
schools spend at least half the school
day teaching"C.e oral expnii...ion, the
writtcn composition, and dispelling.
of the English la riguage."The law is a
holdover from" the period When the
schools were used to replace Hawaiian
with English.- and also part of the
educational establishment's so-far fu-
tile attempt to eradicate

But Hawaii's second official lan-
guage gets some recognition. Public
schools are also required by law to
teach Hawaiian language, cult re and
history.

According to 'wait Lokomaikeio-
kalani Snakenberg. the Department
"(Education's specialist (dr Hawaiian
studies. every child From kindergarten
to sixth gradegetilessons in Hawaiian
lifestyle, cultural activities. Crafts and
language. The lessons are often tiught
by Hawaiian Ciders. kupuna, who are
hired to Von reader classrooms and
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enrich the curriculum.
al Snakenberg himself points

out!".to think that in hour's instruc-
tion each weekand not all our kids
are goingto get even that=is going to
teach our Students to speak Hawaiian
is absuid."The early training may
help student's if they-choose to take
Hawaiian inluglischooL but 'fewer.
than half thestateiPublichigh schools

(13 out -Of 38) offer courses in Ha-
waiian.

'Snakenbergestimatathat between
thepubliChighsctiols. privatescbools
and the university systern.-. Hawaii
giaduataperhaps 200 peopledyear

-who hasestudIal Hawaii. n:Ofeoursc,
as anyone who has used Paris after a
faiyeati of high school French cans
attest; classroom knowledge and real-
fluency in the language are .'ft= two
Sery different things.

What'i needed, advoater Of the
Haile-Ain- language 'insist.- are not
schools that teach Hawaiian, but Ha-
waiisis laguage medium schools.The
di nice is this. The present school
system teaches all subjects, including
a "foreign" language like Hawaiian,
in English. &Hawaiian language me-
dium school world teach all seb-
jectshistoi y. mathematics. biology
and so onin HaWaiiin. The ideal
situation would be to teach in Hasvai7
iaheaclusively duringthearly-years.
addingeourses in English isa second
language Starting around Fourth grade.

U H'i Kimura.
"It's working all over the world. for
the French in Canada, for the-Welsh,
forthe Navahos Rough' Rock
sch.ioL The school ystem teak our
languageavriy from us:and the school-
system can give it back."

On hlillsou

Kimura Would like to see the state's
first Hawaiian language medium
school Founded onNiihau to senrc-ii.e
last Hawaiian-speaking population in
tits state. Ironically:events haVe gotten
ahead of him.

'So tenuous is the Department of
Education's control over the small
schoolserving the isolated community
this it was difficult to discover what
langiiage was being used at resent ft.
teach on Niihau.'One highly placed
Oahu official said."It's Hawaiian...
think." But the Kauai diitnct office.
Which has nominal control over the
school, had a different view. When
asked if the Niihau school was being
conductc.1 in Hawaiian. the Kauai
official said.- "I hope you're being
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facetious. That's not true."
John Penebacker, an elected,in.ni-,

ben of the Board of Education. has
made three recent trips to Niihau to
check on the school there. "School
there is being taught in bath Ian.
guage s." he says.'"but pnmarily in
"lawaiian. Both the teachers and the
idea seem Dishy away From English. I
,would guess that's been the cue for
many years now."

!nether words, foryearsthe Niihau
School hid' been breaking the state
Iswwhichrequires English instnytion.

-Last year. at the request of the Board
of Education.theLegislatureamended
the law, adding that the board could
at its discretion allow"ificial projects
usingthe Hawaiianlanguage."Niihau
is now aidenilya"sPecial project,"

-1 worry whether that school has-
the materials to be the kind of school
We have id mind." says
Wilson. "but its i start." Language
advocates like Wain and Kimura
would like to see the Hawaiian Ian:
guest medium schools spread from
Niihau idall the Islands.

However, that is not hew the Board
of Education sees the matter."Niihau
isauniquesituation,"says Penebacker.
"It's a privately owned island. and we
changed the law Jo' so that school'
would no longer be in technical viola-
tion. But in the comnninity as a whole
our Main focus is still the teaching of
standard English': It would be a step
backward if we tried to duplicate on
the outside the environment we have
on Niihati."

The fate of Niihau -born children in
the Kauai schools is a better aample
of the current direction of the educa-
tional system. Niihau- natives often
move from Niihadto Kauai and' back.
again. About 30 Niihau students go
to Waimea Canyon School on Katiai.
There they are placed in a SLEP
program funded by Kamehaincha
schools.

SLEP is an acronym For Students
Of Limited English Proficiency. ands
SLEP program is designed for-transi-
tional bilingal students," that is,
students who need help shedding t hair
own language and learning English.
This is precisely the kind oft:1410m
drives language activists
crazy. "They are taking same of the
few children who are native Hawaiian
speakers and treatingthem lake they're
immigrants who have to get Ora
their ftireige language."says Wilson.

'Paul Williams is the teacher of the
Waimea Canyan SLEP program. He
uses his ability tdspeak Hawaiian to



his iouni charger readin Eng-
Iiih. 'Being a Hawaiian langdage
speaker." he admits; "it's difficult

" :emotionally foefmetiv,tiach them
English." He takea'pains. heiigt to'
keep his students from losing their
Hawaiian iltogether."bin the longer
theYipend on Kauai. the Weaker they
get in Hawaiian: - Although he under-
stands the-students need to learn
English. he'd much rather be teaching
theca in a Hawaiian language medium
scheol.-one irhert they would get the.
chance to lam English after mastering
their-Own language.

There; are no real villains in the
SLEP program. Director of training
research for:Kamehameha Schools,
Kim SIMI, says iheis aware of the
"irony" of teaching Niihau children
English. But, she adds. "We don't
want to eradicate Hawaiian. We just
try to' do anything we can to help
those students trying to be in the
mainstream."

The DOE's district superintendent
on Kauai,Shirley Akita. is grateful to
Kamehameha Schools for financing
theSLEP prograin after federal funds
Were cut off. In herview: the Program

-benefits the stiadenta."Ou r position is
to allow to oar young people in
Niihau the opportuniti to make
choices: They need the alternative of
speaking English. so theyean function
in ourArnerieln SOCIety.".

What abOat &gall And fat that
MAW, what aboatiap atria?

The primary aigairnent against Ha-
waiian medium schools seems to be'

'that learning in HaWaiian would ha nil
dicap Hawaiians in the modern world.

'But Hawaiian language activists tend.
to see arguments about keeping Ha-
waiian students in the mainstream of
America cultaireai 'a perpetuation of

- the educational policies' that caused
them to lose their language irithefirst
place.

"For more than a hundred Nears.
-Hawaiians have been told the same
thing..To gm ahead.to zet a goca yob.
you have to give up your language
and learn good English. "says Punana
Len's Kamana. "What good has it
done us? Where are the good jobs?
When do we start getting ahead? We

-gage up our language and we didn't
-get anything for it. We didn't even
-.learn good English."

According to Larry Kimura, there
is ample evidence that students in a
Hawaiian language medium school
would learn English better than stu-

as int
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dentsthrown Into an allEnglishclass-
room. In such schools worldwide, it
hal been shown thai linguistic skifii
transfer from the first language to the
next, so that Students literate in Ha-
waiian would have an easier time
becoming literate in English.

More important -are the psycho-
logical aspects. Minority, tudents like

'Hawaiians often fight lean rig the
dominant language beceinei hint-
eni their identity. They often I nil a
dominant languagelskeEnglish better

'if they are first secure in their own
lanraajte."The keyWould be to make

-them proud of their Hawaiian first:-
Says Williams of the Waimea Canyon
SLEP program. "Then theYgo on to
be proud of their English:-

Teaching "Hawaiian would make
pidgin seeri'lesa desirable, argues
Kaman. "Students speak pidgin be-
cause they don't want to identify with
standard English spea kers.: If they
knew their own language, standard
English wouldn't be such-a threat."

A second objection to establishing
Hawaiian language medium schools'
comes from HawairsMulti-ethniccul-
ture. If bilingtial education is good
for Hawaiiins, why shOuldn't it be
good for:everyone -else? If Hawaii
establishes' Hawaiian language

.mediuM schools, why not Japanese
language medium schools and llocano
language mediusaschools' and Por:
tuguese language medium sehooli and

_on and on?' .
"I'm not against that:says Kimura:,

"But all the other languages here
Japanese, Korean. Chinese, Portu,
giese and soonare thriving some
place in world. This, is the only
place Haivaihtn is spoken. If Hawaiian
is going to,survive..we have to -do
something about it here. Chinese is
not going to die if Hawaii doesn't
establish schools."

Finally.sorindoubt whethetschools
would do Ike trick. "The idea of total
immersion schools:says OHM Mal-
colm Chun."is a product of a school.
teachers mentality. If Hawaiian as
going to Survive, it has to have some
kind of market value. I don't neces-
sarily mean money, but there has to
be somewhere where people use it.
besides in a few churches or at confer-
ences of Hawaiian language teacoers.
Until we find a place, all the work we
put in the schools will go nght down
the tubeS."

"I know that Hawaiian isn't used at
the bank or on the radio or the TV or
on the menu at McDonald's." replies
Ki mura, "But these things will come.

00 .

Give us the schools first."

Whowilldolt?

The majoistumbling Neck inereat-
ing Hawaiian language medium
schools is finding someone willing to
make the massive investment it would

Aake to tram teachers. create Haivailan
language textbooks andinstructional
materials, and set up facilities.

No one is eagerly stepping forward
tOassumethat responsibility.lthink
Hawaiian language schools area good
idea:says DOE's Snakenberg7But I
don't think it'ithestate's respomalsility
to start them. Our mandate is to serve
the whole population. I think OHA or
the Hawaiian HootlindAutherity.:
has the moral obligation to create this
kind of special interest "privatelehoor

"We are an advisory agency. We
don't provide direct services." says
OHM Chun. "It's really the DOE's
mandate to provide pUblic education.
and they are the ones to handle.,
something like this."

However good an idea they may be.
'Hawaiian language medium schools
are far from reality. They will take a
political or organizational commit-
ment on a large scale, and that corn-,
matment at the moment is far, from
being made.

Can Hawaiian math/ ha saved?

"A few -years ago," says William
Wilson. "we used to sit around and
cry in our beer about how the death of
the language was inevitable. With the
Punana Leo program andthe Niihau
sahool, at least we've made astart. I
feellikeivere iettingsomeplace;slow-

.1y. The language still could die, but I
think there's a chance that one day
even a casual visitor to these Islands
Would hem Hawaiian beingspeken in
the streets or in the park or on the
beaches."

Lokomaikainkalini Snakenberg is
less optimistic. "If Hawaiian is going
to come back. I thank the movement
will have to come from the heart of
the Hawaiian people themselves, like
it came from the Navahos. the Welsh,
the Bretons. Hawaiians are going to
have to take time out from sports.
from TV, from all sorts of activities.
and put their time, money and effort
where their mouth is. Otherwise the
future is bleak, If the language really
does die. they might as well re-name
this place Miami West. All well be
is another Americar. place with
beaches," C101
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liOnorabie ,KihehO -

Speaker,. House ,of Representatives
= Fourteenth,State Legislature

Reg u ..SeasiOn -Of 1987,
_State offlawaii , .

Sir:

. .

Honolulu, 'Hawaii
iirI

RE:, -H.R. 294
-

, 1987

iour.committee on Water; Land Use, -Development and
-fia:faiian_Affairitol which was ,referred H.R. No. 294 entitled:

."-'- "HOUSE RESOLUTION-URGING THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT TO PROTECT AND
.., 'pROMOTE.THE INDIGENOUS LANGUAGES- OF THE 'UNIT/ED STATES OF

AMERICA", bigs.-leave.' to -raport as follows:
.

- . . .- "-" '" .1.. . .

The.purpose of the resOlution, is stated in the title.
Thel-tesolution_and, testimony received supported the

OropoSition:!tkat'the establish:sent of Epgiish as -the official
,language; of ,the-United'Stites would have a negative impact on
the survival, of _indigenous languages. HOwever, ,y,Olit Committee.

- is uncertain that sucti:a-dedleration would--,haVe:zsuch. an
I.-effect:1. 'NeVertheleis, .the- spirit -bf. the resolution, can be

PreseivecV, without _taking aides in this Continuing-national
debase. Therefor-a, yeur%Committee has amended the resolution

;! by;dereting .two.-paragraphs, xhile. still retaining the major
"- thrust of;,suppor,t for native languages as a prime factor in -

preserving 'cultures: ' ,.. c. . . '. ..-.. - ... ..-. . .

your Committee on Water, Land use, Development and
. Hawaiian Affairs -concurs'with the intent and purpose of H.R.

No. 294, as amended, and recommends itsadoption in the form
attached hereto as H.R. 294, R.D. 1.

E12372

Respectfully submitted,

ANDREW,LEVIN, Chairman
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CAROL. POKONAGA, Member

,KENNETH-HIRAKI, Member

:EZRA NOH0,member

CALVINAC.Y. SAY,.-Mem

VIIV1q2NIA ISBELL,

E12372
WLH/0431w

Member
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STAND: COM. REPNO:A(0a
page 2
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*

;

D. IGE, Vice Ch maw

Member

et041114L;71;4\
CLARICE agASHINOTO,'Member

M21(E OIKIEFFE, Member
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294

fu Iv is
I I

H..D

..

, .,.
5.

,g,RE11JE
. . -:' ; . . -.

URGING THE FEDERAL.GOVERNMENT. To PROTECT AND PROMOTE THE
INDIGENOUS LANGUAGES .0F"THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

. ,
.

1

. . . . . . _
. . -

UHEREAS,..because-oi, its. historY;'Populaiion and geographic
location, Hawaii is very sensitive to issues involving the
survival of indigenous cultures and languages their

, .

5. ancestral -hoMelinds; and - . .

' ,.-

.WHEREAS, -the-traditional Hawafian pOverb, 111 ka qaelo no
ke -ola; i ki.,1olefo :no ka maker,, or "With. language rests life;
with language rests death", expresses the extreme importance of
,a living spoken language In the -survival of an indigenous
culture and people, -a theory sepported, 'by-Modern social
scientists who single -out language as the most important
feature in ensuring the continuity of culture; and

WHEREAS, the United States of America has traditionally
,recognised special .relationships between the federal government
and,AiS indigenous minority. peoples, whict. include American
Indians, Native Alaskans,. 'Native.Hawaiians, nd others within

'possessions 'and territories; and

. r.- -

WHEREAS, the ancestral languages of America's indigenous
peoples are Cultural treasures of' the :country': and

: WHEREAS, these. indigenOuS dinguages as a whole are
.01*lous to endangered species, with :a number pf them already
extinct as living spoken Iinijuages. and .

. ,

6

WHEREAS, modern soCiety increasingly recognizes the right
of cultural survival for indigenous peoples as a basic human
right; and

94



WHEREAS, there is-precedent in United States law for the
'protection and preservation of cUltural:treasures and unique
species, the remedy df past discriMination, and.the special
promotion for the learning. of certainlanguagei; now, therefore,

: . .
..

L
. .

. .

' BE IT kesOLVED'IW:the House of Repreientatives.,of the
Fourteenth -Legislature of. the btate of Hawaii, Regular Session
of 1987, that.the:congreSs of the United States of America is
ursed to pass.egisrstion o protect and .promote the
continuat

1 t
ien Of.indigenous American languages as liVing spoken

vehicles or communication for their peoples and as treasures of
the world's hume.hifitage: .and
. . .. .

BE,IT,FURTRER.RESOLVED,that certified Copies.of this
-Resolution ,be transmitted.to the-Senate-Majority, Leader
and House. Speaker of the U.S. Congress, to the House and
Senate.Chairpersoni of tLe committees on /ndian..affairs,
to the President of the United States, and-to the members
of the Hawaii congressional delegation.
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STAND. cbm..REP. NO4:417437

RE: H.R.No. 295.
H.D. 1

. : ' i" *P,%.lionorable'Danief.a;,'Hibino4
Speake, souse. of Representitives
Yourteenth State:Lintel:abut* :

SeasIen of 1987 .
State of Hawaii

dirt

.Yuurgommibteeon!Edudation, to which was referred E.R.
,No. 295.entitled: "HOUSE'RESOLUTION'REQUESTIN4 THE DEPARTMENT
OP EDUCATION-TO EiTABL/.18-HAWAZIAN MEDIUM CLASSES IN ELEMENTARY
SCHOOLS ", vbegi leave to.repcirt as follows:

The purpose othfq resolution is to request that the
Department of Educationastablish Hawaiian medium classes in
elementary.schoo1C-and,pilot,lour-Hawaiian language
immersion /maintenance program: at Puiniai on Niihnu, Waimea on
Xenia) silo on:the kigls.land;.and Eonolulu.

.Thirigiice,.oe,ii.iiiiiiiin,'Affiiiiitteitified.in.,sdppOri, of
this, resolution, exp.resiincuAt need-to xeestabliih the
Haiaiian*.lafiguage11 br,Imr,t,a1patpetnate.kairOlancultnre.'

sOlelo;naWai% a;profesiionat'Aiwaiiah language ,organizations
'Punina Leiwa.,HaMaifanrlanchiqe:iimiersion'schonl, /Ahahui4'

Parent'committee'of thCPUnana Leo 0:kilo, and .cheirain.of.,both
the_kawaiian Studies mrogram,Amd.the-merforming ArtsvDepertient
t,ofthe Uni;tersitycf.Hiwap:at Oilo..M.xpressed,strong su0Opib
of this'imeblution. :"

The,Depertmeritvi.idicatio4.4n'itir:teltiiiebny stated, that.'
.

it haebeen'working with:the concernedparties to address the
issues raised in-this resolution. The title has been anended
to reflect support,for the efforts by the Department to
establishilawaiian medirx classes in elementary schools. Other
changei further clarify the collaborative relationship between
the Department and interested parties.

'511756
EDN/1060

83r248 o - 88 -,4
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STAND. dr.,H . REP. N0.4.537
Page 2

Your Committee on Education concurs with the intent and
purpose of H.R. No. 295, as amended herein, and recommends that
it be referred to the Committee on Finance, in the form
attached hereto as H.R. No. 295, H.D. A. -

Respectfully- submitted,

atfait/flallAti-ift rig/
CLARICE- Y7 HASHIMOTO, Member

xcutels
ANDREW LEVIN, -Mem er

ROD; TAM,L, ratan

SA
IL

CROZ ER, ember

EE, ce Cha man

OSHIR0,1.7tem er

CA IN E.Y.

E11756
EDN/1064J

SAY, Memb
741;a1--,-

S SHON, Member
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STAND. COM: REP. NO. /537
Page 3

BRIA" TANIGUCOI, Rea*r TERRANCE TOM, Member

6:41 r
MIKE O'KIEFFE,,Memifir BILL PFEIL, Member.

P ICK RIBELLIA, Member

E11756
EDN/1054J
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IHENLNAIE

IOURIFLNIIIIWASLAIURF.1987.

STATEMAIAWAH

St\AT Ca\CERt\I RtS11J1-1011

CONCERNING HAWAIIAN LANGUAGE HEDIUM'SCHOOLS,

147
S.D. 1

WHEREAS, the Hawaiian language, the native language-of
"Hawail-, is unique to the State. of Hawaii and to the Hawaiian
pepple;

WHEREAS, the Hawaiian 'language is recognized as-one of the
official languages of the State in the Hawaii Revised Statutes!,
'iedtion1,-13; and

WHEREAS the munber of people fluent in the Hawaiian
language has been declining; and

WHEREAS, the spoken language is recognized to be a vital
link to the perpetuation of a people's culture; and

WHEREAS, Hawaii is unique among the Polynesian-islands
facing' the possible extinction of itsnative language; and

WHEREAS, many Pacific island societies have enabled their
residents to be bilingual,-fluent in both their native language
anctthe dominant language; and

WHEREAS, language medium schools, which instruct children
in all subject matters by means of their native language, have
-demonstrated effectiveness in .reviving the native language;
now, therefore,

.

.

BE IT RES'OLVEb by the Senate of the Fourteenth Legislature
. , ... . . . -

oc.the State of Hawaii, Regular Session-of 1987, the House,of
'Representatives concuriing, that the Department of Education is
requested to establish Hawaiian mediuM classes in elementary
schools serving HaWaIian.speaking children; and

..,
. .

.

'SETT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Department work in
collaboration with the 'Aha Punana Leo, the University of
Hawaii, parents of Hawaiian-speaking children, and any other

.RFS1419,. -

4456E
-

q9
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interested aroup,ind individuals with expertise in gathering
and developing resources 'for the establishment of Hawaiian

' language immersion programs:and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Department submit a report.
on theprogresi of develoPment and implementation of its
language immersion programs-to the Legislature twenty days
prior to the convening of the Regular Session of 1988; and

BE IT FURTHER_RESOLVED.that certified copies of thiS
Concurrent Resolution be transmitted to the Superintendent-of
Education, the President of the University of Hawaii, and the
directors of-the Punana Leo, schools.

RFS 1419
4450E
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STANDING COMMITTEE REPORT NO. 1241
Honolulu, Hawaii

APR 23

Honorable Richard-S. H. Wong
President of the Senate
Fourteenth State Legislature
Regular Session of 1987
State of Hawaii

Sir:

1987

-RE: S.C.R. No. 147
^

Your CoMmittee on Education, to which was referred.S.C.R.
No. 147 entitled:

"SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION CONCERNING HAWAIIAN LANGUAGE
MEDIUM SCHOOLS",

begs leaire to report as follows:

'The purpose of this concurrent resolution is to urge the
Department and Board of Education to encourage and support the
development -of- Hawaiian language medium schools.

The Hawaiian language, recognized as one of the official
languages of the State pursuant to Section 1-13, Hawaii Revised
Statutes, is facing possible extinction.

The spoken language of the people is recognized to. be a
vital link to the perpetuation of a people's culture, however,
the number of people fluent in the Hawaiian language has been
declining.

Your Coiumittee heard favorable testimony from the
Department of Education and finds that language medium schoolt,
which instruct children in all subject matters by means of
their native language, have demonstrated effect3vehess in
reviving the native language.

Upon consideration, your Committee has amended the
concurrent resolution by:

k 51968
.4449E
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STANDING COMMITTEE REPORT NO.(241'
-2

1) Changing the first "BE IT RESOLVED" paragraph to read:

. . .

"..that the Departmentof Education is requested to
.

establish:Hawaiian,medium'classes in elementary
schools serving Hawaiian. speaking children; and";

2) anserting.rhe'following.paragraph:
, . ,.. ..

,... .. , . , , . .

-"BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Department work in
collaboration with the 'Aha Punana ,Leo, the
University of Hawaii, parents of' Hawaiian-speaking
children, and any other interested groups and
individuals with expertise in_gatherAng.and
developing -resources for the establishment of
Hawaiian language immerSion programs; and"; ,

. .

3) Adding a paragraph to require the Department of
Education to submit i.report OW,the:progress of
development and imilementatioti.of its language
immersion program to the Legislature twenty days
prior to the convening of the Regular Session of
1988; and

4) Specifying that the' Suporintendent of Education, the
President of the University-of Hawaii; and the

,,directors of,the-Punana Leosphoolsreceive certified
: -- copies of thilconcuirent'resolittion. 1.

Your Committee on Education-ConCUip-mith he intent and
.purpose-of'S:t.R.'No. 147, as amended-herein, anl recommend
its adOption.in:th3-form_ati4chd hererAO asys...C.R. No. 147, .

51968
4449E

Respect fully submitted,

NORMAN MIZUGUCHI;

LEHUA FERNANDES SALLING,
Vice Chairman
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STANDING COMMITTEE REPORT NO.
Page 3

t

)4144(
GERALD T. NAGINO,

1741

1. mzE,-member,

. ,ieve444i4w:,
- MARY-JANE MeMUROD,. Member-

.

. ,

.DENNIS NAKASATO.. Member

-DONNA;R. IKEDA,. Member
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HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

FOURTEENTH LEGISLATURE. 1987
STATE OF HAWAII

[I 295.

H.D. I

1-11 E11110\

EXPRESSING:LEGISLATIVE'SUPPORT'FOR THE EFFORTS BY THE
'DEPARTMENT:0F EDUCATION-TO4ESTAHLSH HAWAIIAN MEDIUM
CLASSESineBLEMENTARY,SCHOOLS.... . "-

WHEREAS, the Hawaiian proverb "I "ka 'olelia no .ke ola; i ka
!olelo,no:ki make." ,-=.transfated as "In language rests life;
in-language' rests death"--» is

.a traditional 'expression of .the
'belief ofHaWaiian elders that' the:Hawaiian language is thewillspiihgof Hawaiian and. -

.wilful's, the Sake contention -that without a living spoken
language a culture will

die,is'helcf,hymodern social
,scientists; and"

WHEREAS, since 1896 there has been a poliCy of eliminating
the Hawaiian language as a living spoken. language through theprohibition of teaching children through Hawaiian in Hawaiipublic schools; and

WHEREAS, thacontihuatiOn and strict implementation of the"no Hawaiian" policy in Hawaii public schools during the
territorial, period resulted in the extinction of Hawaiian as aliving spoken language in all Hawafian communities exceptNilhaut'and'

WHEREAS, the survival of the Hawaiian language on Niihauhas. been due largely to noncompliance
with state law and

'Department'ok,Education policy prohibiting the use of Hawaiianin ptiblia schools; and

.:.WHEREiS,-.611983 agroup-o4 concerned Hawaiian-speaking
' eddcatorslrom Hawaii,,Oahu, Kauai and Niihau.formed the

-nonprofit.'iha Puiiana Leo Inc. to foster Hawaiian languageas a, living spiiken language of,children
through language'

immersion techniques; and

03831
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,HHEREAS-, with the assistance of private individuals,
piivate foundations, strong community support and support from
state agencies, the 'Aha Punana Leo established three Hawaiian
language medium schools for preschool-aged children,on Hawaii,
Oahu and Kauai;. and

. ,

WHERBASethe-,short history of.Punana Leo has already
demonstrated.suceessfully that Hawaiian can be used as an
educational medium of instruction with'two important outcomes;
and

WHEREAS, one of the outcomes is the revival of Hawaiian as
a living spoken language of children in areas outside Niihau;
and

WHEREAS, the second outcome is the exemplary educational
achievement of children who come from families identifying
Strongly with'HaWaii, and its native culture; and

WHEREAS, the success of the Punana Leo program is parallel
to the success of public indigenous language instruction
appliedn the last twenty-five years in such areas as Western
Great Britain, New Zealand, the northern Netherlands, the
Danish colony,of Greenland, and other areas of the world; and

, .

WHEREAS, such instruction was part of an international
reaction to the probable extermination of indigenous cultures
in their own homelands, ;. and

WHEREAS, there have been comparative studies of indigenous
minority children in immersion /maintenance language programs
and in the'formerly popular dominant 'language submersion
programs; and .

1

I ,

WHEREAS; results show that children in the submersion
programs lose the indigenous linguage and replace it with a
substandard form of the dominant language as opposed'to
children in the immersion/maintenance programs who not only
improve on their knowledge of their ancestral language but also
perform better academically, including mastery of the dominant
ethnic language; and

03831
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WHEREAS, in 1978 the citizens of Hawaii amended by popular
Vote the'State Constitution to include what is now Section 4 of
Article XV, which establishes Hawaiian along with English as
the official languages of the State of Hawaii, and Section 4 of
Article X, which calls for the unique promotion of Hawaiian
culture, history and language in public schools:and

WHEREAS, iwcompliance with the 1978 constitutional
amendients, theDOE las focused on tiaching.appreciation of the

.Hayaiian language and culture in public.schools through, the
"kuOuni,prOgral".; and

.. .

WHEREAS,,,the 1986 LegislatUre enacted legislation to
eliminate the 90-yearrold restriction, on the use of Hawaiian as
amediumof ,instruction in publiC achools.and.to address the
unique rionImmigrant, pature,ofHawaii public. educations. and

WHEREIS,.,!`ederal legislation

. .
. .

also' encourages and
.recogaiies the,provision of, education for,s0ecial attention to
the linguistic.needs:of minority;groups:through indigenoui
langhage maintenance education as.compliance,with federal
bilingual edUcition statututory reqUirements: and

WHEREAS' .it woUld be benetiCial fdr Children from various
cultural and.linguistic backgrOunds in Hawaii to have an
opportunity to participate along with Hawaiian speaking
children in Hawaiian immersion /maintenance education: and

WHEREAS' the-areas,'of concentration of Hawaiian speaking
children are Niihau, West Icadal.i Kalihi and Hilo: and

. .

WHEREAS, there are individualswith.teachinO4xperience
and 'credentials who are fluent in Hawaiian and capable of
teaching these children through the Hawaiian language: and

WHEREAS', there are educational materials now available for
teaching various subjects 4n the, Hawaiian language, some being,
old materials from the early public Hawaiian medium schools and
others,being.recent. Creations,by.the...Aha. pUnanal,0 and the,
DOE; and*

WHEREAS, there are also materials available from New
Zealand for tLeteaChing Of English is a second language to
children with PolypeSian backgrounds in indigenous language
maintenance prOgramsi and

., 038 31
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WHEREAS, the DOE has plans to increase the number of
teachers and classes in public schools at the entrance levels
In the'Fall of 1987; now, therefore,

BE IT RESOLVED by the House of Representatives of the
Fourteenth Legislature. of the State of Hawaii, Regular Session
of 1987, that legislative support is hereby expressed for the
efforts of the ,Department of Education to establish Hawaiian
medium classes in elementary schOols'as pact of its special
attention,to elementary entrance levelsvand

BE IT,FURTHER,RESOLVED that the Department is encouraged
in its efforts to develop 'a feasible curriculum with available
resources to establish a pilot project as the first step
towards establishing voluntary Hawaiian medium classes for
elementary students; and

BE IT1PURT888 RESOLVED that'the Department continue to
work in collaboration with the 'Aha Punana Leo, the University
of Hawaii, parents of Hawaiian-speaking children, and any other
interested groups and individuals with expertise in gathering
and developing resources necessary for the eventual
establishment:of Hawaiian language Immersion programs: and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Department submit a report
on the progress of development and implementation of its
language immersion programs to the Legislature twenty days
prior to the convening of the Regular Session of 1988; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that certified copies of this
Resolution be transmitted to the Superintendent of Education,

.

the President of the University of Hawaii, and the directors of
the Punam.:Leo schools.

03831
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Ilstimony
United States Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs

Chairman Inouye and Members of the Senate Select Committee on Indian
Affairs:

My name is Joseph F. Coburn. I reside at 2317 S.W. Augusta Drive, Aloha,

Oregon. I am employed as Director of the Research and Development

Program for Indian Education (RDPIE) at the Northwest, Regional

Educational Laboratory (NNREL) La Portland, Oregon. I 'eve been in this

position for fourteen years. Prior to employment at the NWREL, I was a

classroom teacher in public schools and a countelor/administrator for the

Bureau of Indian Affairs. I am a mem4er of the Klamath Tribe of Oregon,

and have served the Tribe in a number of capacities over the years,

including Vice Chairman, Chairman and Chairman of the RestorAtion

Committee. At the present time I serve on the )(lama* ..Jucation

Committee. I am presently serving the fifth year as President of the

Oregon Indian Education Association and am inmediate past-Chairman of the

Education ComMittee of the,Affiliated Tribes of Northwest Indians.

I have been invited to this hearing to provide information concerning the

role played in education of Indian children by NWREL. The NWREL's

Indian Program' is uniquein nature. Funded for the most part by the

Office of Educational Research and Improvement. Department of Education,

it, is one of eleven programs at the Northwest Regional Educational

Laboratory.

The RDPIE is unique in that it has it's own Policy Board, which sets

Policy for the Program within the administrative parameters set by the

Laboratory's Board of Directors, The Policy Board cons.sts of:
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Dr: *Maid-Bill
Superiiiior of'Indian.Education
Office of- Superintendent of PUbliC Instruction
Old Capitol Building
Olymi* Waibingtio98504

Mr. Jilx-Egawa
Indiaividucition
Tacoma Schools
P.O.'Box 1357
Tbcoma,"Washington 98401-1357

Ms. Robin Butterfield
Indian Educatidn/Ciiil-Rights Specialist
Oregon Department of Education
700 Pringle ParkWay,S.E.
Salem, Oregon 97310

Dr. Murton McCluskey
DirectOr of Indian Education
Great Falls Public Schools
Box 2428
Great Falls, Montana'59401

Mr. Bob Parsley
Indian Education Specialist
Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction
Capitol Building
Helini, Montana 59601

Dr. Helen Redbird -Smith
Professor of:Sociology
West House. Social Science Bldg.
Weitern Oregon College
Monmouth, Oregon 97361

Mr. Lloyd Smith (Chairman)
P.O. Box 729
Warm Springs, Oregon 97761

Mr. Max Snow
6403'Randolph Drive
Boise, Idaho 83705

Senator William Yellowtail, Jr.
Montaia State Senate
Capitol Station
Helena, Montana 59620
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This structure-provides needs sensing,.Program direction,,technicar

expertise,, credibility and disseminiiion of-information and services for

the NWRELJndianProgram and has-resulted in-a long list of successful

proiicts for Indian Education:

The Indian Reading Series: Stories and Legends of the Northwest.
Supplemental reading program for grades one thiough'sis. -Developed
on a cooperative basis between' seventeen reservations in the
Northwest; Published 1975 -1987, currently out of print.

Effective i'ractices in Indian Education: A Teachers Monograph

Effective Practices in Indian Education: Curriculum Monograph

Effective Practices in Indian Education: Administrators' Monograph

Reducing Teacher Turnover in Reservation Schools: A Guide for
Administrators

(A fourth monograph on drug abuse prevention is nearly complete.)

Included as Attachment #1 is a summary of states where orders for the

monographs on effective practices in Indian education have been filled

through the Laboratory's marketing office. They total thirty-three

states plus Canada. A total of 1,669 copies have been sold as of October

1, 1987.

In addition, contents of the monographs have been discussed at national,

regional and local conferences. All feedback is positive and individuals

feel that content is relevant to their tribes or regions.

While our work with schools to date has been concentrated in the

Northwest states, I feel that the program is transferrable nation-wide.

3
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Most el:citing, and -very: productive, is the school improvement project.

It is.producing dramatic results in,schools in the Northwest. Titled

"Effective Practices in Indian Education" the project was five years 'in

development and testing. The detailed history and results of testing are

in the accompanying report: Summative Evaluation Findings for the Field.

Test of Effective Practices in Indian Education (Attachment-#2).

The implementation design requires that the entire staff of a school

participate. During the_ implementation the staff learns to:

o Build a leadership team

o Study research findings

o Profile student performance

o Gather baseline data

o Set realistic goals based upon school data

o Learn motivational techniques for Indian Students

o Write prescriptions to cause desirable behaviors

o Be supportive of other teachers' efforts

o Evaluate progress and renew efforts

o Ascertain that a goal was accomplished

As mentioned earlier the results are dramatic. Chronologically listed

are trained schools and immediate results:

ill
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Warm Springs Elementary, Warm Springs, Oregon
Goal: Reduce incomplete homework assignments preiently at 23% by 50%.
Reiult: Incomplete homework assignments reduced to 9%.

Lame Deer Elementary, Lame Deer, Montana
Goal: Off-task behavior will be decreased by 50% byApril 30, 1986
Result: Administrators left the school and data on results were
unavailable..

1986-1987

Snots Elementary (K-8). Eiletx, Oregon
Goal: Improve selected attitudes as determined by the School
Sentiment Index. Resiilt: Positive.

Havre Junior High, Havre Montana
Goal: Increase number of completed assignments from 47% to 60%.
Result: Completed assignments increased to 82%.

Lincoln-McKinley Elementary, Havie, Montana
Goal: Improve student attitude toward school by 20%.
Result: Primary grades had a 29% gain and intermediate grades had a
40.5% gain.

Devlin Elementary, Havre, Montana
Goal: Increase Indian student participation in discussion groups
from 9.3% to 18% by increasing the use of Indian culture in the
classroom. Result: Participation increased to 22%.

Bordeaux Elementary, Shelton, Washington
Go..1: Decrease the incidence of not following directions by 50% by
April30. 1987. Result: Incidence :educed by 55.4%.

While these results may seem rather insignificant, it must be remembered

that these are types of problems at schools serving Indian students that

have never been reduced.

What we see occuring at the schools during the training is very

exciting. As the teachers experience success in their classroom, their

-'titudes become more and more positive. Morale goes up, the entire

staff developes a very supportive, collegial team effort. Other positive

5
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changes begin occuring in the school and in the community. When it is

announced that the goal was achieved, expectations and confidence of the

teachers art very high. (See'Attacbment 83-, letters froM principals,

1987). As can be-seen, the_process and materials are now an ongoing part

of these schools. A sample training schedule is included (Attachment 14).

Advantages of the program are:

o Non-threatening to teachers, as a very positive approach is used.

o No extensive record keeping or report writing by teachers.

o Knowledge of teachers utilized

o Very little time taken away from teaching.

o Techniques used that are proven'to work with Indian children, work
well with non - Indian, children,- as well.

o Based upon the value system which prevails throughout all Indian
cu:tures. (See Attachment 85)

o Indian researched, developed and implemented.

o Trainers are experienced teachers in Indian education.

o Inexpensive.

At the present time six schools have contracted for training during the

1987-88 school year. Three others (tribal schools) are pending passage

of the federal-budget.for availability of funds.

Schools are trained on a cost sharing basis, the schools paying part and

OERI funds used to cover the rest. Total average cost per school has

been about $8,000, including time, materials and travel. Six thousand is

from OEDI contract funds and two thousind'is from School District

contribution.

6
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The program is funded as part a contract between NWREL and OERI through

1990. We plan on training-five to ten schools per year during the tenure

of. the contract.

iie RDPIE hiss experienced success because of the combination of NWREL

expertise and guidance, Indian policy making to guide the Program, and

remaining "neutral" politically. Instead it has acted as a catalyst for

Indian education in the Northwest. As a result of the NWRELs success, a

discussion-paper was produced and circulated in 1983-84 by the

Confederated Tribes of Warm Springs (Attachment #6).

The paper proposes a long range planning model for all of Indian

education and is probably the best concept that I have seen in my

twenty-eight years in Indian education. It certainly merits close

consideration for any plan to improve Indian education which proposes

pisitive large scale impact.

Thank you for the opportunity to present these ideas before your

committee today.

7
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ATTACHMENT tl

101 S.W. Main Street. Suite 500 Portland. Oregon 97204 (KG) 275-9601
7ELEX: 701716 CABLE: NWREL SOURCE: STL058
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ATTACHMENT #2

Summative Evaluation Findings
for the Field Test of

Effective Practices'in Indian Education

August 1985

Prepared by Steven R. Nelson, Ph.D.
Evaluation Specialist

Joseph CoburnuDirectcr
Research and Development Program for Indian Education

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. 6th Avenue

Portland, Oregon 97204
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The work upon which this publication is based was performed pursuant to
Contract No.400-83-0005P26 of the National Institute of Education. It

does,:lot,"however, necessarily reflect the views of that,Agency.
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Preface

The-purpose,of this repbr,ie to,summariie'the results'of an
evaluation of:Effective'PractiCes'in

Indian'Education'developed by the
4csearcb'Und DeieloOment Programfor.Indian Education of the Northwest
-Regiosal4ducational Laboratory. During 1983, the Research and
Development:Program for Indian Education Identified and adopted effectiie
ichooling strategiee''Ir use by,elementartechoel administrators,
curriculum, specialists and teacheis-in isbooksettings.having significant
NativeAmerican student enrollments. OnCe practices were delineated bythe program-staff'andsreviewed-bY

educationalresear9lers, they were
compiled into-armonograph of Effective Practices in Indian'Education.

The-next5ohase of the work involved the validation of these practices
'through field testing in schools within the region. Three schools were
selected through a competitive proposal process to be involved in the
lemonth:pilot test of the materials:

Heart Butte School, Heart Butte, Montana
Fort Hall Elementary School, Fort Hall, Idaho
Lame Deer School,, Lame Deer, Montana

The field test focused upon three levels of information v First, if
the educational practices are indeed effective, then enhanced studentoutcomes would'be expected. Second, if the'Practices were implemented,then changes in school climate should result. Finally, through attempts
to implement the practices in the school

setting, information could be
gathered concerning the use and utility of the practices themselves, aswell as, the change process strategies.used by, the school.

The i-t4sent,report provides the summative findings of the field
test. Specifically, the impact of the school improvement activities on
the students and staff is documented in this report. Informition
concerning refinements to the school improvement program is documented inan earlier report entitled, Formative

Evaluation Report for the Effective
Practices .in Indian Education (May 1985).

The evaluation report is organized into a series of sections prepared
in response to five questions.

These five questions relate to the natureof the outcomes (effects) of the field test:

1. Did changes in staff use of effective schooling practices result
from the improvement effort?

2. Did changes in school climate result from the improvement effort?

3. Did changes in student attitude
toward school result from the

improvement effort?

4. Did changes in student attendance result from the improvement
effort?

118
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5. .Did changes ..in,student achievement result row thm-isprovement
effort? .

For ,each question,.the,datm collection:methodology-is briefly
described: Pindingstarre.viesented as&discussed. Conclusions sic
offered-at the .end:ofzthe report..

The field test...has-require& a greatdeol,oi. time, effort and
cooperation on the part of school and. WERElostaffs. The. patience and
enthusiasm of these individuals is ,greatlycappreciated-... Without theit
support, Effective Practices in Indian Education would-not be. available:.

vi
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Pilot Test Results of an Evaluation
of

Effective Practices in Indian Education

I. Introduction-

A. Overview of the Project

A major focus of the Research and Development Program for Indian

Education's ice's of work for the 1982-86 contract period is the

identification and dissemination of effective strategies for working with

Native American students and communities. Por the past four years, a

good deal of attention has been devoted to the identification of

educational practices which the research literature demonstrates as being

positively linked to school achievement. This research has clearly shown

that instructional, curricular and adainistrative practice: do exist

which can improve students' academic progress. However, such of this

research-base involved urbnn minority and suburban non- minority

populations. Yet, it was felt that the findings have important

ramifications for the Native American student in the rural, reservation

school.

The,purpose of,the work undertaken by the Research and Development

Program for Indian Education Wes two-fold. First, the national effective

schooling research findings were reviewed to determine their relevance to

Indian Education. Is it likely that the effective &shoaling practices

are also applicable to Indian students and their communities? Second,

the national effective schooling research findings were translated into

specific strategies and activities which could be employed by educators.

SP*cificallY, how can the effective schooling practices be applied in

schools with substantial Native American populations?

1
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The trend toward the identification and adoption of research-based'

practices has established a direct link between empirical research and

it:striation:a imprOvevent. The utilisation and application of

educ.tional practices' identified in the research as being effective

represents a movement toward the 'tried-end-true methods of proven

utility. Thus, rather than emphasising the development of-innovations,

the focus has been upon the use of traditional approaChes which have

shown ta:directly influence student's achievement.

However, much of the research foundation identifying these effective

schooliXg practices has come from urban and suburban environments. Few

havi4ncluded American Indian students in their studies and -even fewer

have specifically dealt with the issue of school effectiveness for Native

Aiericans. It was felt that the body of information generated by the

effective schooling movement did have potential applicability to the

Indian learners but at the sine time, this hypothesis had been largely

untested.'

The purpose of the wink undertaken by the Research and Development

Program for Indian*Education was to directly determine the applicability

of the effective schooling research for the Native American learner.

The study design essentially involved the validation and translation

of the effective schooling practices as they apply-to Native American

education. Specifically the process involved ten major steps, as

One exception is the recent study by Judy Xleinfeld and Bill
McDiarmid, Effective Schools in Rural Alaska: Information for the Rural
Effective Schools Project, Institute of Social and Economic Research,
University of Alaska, Fairbanks, July 1483. The study shows that rural
Alaska teichers perceived as most effective those-instructional practices
that research has-linked to the teaching of Native American children, not

those instructional practices discussed in the national literatur. on
effective schooling.

2
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dipictedin'Table 1., Steps one through three had been accomplished by

the Alaska-Effective,Schooling,programarith the assistance'ef the

Northimmtzne;loiel:Edecetienel-Atberotoryw. Inati:u*ii-January:1S01 and

January 1983, effectiVe-achopiing practices were:identified,.and compiled'

through a.:Urvey,of,educational research literature.

The first set oflindings,'represeating steps one and two, were first

'Published ia4eptemhir 1981.2 Thisaras-followed by the work of'NWREL's

GoalBased Education Program,-which.provided further review. of related

researctr,aMdsynthesisof the findings into-i.more thorough listing of

recognized, practices. Literature_ reviews already underway at NWREL for

nearly two years were expanded and intensifiedAn an effort to identify

research based effective schooling practices.

The material described-inthese initial-steps was used by the

Research andlDevelopment Prograi foi Indian - Education as a,foundation

from which specific Native American schooling practices would emerge.

The next step (4.0) involved the translation of the effective schooling

practices iniiosinterrogative statements. This,was done for two reasons.

First,, if practitioners were to'validate the relevance of the practice, a:

simple question concerning the importance of the practice would,have been

"loaded" asiocially desireable--respondents may have felt compelled to

agree that the practices were important regardless of consequence.

Second, if one of the products,of the effort was a practitioner guide,

then it was felt that,the suggested schooling techniques should be

described at an-applied level.

2iRepcsThe Governor's Task Force on Effective Schooling. Juneau,
Alaska.
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TABLE-1,

1.0

Set Hypothesis:

Isolate instructional Variables

2.0

Reiiew Reseirch Literature:
Synthesize Findings For Each Variable

3.0
Identify Effective Schooling Practices
Summarize Conclusions from Research

4.0
Translate Practices into Hypothetical Questions:

Ask How These Practices are Applied

5.0
Collect Practitioner-Recommendations:

Identify the Ways-in WhiCh,These Pactices are Used

6.0;

Synthesize Practitioner Recommendations:
Develop a Set of Alternative Methods for Applying Each Practice

7.0
Conduct Review of Practitioner Recommendations:

Determine if the Researchers and Practitioners Agree

8.0-

Refine Practitioner Recommendations:
Clarify on the Basis of Review

9.0-

Develop Training Materials:
Design Strategies for Teaching the Alternatie Methods to Practitioners

10.0

Assess Application and Effects of-Training:
Determine Extent to Which Practices Were Used and Benefits Derived

4
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'Since the effective schooling research has implications for a variety

of_educatiOn personnel, the Research and Development Program for Indian

Education divided-the practices into three groups, based upon the three

areas cited as the major areas requiring- ttention in Native American

education -- teaching, curriculum adaptation and administration.3

Step 5.0 entailed the practitioner,review of the effective schooling

portions to detirmine-their applicability to Native American

populations. This step entailed the careful selection of participants to

review the material. First,.a set of,selection criteria was developed

from the literature on successful Indian education practices4 and

findings from the depiction study of-regiorial needs and resdurees5.

Participants were identified through a nominating process whereby members

of the Program's Policy Board, Officers of the Montana Indian Education

Association, Officers of the. Oregon Indian iducation'Association,

educational staff of United Indians of All Tribes Foundation and the

Idaho Intertribal Policy Board were asked to review characteristics of

successful attitudes and practices established in the research literature

and to balance these with other. criteria they deem, important in

nominating participants.

JNelson, Steven-R., A Study of Culturally Appropriate Instructional
Resources in Native American Education: A Depiction of the Regional
Needs and Resources in the Pacific Northwest, Portland, Oregon:
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratoryo October 1982.

4Cotton, Kathleen and Savard, William, Native American Education:
Topic Summary Report, Portland, Oregon: Northwest Regional Educational
Laboratory, 1981.

SNelson, Op. cit.

5
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Nominations were then reviewed and a final selection of participants

Were.made by program staff based upon the following criteria: (1)

multiple .nominations of an individual, (2) experience in the regular

school program--(not special or-supplementary programs), (3) balance of

Indian end:now-Indian participants, and (4) regional representation. The

nominees were then contacted to-secure their involvement in the effort.

-Represehtatiies from these three groups met in Portland to draft a set of

effective schooling-practices in Indian education, based upon the list

initially developed at NMI. The results from these three panel

meetings-were then drafted into prototype monographs in-step six.

Step seven entailed the technical review of the draft monographs by

both researchers and practitioners to determine the adequacy of the

material.

Step eight involved the final refinement of the draft documents based

upon the'comments and suggestions of the review panel. The documents

will serve as-free-standing practitioner guides to the implementation of

effective schooling practices in Native American communities.

Steps four through eight essentially represent one method for the

preliminary validation of research-based practices--query practitioners

who have been successful in their fields as to the applicability of the

practices. But such a method does not provide a thoroughly sound basis

for validation, even though the review of the findings by professionals

helps contribute to the credibility of the results. Therefore, to

thoroughly test the soundness of the research, steps nine and ten were

implemented. These steps entail the empirical testing of the specific

practices in actual school settings. Step nine involves the design of

training materi,ls and procedures for implementation of the effective

practices.

6
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In October 1983, requests -for pilot site applications'were

distributed to the-105 elementary school districts in Oregon,Mashingtoni

Idaho and Montana which enroll -a significant number.of-Indian students..

Twenty applications were,received.by.early%November. The brief

application forms includedinformation ahout,(1) the ichool'a-size, (2)

Indian enrollment; (3) the school's general plans-for improvement, (4)

instructional, administrative and curriculum needs, and (5) district

authorisation to participate..

On *member 7, the applications were reviewed and independently rated

by the program staff. Ratings involved consideration of the-recency of

the principalship, proportion of Indian student enrollment, if the school,

was in a.reservation community, the relationship of the school goals to

effective schooling principles, and the probability of short-term impact

on these goals.

Based upon the pooled ratings, pilot sites were selected -from the

applications:

Fort Hall Elementary School

Blackfoot School District
Fort Hall Idaho
(Shoshone-Bannock)

Heart Butte School
Heart Butte, Montana

( Blackfeet).

Lase Deer School
Lame Deer, Montana
(Northern Cheyenne)

The principals were invited to a one day meeting at NMREL on December

5, 1983. They were provided on overview of the effective schooling

effort, the general plan for the year, procedures for selection-of a

leadership team and copies of the draft monograph.

7
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-On DmormberIZ-26-, a-fire-day inserricairs'prorided in-Portiand,for

the,:kinCipili4:00%tbefrIesieptiveiOur.44iber leadership teams The

warkshopAiddieiiiirthe raiànale behiud the prejeci, expeciatIonslor.

Amish pilot4ite, evaluition%procedurei and the services to be provided If

UMBEL: 'lkmajor,pOrtiOn of thejnservihe.was derotellteran'exaaination Of'

tbe key sections of-the Effective Schooling In Indian Education

,110%69raPhOnd.the development of schOol.imprevement plans for each

site. Thaiilans'focused upon.improveients in thee areas fer-eacb

sit4=-student achievement, attitude, and behavior.

Icearechool Improvement efforts were to be initiated at each site

beginning in JanuarT.1984 and continuing through May 1985.. The school

improvement-efforts included-Use of the draft versions (Deeember 1983).of

the Effective Practices in Indian Eduaation- manual. The manual was

given to each teacher in the schools, as well as the building

principals. The school staff had these manuals for fifteen monthi. They

were expected-to-read and use:the'manuals as an aid to improve the

quality Of-schooling-for Indian students.

Training and technical assistance were also provided on-site by NWREL

staff members. An average of seven days over the 18 month period was

spent on-site by NWREL's Teacher Orientation Specialists, conducting

inservices, classroom observations and individualized assistance.

Local isprovement efforts entailed those activities of the school

staff in general and the leadership team in particular. Generally, the

activities involved staff and/or team Meetings to discuss school needs

and plan strategies for addressing these needs, with the help of NWREL

staff. Recommendations concerning these school improvement strategies

are contained in the Formative Evaluation Report (May 1985).

- 88 - 5

8
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1. ,Overview of the Evaluation

The la-Manth evaluation focused upon a three-tiered set of

expectations. The first level was that of student outcosies-,the

'ultimate, long-ter. t,al, Of the effort. The second.level,was that of

sChool plimate,as an intermediate goal of the project. The third level

focused .directly on the use of the, effective schooling practices

themielves.

'The three-tiired,approach was usedAo track the effects of the field

test-from implementation through staff changes to student outcomes. It

was recognized that substantial, long-term,-intervehtions are needed .to

effectchanges in student's knowledge, attitude and behavior. Therefore,

intermediate measures wermused,to assess changes in school staff.

Takla 2 provides an overview of the evaluation procedures and

tiseline.

In the nextmecrion the findings for each of the five variables are

reported in response to the evaluation questions of the field test:

1. Did changes in stiff use of effective schooIing,practices result
from improvement effort?

2. Did changes in school climate result from the improvement effort?

3. Did changes in student attitude toward school result from the
improvement effort?

4. Did changes in student attendance result from the improvement
effort?

5. Did changes in student achievement result from the isprovement
effort?



Table 2

Effective Indian Education Practices Field Test
Evaluation Overview

1983-85

level Focus Pimpose Procedure Timeline

I. Student
Outcomes

Student academic
achievement

Detect gain/loss in student
learning

Standardized achievement
test composite summary for
all students, by grade
level

May 1983 or October 1984
April/May 1984
(April /May 1985)

Student attendance
rate

Detect gain/loss in student
attendance

M)nthly attendance reports
(ADA/ACM)

January - June 1983
September 1983-June 1984
September 1984 -June 1985

Student attitude
toward school

Detect gain/loss in student
attitudes

Primary (1(-3) 8 Intermediate"
(4-8) School Sentiment Index
completed by students

January 1984
May 1984
(May 1985)

II. School
Interactions

School Climate Identify changes in school
environment

School climate survey
completed by school staff

.

January 1984
May 1984
(May 1985)

.

III.

M

Effective
Schooling
Practices

Use of Practices Detect changes in use of
effective practices

Administration, curriculum
and teaching practices
survey completed by school
staff

December 1983
' May 1984
(May 1985)



II,' Field Test"Results

A. ,Did Changes-inStaff Use of Effective'Practices Result from the
Improvement Efforts?:

Three measures were:used to assess the reported use of the

effective eCdooling,practices. Each building administrator

completed a survey of effective administrative practices in Indian

education (see.Appendix AY in January 1984, June-1984 and June

1985. Each leadership team completed a survey of Effective

Culturally Appropriite Curriculum.Practices (see Appendix 8) and all

certified staff completed a survey of Effective Teaching Practices

in- Indian Education (see Appendix C) in January 1984, June 1984 and

June 1985. These surveys asked individuals to, rate the relative

frequency with which various effective practices were used in the

school. It was expected that the use of these practices would

increase over the 18 month period.

The survey of effective administrative practices covered

thirteen areas of school management. Table 3 and Figure 1 provide a

summary of the average ratings for these schools over the three

measurement intervals. Several findings are apparent from the

results. First, slight gains were observed in the reported use of

effective practices in nine of the thirteen areas. However, none of

these gains were statistically significant*. The slight decline in

three other areas were not statistically significant either. The

second finding was the apparent decline in reported use of the

* Friedman Rank-Sum of ordered alternatives.

11



TABLE 3

Mean Ratings of Pilot School Principals'
Reported Useof,Effective Administrative Practices

(n 3 scale range 1 to,5)

Administrative Area January 1984 June 1984 June 1985 Net Gain

School Goals, Policies and Procedures 3.52 3.98 3.70 +0.18

Using Community Input 3.33 3.75 3.17 -n.16

Informing the Public 3.42 4.31 4.08 +0.66

,Involving School Stiff inGoal Setting 3.78 4.33 3.78 -0-

Expectations for Student Achievement 3.60 3.75 3.67 +0.07

s-i

Standardr for Behavior 3.72 4.03 3.89 +0.17

Absenteeism and Tardiness 3.83 4.25 4.17 +0.34

Expectations. for Staff 3.43 4.I0 3.80 +0.37

Classroom Disruption 3.47 3.70 3.53 +0.06

Student Incentives and Rewards 3.58 4.17 4.00 +0.42

Staff Excellence 3.52 3.94 3.22 -0.30

,Parent Involvement 3.17 3.67 2.83 -0.34

CUrriculum MeetS Student Needs 3.00 3.69 3.62 +0.62

Total Average 3.49 3.97 3.65 +0.16

132



Figure 1

Trends in Reported Use of Effective Administrative Practices
by Pilot School Principals

Almost Always 5

Frequently 4

Sometimes 3

Rarely 2 ....

Almost Never

JAN JUNE JUNE
04 84 85



practices from June 1,44 to June 1,85: Thin could reflect the

novelty of the effOrt or, most likely, the turnover in principals at

two of the three4sites. Overall, a slight increase'iwthe use of the

practices was reported over the 1$ month period.

The greatest Ett was mode in informing. the public on the school

planning process, as well as organising curriculum to'seet student

need.: The practices reported as being,used,aost frequently dealt

with inforabid the public, absenteeism and tardiness_and-student

incentives and rewards. Parent involvement-efforts had the lowest

frequency rating.

Thus, for the building administrator's_reported use of the

effective administrative practices in Indian education, slight

improvements were dociaented. However,-these-improvesents were not

of sufficient magnitude to be statistically significant.

14
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Since _it the small school setting curriculum responsibilities

tend to.be,shared'among staff, the survey of Affective Culturally

Appropriate Curriculum Practices was completed by the leadership

teams. The results of their_rotings, pooled across schools, are

.summarised iwTable 4 and Figure 2.

Agalnr,the direction of change is,positive in each of the four

4.
areas of effective curriculum practice. however, these changes were

mot sufficient to-be-statistically significant*. Furthermore, it is

Inteiesting:to note'a.trend parallel to:that of the administrators.

Tit re-ported-use of-effective practices initially increases and then

declines slightly. This would-seem.to be an indicator of a-novelty

effect which:Initially results in increased usage,.but then,

stabalises. The greatest.gainsvere made in,,ther other curriculum

considerations area,. which deals withmaintaining quality curriculum

for Indian students. The least impact was observed in relating

curriculum to student learning objectives.

Thus, positive changes were reported and were sustained at a

level above the initial measure, but not of a sufficient magnitude to

be statistically significant.

The third measure of the implementation of effective practices

was completed by certified staff in January 1984, June 1984 and June

1985. The survey of Effective Teaching Practices in Indian Education

consists of nineteen subsea'ss relating to various instructional

Friedman rant-sum test of ordered alternatives and sign test.

135
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TABLE 4

Mean Ratings of the Reported Use,of-Effective Culturally Appropriate Curriculum Pructices
By Pilot School Leadership Teams

(Scale Rang.:

Curriculum Area

1 to 5)

January
1984

Juno.

1984
June
1985 Net Gain

Learning Objectives 2;62 2.96 +0.14

Teaching Matsrials and Resources 2.80 3.10 3.16 +0.36

Instructional' Strategies and Techniques 2.78 3.16 2.95 +0.17

c
Other Curriculum Considerations 2.48 3.06 3.06 +0.58

Total Average 2.72 3.15 3.03 +0.31

136
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Figure 2,

Frequency of Reported Use of Effeci ye Curriculum Practices
in Field Tesr,:Echools

Almost Always 5.0,

Frequently 4.0

Scmetimes 3.0-

Rarely 2.0

Almost Niyer
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JanUark 1984

June 1984

June 1985

Liarning' , pm:Ching, InstrUctionik' Other
00jecti7em Naeriils, Strategies- Considerations
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practices.. sapie,i and4FigUre3 provide-An overview of the results

pf she *Cher survey: ifieeitilti,are expressed-as the reported

.f

frequenci in,tbe Use of,the praCticia, rated on a five point scale,

leith-lmalmost.never..and 5ilmost always.

'Both Table 5.-andFigure 3 reveal essentially no change between

the three ratings. Slight gains were observed over-the 18 month

period-id twelve-of the'19,areas. None were significant. Slight

losses were obserVed in-six of the areas,Jane sufficiently large to

be both educationally and statistically significant. This-was the

area of practice focusing on classroom curriculum which is culturally

apprOpriate, addresses essential student learning objectives and is

matched to student needs. The greatest gain was in the reported use

of direct-instruction practices.

Figure 3 rAireals the relative stability in the reported use of

'the practices over time, and the disparity in the reported use of the

various practices. Por=example, parent involvement techniques are

used only Tmemetime, while expectations for student behavior are

used very frequently.

TO summarize, very little change in_the use of effective

schooling practices were reported by principals, leadership teams and

teachers. Slight, positive increases were noted, but these were not

sufficient to be educationally-or statistically significant. ,This

suggests that a sore. substantial, intensive school improvement effort

say be necessary to effect measureable change in instructional

practicei.

18



Table 5

Average Ratings of Held Site Instructional Staff's
Reported Use of Effective Teaching Practices

Classroom curriculum-

Learning objectives

Resources and materials

Instructional strategies

Expectations-for behavior

ClasstoomprocedUies

Januaiy-1984

Average s.d.

(Scale Range

June 1984

M14:43:)

3.50

3.78

3.70

4.01

4.52

4.14

4.46

4.27

4.19

4.11

4.00

4.12

4.24

4.19

4.09

3.77

4.05

'-4.07

3.10

3.99

1 to 5)

s.d.

June 1985

Average s.d.
Net

-.29

+.10

+.17

-.05

-0-

-.08

-.08

+.04

-.17

1..14

i.i868.

+.02

-.05

+.07

+.13

+.03

Significance

4.
Statistical Educational

,..

3.94

4.06

3.70

4.15

4.53

4.20

4.51

4.24

4.38

4.16

3.89

4.11

4.47

4.28

4.16

4.04

4.17

:::1

2.84

4.05

.66

.65

.71

.52

.57

.56

.43

.67

.70

.63

.66

.55

.75

.54

.58

.78

.75

.77

.71

.42

.71

.77

.59

.59

.63

.50

.56

.60

.87

.68

.64

.55

.77

.65

.58

.89

.76

.73

.76

.49

3.65

4.15

:-.87

4.09

4.53

4.12

4.44

4.28

4.21

4.29

4.07

4.17

4.55

4.30

4.18

4.05

4.12

4.38

2.97

4.08

.62

.57

.58

.57

.51

.51

.50

.62

.91

.59

.50

.51

.55

.46

.57

.79

.69

.75

.77

.39

Yes, .05

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

yes

no

no

no

no

no

no

rio

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

FA ,:
GJ
C?

Classroom behavior

Expectations-for learning

,.. Placement and grouping

Stage-setting

Instruction

Use of Tine

Review and riteaching

Student/teacher interaction

Incentives and recognition

Student assessment instruments

Student assessment procedures

Student assessment data

Parent/community involver/int

Total

-test between January 1984 and June 1985 means.
Talmadge, Horst Cod Wood indicate that "as a rule of thumb...if the observed posttest scores exceed the no-treatmentexpectation by cos third, the treatment affect can be considered educationally significant. APracticaLduide toMeasuring Project Impact on Student WI, 1975.
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11; .DidiChandes in School-Ciliate Result from-the_Improvement Effort?
. ,

An intersediiteriOdicatioO of-school-Wide change was felt to

include the generallaffective atmosphere of the school's social

milieu. This spirit or attitude of productivity and satisfaction

generally,desdribed-as school climate. If the principles of

effective instruction, curriculum and_administration were adopted,

thenpositive changes inthe soaialcliliate would occur.

'A 30-Ates Schaol Climate Profile (see Appindix D) was completed

by-school staff-in,January 1964,May-1984 and May 1985. Each of the

thitli items in the profile depicted a positive example of school

climate. ,Individuals were to rate the frequency with which these

examples occurred in-their school on a 0-to-3 scale. Scores were

then averaged to reflect a point on the, scale.

Table 6 and Figure 4 provide a summary of the results for the

field sites.

The results riveal'a poiitive-increase-in school climate which

is both educationally and statistically significant. Furthermore, a

consistent-trend ie improved school climate is apparent, increasing

from January to June to-the,next,June. Impact in this area is

consistent with the effective, schooling process. For example, the

formative evaluation-report notes:

The most commonly mentioned effect was the unification of staff
as a problem solving:team, "It helped me confront problems and
situations that I dichi't even know existed. I think the Lab had
a very important-role in helping us make school important for
kids. It made me feel courageous. It was the support I really
needed. Tim:Years ago this-school was chaos and teachers were
at each other throats. The Lib turned it around. It feels so
such better now." "It gave the staff a focal points something
we can all work on. It pulled the etaff together. Interaction
is healthier.and open--we deal with our problems (now)."

4,

21
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Through thcwork Of the NWREL staff and the school leadership

iaaii, the social climateof'the school was affected. The team, the

monographs and the NWRFL staff gave the school staff a common focus

for ,cooperation. Thus, it'is-hoped that the positive impact observed

in sdhoolAolimate at the three sites is a precursor for improved

instruction-ind student performance.

22
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Table 6

Ratings of School Climate By
Field Site Staff

(Scale Range 3 to 0)

Significance

January 1984 June 1984 June 1985 Net Gain Statistical Educational

57n 58 33

Average 1.31 1.38
Rating

s.d. .41 .09

1.56 +.25 l'es, .01 Yes

.54
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A

Always 3.0

Frequently 2.0

Occasionally 1.0

Not at all

Figure 4

Trends in School Climate
in Field Test Sites

January
19841

June
1984

Juni.
1985,
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-C. Watt4140-in Student', Attitude Toward School Result from the
Improvement Efforts?

04:nutgroWth-of an effeCtive-schoolehould'he a positive

learnIng.efivirenmentior students. The Primary (K-3) and

intermediate (4-6) versions of the School Sentiment Index developed

by the Initructional Objectives Exchange were used to assess

students' attitude toward school in January 1984, May 1984 and-May

1985. Each inventory consists-of five subscales, which reflect

genera- imansions of the school environment= -teaCher,

learning/school eubecti, social structure and climate, peer and

general. Since the itei structure and scoring procedures are

different4or the two inventories, the results are presented

separately in Table 7 for the primary -level and Table 8 for the

intermediate level, as well as figures 5 and 6 respectively.

k455
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Table' 7

Mean Ratings (Percent Poeitiveiof Students from the Pilot Sites
of Their Attitude Toward School (School Sentiment Index)

Primary Level (Grades.X-3)

Subseale
January-1984

(n -283)

May 1984
(n -223)

May 1985
(n -297) Net Gain

Significance
Statistical Educational

x s.d. x s.d,. x s.d.

Teacher .783 .203 .746 .216 ..761 .200 -.02 no no

Learning .789 .205 .739 .258 .689 .259 -.10 yes, .01 yen

ClLnite .656 .211 .594 .237 .604 .228 -.05 yes, .01 no

Peers .724 .274 .688 .278 .649 .260 -.08 yes, .01 no

General .819 .278 6812 .298 .735 .311 =.08 yes, .01 no

Total .798 .166 .756 .194 .728 .189 -.07. yes, .01 yei

14.6..
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Table 8

Mean Ratings (Percent Positive). of Students from the Pilot Sites
of Thlair Attitude Toward School (School Sentiment Index)

intermediate level (Grades 4-8)

Subscale
January 1984

(n -315)

May 1984
(n -272)

Teachei-Mode
x e,d. x s.d.

"v-irInstruction .714 .167 .695 .191

'Teacher Authority
and Control

.570 .224 .545 .247

Teacher Interpersonal
.673 .236 .604 .274R.lationship with Pupils

Learning .626 .204 .600 .210

Social Structure/
.615 .224 .579 .235Climate

Peer .697 .181 .688 .197

General .548 .314 .526 .331

Total Scale .635 .162 .606 .132

148

May 1985
(n -278)

Net
Gain

Significance,

Statistical Educational

yes, .01 no

x

.674

s.d.

.196

.562 .232 -.01 no no

rrIt
.604 .270 -.07 Yo,. .01, no

.591 .219 -.04 yes, .05 no

.616 .232 -0- no no

.719 .178 +.02 no no

.502 .328 -.05 no no

.610 .181 -.03 no no



Figure 6

Summary of Students' Attitude Toward School
Intermediate Level
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.loth Table 7 and 8 reveal declines in students' attitude toward

school. At tM primary level', this reduction in positive attitudes

was sufficient to be statistically significant in four of the five

subscalei. A review oerigure 5 provides a more graphic impression

of changes in student attitude. Students' attitudes were quite

positive in January 1984, but have generally continued to decline

over the next two test intervals. It was thought that the time of

testing might account for this change, but a comparison between June

1984 and June 1985 reveals similar declines in some cases or no

change at all.

At the intermediate grade levels parallel findings were noted,

with significant declines in three of the seven subscales. Again,

time of testing does not seem to account for this decline in positive

attitudes toward school.

Thus, the school improvement effort did not aeasureably increase

students' attitudes toward school and say possibly have had the

opposite effect. It is unclear at this point if students Nttitwie

changes are related to school factors other than the field test. On

a more positive note, students do have a positive attitude toward

school at both the primary and intermediate grade levels. Between

two-thirds and three-fourtha of their remarks about school are

positive.

30
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Le: iddChanges-in;itudeni Attendance-Result-from-ihe:Imninielient,Effort?

pattern,* student

;.7.,,LtendanCe.. Data were colleeticLihree,times,oWer therOeiiod'of field'

:testing. 1n4itierbiie/inawacwsiablished'iiior tothe initiation -o E;

the, program it each site -and Wai'tifien compared- ió'the rate encountered'

'during the"ileat and second years Of the prOgram. The results -are

'summarised below in Table'".

Table 9

Attendance Rates oE-Students Enrolled in Pilot Schools4,rictn and After
Implementation- of the program

-,Site Measure Base Rate 1st Yr. Rate Second Yr. Rate- Net Gain

Lame Deer annual 92:9% 95.3% 89.1% 73.80

,Reart,Butte annual , 93.3 92.4 90.2 -3.10

Port Ball 2nd 94.6 93.6 94.7 +0.10

Semeiter

-..

'Total Average 93.6 93.8 91.3 -2..30

The initial rate of attendance remained quite stable, increasing by

qnly two tenths of a percent the first year. This rate, however, dropped

during the second'year more than two perdent below the base rate.

Therefore, the data does not provide evidence of positive program effects

upon student attendance. The data does show a Fairly consistent rate of

absenteeism Erom year to year and school to school.
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I. .bid Chakeein:Stuient'Achieirement Result fro: the Improvement Effort?
. .

Another measure of long-term ispact was student basic skills

:am:hies:teat co,etaiderdieifi-testsf Themitei had fall-to-spring or

spring-to-spring teatiagcYcles which enable achievement trends to be

-tricked aver theyeai. Tables 10-13-provide suamarieelor the composite,

reading, matbematiOs and language acti-results,:respectively.

Table-10-khoii:41ins for. 'wO-Of the three schools oath, composite

ichieesmentmceces. Tbe cosi:pined results for the-three sites was 1.8

mees,milich fa-positive, but-notmducatioeallyMignifiCant.

-Tibleal reveals similar reeulti for reading. 4a-overall gain of 2.4

nce-poilits-vas Ositive, but actually gainamere achieved-in only one,of

,tbmthree schools.

Table 12 has parallel results for mathematics. One site made gains,

two a,loss. The combined gain of 0.6 points is not significant.

Table 13 providei the language-arts achievement findings. TwO sites

had a loss and one site a gain. The net effect was a slight gain of 0.7

nces.

While the net effeet-of'the achievement scores in all four areas is

positive, the change was not sufficiently great nor consistent across

sites to be-considered educationally sisaificant.
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Table 10

Mean.NCE Achieveient-iest Results-fOr Each Site
Composite

Site Test Cycle Grades n Baseline Spring 1984 Spring 1985 'Net Gain

Fort Hall ITBS Spring to Spring 3-6 ' 83 38.9 31.3 35.7 -3.2

Heart Butte ITBS Spring to Spring K-8 138 35.1 36.5 36.3 +1.2

Lame Deer SRA Fall to Spring 1 -8 402 40;8 44.6 43.7 +2.9

Total 623 39.2 40.3 41.0 +1.8

Table 11

Mean NCE Achievement Test Results for Bach Site
Reading

Site Tent Cycle Grades n Baseline siring 1984 Spring 1985 Net Gain

Fort Hall ITBS Spring to.Spring 3-6

Heart Butte ITBS Spring to Spring K -8

Lame Doer SRA Fall to Spring 1=8

1Fi3Total

83 39.0 30.6 35.9 -3.1

116 36.0 38.4 34.9 -1.1

409 40.4 42.7 44.6 +4.2

608 39.2 39.5 41.6 +2.4



. Table 12

Mean rcE Achievement Test Results for Each Site
Mathematics

Site Test Cycle GL:ades n Baseline Spring 1984 Spring 1985 Net Gain

Fort Hall -ITBS Spring to Spring 3-6 03 39.2 25.2 36.8 -2.4

Heart Butte ITBS Spring to Spring K-8 140 34.3 37.7 37.9 +3.6

Lame Deer SRA Fall to Spring 1-8 405 42.3 44.6 42.2 -0.1

Total 628 39.9 29.4 40.5 +0.6

Table 13

Mean NCE Achievement Teat Results for Each Site
Language Arts

Site Test Cycle Grades n Baseline Spring 1984 Spring 1985 Net Gain

Fort Hall ITBS Spring to Spring 3-6 83 30.1 33.9 39.0 +8.9

Heart Butte ITBS Spring to Spring K-8 110 36.0 35.0 35.6 -0.4

Lame Deer SRA Fall to Spring 1-8 249 41.3 44.6 40.2 -1.1

Total 442 38.1 40.6 38.8 +0.7
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The four tables also.revead that, as a group, the students at the

pilot sites score below the national average (50) in all basic skill

areas: This providei further justification for the project as a whole--to

provide effective schooling practices which better meet the needs of

"Indian-students.

Results for the student achievement dimension are at least

promising. The net effect on achievement is slightly positive.
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11. Conclusions

'Beginning in Decembem.1983,,three,elementary_sobools in the region

embarked,SPon.a school improveamotaffoet. Their school improvement

plans represented a pilot test of the materials developed by the

Laboritoii's Research and Development Program for Indian Education. The

-materials included three monographs on effective administrative,

curriculum and teaching practices for-schools serving Indian children and

their communities. The pilot test involved an eighteen month period.

Improved attendance, attitude toward school and basic skill achievement

was eventually expected by the conclusion of the second year, along with

changes in school practices and school climate.

The results are indifferent. On the one hand, slight increases in

the utilization of both administrative and curriculum practices were

documented. On the other hand, little changes in the reported use of

teaching practices was found. The promising finding was the significant

improvement of school climate reported by the school staff over the 18

month period.

Essentially, no impact on student outcomes was found. Attitude

toward school declined, attendance remained unchanged and achievement

improved slightly.

The results of the field test suggest that the intensity and/or

_duration of the school improvement effort was not sufficient to bring

about changes in student performance. More intensive training and

involvement of school staff over a longer period of time is needed to

make these positive, lasting effects.
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The:formativeevaluation as well at the,first year pilot test results

Ati.Aaat11-11L U lftectivw pgicticescib Indian education do have merit.

The Challenge will now be to design a-process which effectively puts

these practices-into-plaCe in schools and ultimately can result in

measuieable student Perforiance.
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-Appendices

Ai SurvoyroULffective Administrative PraCtices in Indian Education

E. ,S4iVey oCEffectivIvCulturally Appropriate Curriculum Practices

C. -Survoy,of Effective Teaching Practices in Indian Education

D. School Ciiiate Profile

A. *hoof Sentiment Index (Primary and Intermediate Levels),
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Appineix A

'Surveyhof:idministrative Practices

Instructions: raiz vizitionnairtv,is,,intended,to determine.the extent to which certain'
administrative practices are used within the school. For each item
below, please circle'the number of the,desCription which *oat accurately
deicrites-qm situition in your-school.

I. School Goals, Policies and Procedures

1 2 3 4 5 a) School administration is guided by goals, policies and procedures.

1 2 3 ,4 5 b) School goals, policies and procedures are clear and purposeful.

1 2 3 4 5 c) The relation among goals, policies and procedures is consistent.

1 2 3 4 5 d) A nondictatorial hiearchy is used to set policies and goals.

7. 2 3 4 5 e) Members of the community are involved in setting goals.

1 2 3 14 5 f) Community input is sought through a variety of ways.

1 2 3 4 5 g) Goals and policies are based upon data.

1 2 3 4 5 h) State regulations are checked when setting goals and policies.

1 2 3 4 5 i) Goals and-policies are reviewed and updated periodically.

I/. Use of community Input

1' 2 3, 4 5 a) Lines of communication between school and community are reciprocal and
genuine.

1 2 3 4 5 b) Positive and negative concerns are appropriately balanced.

1 2 3 4 5 c) The respect of the community has been,earned.

1 2 3 4 5 d) School people are visible in the community.
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2 1 2

III. Informing the Public ,

1 2 3 4 5 e) The Indian community is informed about the school and its programs.

1 2 3 4 5 b) The Indian community media network is usedhy the school.

1 2 3 4 5 c) The teacher-parent interaction,is encouraged on a one-to-one baiis.

1 2 3 4 5 d) Information is providedAn an interesting and positive manner.

1 2 3 4 5

'/V.

a)

Involving School Staff in,Goal setting,

Staff are aware of school goals, policies and procedures.

1 2 3 4 5 b) Staff participate in setting and refining goals.

1 2 3 4 5 c) Policies are uniformly applied.

V. Student Expectations for Achievement

1 2 3 4 5 a) Expectations for student achievement are high.

1 2 3 4 5 b) Staff training is based upon goals for student learning.

1 2 3 4 5 c) Student mastery information is collected.

1 2 3 4 5 d) Expectations are clear and agreed upon by teachers, students and
parents.

1 2 3 4 5 e) Classroom grouping is,arranged to enhance achievement.

VI. Standards for Behavior

1 2 3 4 5 a) Clear guidelines exist for acceptable and unacceptable behavior and
their consequences.

1 2 3 4 5 b) Procedures exist for administering student discipline.

1 2 3 4 5 c) The community is involved in establishing behavioral standards.

1 2 3 4 5 d) Students, parents and teachers are informed of the standards.

1 2 3 4 5 e) All staff fully understand the standards and procedures for
disciplinary action.

2

83 -248 0 -,88 - 6
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1 2 3 4 5 fl Parents, peers and the tribe are involved in carrying out disciplinary
action.

III. Absenteeisi and Tardiness

1 2 3 4 5 a) Attendance is rewarded.

1 2 3 4 5 b) Parents are involved'in dealing with absenteeism and behavior problems.

1 2 3 4 5 c) Allowances are made for student absence due to cultural activities.

1 2 3 4 5 d) Suspensions axe used only as a last resort.

VIII. Staff Expectations

1 2 3 4 5 a) High expectations are maintained for all staff.

1 2 3 4 5 b) Staff is involved in setting performance standards.

1 2 3 4 5 ,c) Standards are clear, aessureable and related to student achievement.

1 2 3 4 5 d) Staff inservice and professional growth are linked to performance
standards.

1 2 3 4 5 e) Staff evaluation procedures are documented.

IX. Classroom Disruptions

1 2 3 4 5 a) Schedules are set and adhered to.

1 2 3 4 5 b) Pullout activities are avoided.

1 2 3 4 5 c) Schedules maximise learning time.

1 2 3 4 5 d) Students and teachers are ready for instruction.

1 2 3 4 5 e) Community cultural activities are reflected in the school calendar.

X. Student Incentives and Rewards

1 2 3 4 5 a) Student excellence is promoted at the individual, classroom and
school level.

1 2 3 4 5 b) Teachers, parents and community are involved in recognition
activities.

3
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1 2 3 4 5 c) A combitlation of social and token rewards are used.

1 2 3 4 5 d) Students are allowed to demonstrate their strengths.

XI. Staff Excellence

1 2 3 4 5 a) Clear and complete position descriptions are written.

1 2 3 4 5 b) Teacher rerruitsent is done from a wide range of sources with ample
time for selection.

1 2 3 4 5 c) Applicants are carefully screened.

1 2 3 4 5 d) Salary and benefit packages are competitive.

1 2 3 4 5 e) A positive school climate is maintained.

1 2 3 4 5 f) Individual excellence is rewarded.

1 2 3 4 5 g) Poor teaching is not tolerated.

1 2 3 4 5 h) Staff are aware of students cultures.

2 3 4 5 i) Community members are involved in cultural orientation of staff.

XII. Parent Involvement

1 2 3 4 5 a) Parents are involved in school decision making, planning, classroom
assistance and the education of their child.

1 2 3 4 5 b) School people meet parents half way.

XIII. Curriculum Meets Student Needs

1 2 3 4 5 a) Learning objectives, resources, activities and evaluation procedures
are aligned.

1 2 3 4 5 b) Teachers can clearly articulate their objectives for students.

1 2 3 4 5 c) Students understand these learning objectives:

1 2 3 4 5 d) Student learning progress is ea periodically.

1 2 3 4 5 e) Students and parents know the progress of the student.

4
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1 2 3 4 5 f) Instruction is modified to enhance learning.

1 2 3 4 5 g) Materials are culturally appropriate based upon community expectations.

5
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appendix R
Schools

SURVEY OF EFFECTIVE CULTURALLY APPROPRIATE CURRICULUM PRACTICES

INS SECTIONS: Below is a list of curriculum practices. For each item below,
please circle a number to indicate whether. the practice is used:

(1) Almost Never, (2) Rarely, (3) SOMetiM411, (4) Frequently and
w >I. (5) Almost Always.

a t
.

. .., ..,

4/.1i n i i
2 2 t 2

Culturally Appropriate learning objectives in our school:

1 2 3 4 5 o are specified by grade or other organizing entity

1 2 3 4 5 o have been reviewed for technical quality, specificity and clarity

1 2 3 4 5 o are valid for students for whom they are intendec:

1 2 3 4 5 o are teachable within a.specified timefreae

1 2 3 4 5 o are sequenced in a =AMr which reflects the realities of the
subject matter

Culturally Appropriate teaching resources and materials in our school:

1 2 3 4 5 o are identified and/or catalogued in such a way that they can be
re:ated to specific objectives

1 2 3 4 5 o use alternative media for each objective where possible

1 2 3 4 5 o contain accurate infonsatiop.representative of the Zndian conmunitits
presented

1 2 3 4 5 o snide the developmental levels of students

Culturally Appropriate instructional strategies and techniques
in our schools

1 2 3 4 3 o are aligned with objectives

1 2 3 4 5 o match the developmental level of students

1 2 3 4 5 o require students to respond in ways that are ilLentical to those
required by test items

1 2 3 4 5 o make use of alternative approaches



1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2.3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

Other Considerations for Culturally Appropriate Curriculums

o The culturally appropriate curriculum has written student learning
goals and objectives.

o Culturally appropriate curriculum is matched to student learning
styles, experiences and age levels.

o Culturally appropriate curriculum includes priorities specified
by district or building guidelines.

o Culturally appropriate curriculum is sequenced to support continuity
in learning.

o Culturally appropriate curriculum is reviewed for content accuracy,
technical quality, specificity and clarity.

o Culturally appropriate curriculum contains clearly indentified
lesson plans.

o Culturally appropriate curriculum allows students to demonstrate

responsibility and self-reliance.

o Culturally appropriate curriculum resources are made available

for teacher and student use.

o Specified guidelines are followed when choosing the content or
culturally appropriate curriculum.

o Culturally appropriate curriculum is high in quality.

o Culturally appropriate curriculum is integrated with the core
curriculum of the district.

o Culturally appropriate curriculum contains instructional
techniques which work well with Indian otudents.

o Community resources are utilized in culturally appropriate
curriculum.

o There is an ongoing teacher inservice program for culturally
appropriate curriculum.

o Teacher recommendationkand feedback are collected and utilized_
regularly to help improve culturally appropriate curriculum.

o Community recommendations and feedback are collected and utilized
regularly to help improve culturally appropriate curriculum.

o Core curricula materials do not demean Indian people.

2
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Appendix

SURVEY OP EFFECTIVE PRACTICES IN INDIAN EDOCATICei

INSTRUCTIONS

This questionnaire is intended'to determine the extent to which
certain-educational practices are used at the classroom level. For
each item below, please--circle the number of the response which most
accurately describes the situation in your classroom. All responses
will be strictly confidential and used for statistical computations
only.

I. CURRICETIO1

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

The curriculum in my classroom:

a. Is bssed culturally
approriate materials..

b. Distinguishes between
essential (priority) learning
objectives which all students
are expected to master and
other desirable but
non-essential objectives.

c. Is matched to my students'
levels of prior learning as
indicated by achievement data.

Learning objectives in my classroom:.

a. Include priorities specified
by district or building
guidelines.

b. Are sequenced to support
continuity in learning.

c. Are reviewed and reordered for
instruction based on stuaant
achievement data.

166
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1 2 3 4 5

-1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 S

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

167

d. Are grouped into units and
lessons.

e. Are scheduled on a calendar to
guide instructional planning.

f. Are carefully matched to test
items.

Resources and materials in ay
classroom:

a. Matdh the objectives being
taught.

b. Are selected according to
district or building
guidelines.

c. Are appropriate for the age
and experience levels of

students I teach.

d. Are available in adequate
supply for student use.

e. Are available in alternative
forms.

f. Me reviewed for culturally
revelant content.

g. Are clearly identified in ay
lesson plans.

Instructional strategies in ay

classroom:

a. Match the objectives being
taught.

2
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1 2 3 4 5

1 2.. 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

II. INSTRUCTION AND MANAGENERT

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

b. Reflect district buil!!'ag
guidelines.

c. Are described cin varunit or
lesson plans.

d. Give students practice
problems very-similar inform
to problems to be presented on-
tests.

e. Allow students to demonstrate
responsibility and
selfreliance. .

f. Are available in alternative
forms.

g. Are appropriate for the.age
and experience levels of the
students I teach.

Expectations for behavior in my
classrooms

a. Are provided in a written set
of classroom rules.

b. Are clearly communicated
(discussed) frost the beginning
of the year.

c. Are understood by .11
students, as indicated by a
belief that they can meet the
standards.

3
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1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

166

Classroom routines and procedures
have been established in my
classroom so that:

a. Class starts quickly and
purposefully.

b. Materials and activities are
ready when students-arrive.

c. Seating is arranged to
facilitate instruction.

d. Students bring needed

materials toeless each day.

e. Students have and use assigned
storage space.

f. Administrative setters are
handled routinely and
efficiently.

g. Interruptions are kept to a
minimum.

Classroom behavior in sy classroom
is managed so that:

a. Classroom rules are consistent
with the building conduct code.

b. Rules and procedures are
applied consistently.

c. Disruptive and inappropriate
behavior is stopped as quickly
as possible without disrupting
the rest of class.

d. When punishment is given, it
is linked (verbally) to

inappropriate or disruptive
behavior.

4



1 2 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

I 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

I 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

167

e. Reprimanding focuses on
student behavior and not
personality.

f. Disruptive students are warned
only once about discipline;

consequences are delivered at
the next occurrent*.

g. Rules are appropriate to the
age and experience levels of
my students.

ctations for learning are
communicated in my classroom so,
that:

a. Students know the expectations
for quantity and quality of
work.

b. Students believe they can meet
the standards and master all
basic objectives.

Placement and grouping for

instruction in ay classroom:

a. Are based on student
achievement levels.

b. Are reviewed and adjusted
frequently.

In stage setting in my classroom:

a. I communicate the objectives
of a lesson to students in

everyday language.

b. I use advance organizers and
other alerting devices.

S
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1 2- 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

17i
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c. I challenge students to do
well, especially at the start
of shard lesson.

Instruction in my classroom:

a. Includes clear-written and
verbal directions.

b. Provides opportunities for
both guided and independent
practice.

c. Structures academic tasks to
insure a high rate of success.

d. Includes using clear, concrete
questions as a general
technique.

e. Allows all students to have
the opportunity to respond to
my questions.

f. Includes homework assigned in
reasonable amounts with clear
instructions.

g. Provides for quick feedback to
students on homework.

b. Includes tips to regents for
helping students follow

through with homework.

In controlling use of time in my
classroom, I:

a. Allocate time for each subject
to be taught.

6
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1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

'1 2 3

4 5

169

b. Keep studints engaged in
learning tasks for most (80%)
of the available classroom
time each day.

4 5 c. Minimize use of time.for
non-learning activities.

4 5 a. Use clear-start'and stop cues
to direct.student.activityi

4 5 e. Encourage students to use the
clock for self-pacing.

4 5

4 5

f. Introduce new objectives as
quickly as possible.

g. Maintain abrisk instructional
pace.

4 5 h. Require students to complete
unfinished classwork'after
school, during lunch, or in

other available time.

Review and ret:Jaching in my

classroom:

4 5 a. Includes review of key
concepts and skills throughout
the year.

4 5 b. Includes reteacbing based on
student errors or needs.

In student/teacher interactions in

my classroom, I:

4 5 a. Display personal warmth and
caring.

4 i b. Show personal concern while
maintaining high expectations.

7
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h
1 2 3 5 c.

1 2 3 4 5 d.

1 2 3 4 5 e.

1 2 3 4 5 f.

1 2 3 4 5 g.

1 2 3 4 5 h.

1 2 3 4 5 i.

1 2 3 4 5 i

8
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Provide classroom atmosphere
and decor that recognises and

respects their culture.

Establish positive social
relationships.

Support each child's grasth as
an individual and have

discarded stereotypes.

Can deal with the issues of
Indian youth that seem to be
based on cultural differences.

Invite youngsters to share
their culture with others.

Supplement curriculum with
culturally appropriate
materials.

Am honest with children and
let them know when I don't
understand something about
their culture.

Am cognizant of differences in
learning styles and present

lessons accordingly.



1 2 3 4

1 2' 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 s
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t P. Incentives and recolnition,for

51
student achievement and behaviors

in my classrooms

5 a. Are determined by objective
and explicit criteria rather

than peer comparison.

5 b. Include both immediate and
delaYed recognition.

5 c. Afford all.students the
opportunity to earn
recognition.

5 d. Are selected because of their
desirability to students.

5 e. Include recognition that is
public.

5 f. Are dispensed frequently and
consistently.

5 u. Are appropriate to the age and
experience levels of my

students.

S b. Are communicated to parents.

III. ASSESSMENT AND EVALUATION.

Student assessment instruments in

my classroom are:

1 2 3 4 5 a.

1 2 3 4 5 b.

Carefully matched (aligned) to
the objectives taught.

Coordinated with building and
district inutruments to avoid
duplication of effort.
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3 Student assessment procedures:
fe

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 3

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

c. Are designed to minimise
disruption of learning time.

d. Follow approved-testing
practices aimed at ensuripg
reliability ana validity of

results.

Student assessment data in my

classroom:

a. Are used to help students in
identifying and correcting

errors quickly.

b. Are used to provide feedback
on objectives mastered.

c. Are used to review and improve
curriculum and instruction.

Involving Parents and the Community
with my classroom, I:

a. Invite parents to visit.

b. Organise parent meetings.

c. Send letters of encouragement
home.

d. Set up conferences.

e. Invite elders and/Or other
members to be resource persons.

f. Investigate conventions
regarding Indian custom and
MOMS.

g. Make home visits.

h. Participate in (=Immunity

10
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Appendix D

School Climate Profile
Research and Development Program for Indian Education

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory

School

Please rate each of the following
statements as to the current status
of your school.

1) Teachers are sensitive to and show respect for the opinion and
cultural beliefs of students.

2) Teachers are sensitive to and show respect for the opinion end
beliefs of other teachers.

3) Classified staff are seen as valuable members of the educational
team.

4) In this school all students are treated with dignity and respect.

5) In this school teachers and students show courtesy to one another.

6) Principal is sensitive to and shows respect for the opinions and
beliefs of staff.

7) The staff in this school work well together.

8) There is a we spirit in this school.

9) New students and teachers are made to feel welcome and part
of the group.

0) Problems encountered in the school and community are viewed
as opportunities.

11) Teachers feel pride in thin school and in its students.

2) New programs are developed to meet the changing needs of the
community and school.

13) The principal is learning and growing too. Ha/she is trying
new ideas.
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4) Teachers are encouraged to try new things.

5) Feathers at this school jointly develop curriculum units.

6) The principal at this school promotes cooperation.

7) People at this school feel understood.

8) People at this school strive for positive communications.

9) Feelings expressed by staff members outside meetings are same as

expressed in meetings.

0) The student government makes important decisions.

1) Parents havea say at this school.

2) People feel comfortable with the decisions made in this school.

3) When teachers feel negative they share these feelings in a

constructive way.

4) Disagreements are seen as a way to develop more possible solutions

to a problem.

5) Disagreements at this school are confined to the issues and do

not involve personalitieit..

6) When we face a conflict we move toward a common goal and avoid

win-lose solutions.

t7) Our meetings start promptly and we are eager to begin.

2
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28) During our meetings, communication is open and dirs.'.

29) Our meeting method/rules are well defined, but allos, for special
situation:.

30) Me really listen to each other.

3
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Appendix

BOW 1 TELL ABOUT SCHOOL
Intermediate Level

This is a survey about you and your school. It if not a test. There
are no right or.wrong answers.- The important-thing is to answer
honestly how you feel. You-vill not be graded. Do not put-your name
on the survey: On your answer sheet please show whether each of

these'sentences is true or. untruslor you by checking the box. Mark
only one choice per statement. -Carefully erase mistakes.

1. Other children bother as when I'm trying to do my school work.

2. My teacher always tries to tell as when she is pleased with my

3. My teacher is interested in th1 things I do outside of school.

4. Each morning I look forward to coming to school

5. This school hrs rules likea jail.

6. In class, my teacher allows us to make many decisions togtater.

7. My teacher grades too hard.

8. Other children often get as into trouble at school.

9: My teacher doesn't explain things very well.

10. My teacher listens to what I have to say.

11. It is hard for as to stay happy at.school because I wish I could
be somewhere else.

12. There are many activities at school from which I can choose what I
like.

13. When I do something wrong at school, I know I will get a second
chance.

14. My teacher gives me work that's too easy because she's lazy,

15. I'often must do what my-friends want me to do.

16. My teacher tries to make school interesting to se.

17. Most school days seem like they will never end.

18. My teacher does-not care about se.

179
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19. I don't like having to go to school.

20. The grown-ups at my school are friendly.

21. My teacher gives me as many chances as others to do special jobs.

22. The other children in my class are not friendly toward me.

23. My teacher tries very hard to help me understand hard school work.

24. I like to-do my homework.

25. My teacher doesn't understand me.

26. I often wish I was somebody who doesn't have to go to school.

27. This school has events all the time that make me happy I attend
school here.

28. My teacher treats me fairly.

29. My teacher tries to make sure I understand what she wants me to do.

30. I really like working with the other child:en in my class.

31. I'm afraid to tell my teacher when I don't understand something.

32. I leel good when I'm at school because it's fun.

33. I get scared when I have to go to the office at school.

34. My teacher unfairly punishes the whole class.

35. My teacher doesn't give very good tests.

36. School is a good place for making friends.

37. My teacher tries to do things that the class enjoys.

38. I like trying to work difficult puzzlew.

39. I'm scared of my teacher because she can be mean to us.

40. I like to stay home from schoo.

41. when I have a problem at recess, I know I can find someone to help
me.

42. I de..'t like most of the children in my class.

2
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43. My teacher is not very friendly with the children.

44. The biggest reason I case to school is to learn.

45. My school 16eks nice.

46. My teacher grades me fairly.

47. I think a new child could make friends easily in ay class.

48. I feel like ay teacher doesn't like me when I do something wrong.

49. My class is too crowded.

50. When a new child comes into our Blast, my friends and I try very
baid to sake him or her feel happy.

51. My teacher likes some children better than others.

52. I feel unhappy if I don't learn something new in school each day.

53. )(hen I do something wrong, my teacher corrects me without hurting
ay feelings.

54. I like school because there are so many fun things to do.

55. My school doesn't have very many supplies for us to use.

56. My teacher would let the class plan an event alone.

57. My teacher is often too busy to help as when I need help.

58. It would be nice if I never had to come back to school again after
today.

59. My teacher doesn't want to hear our ideas on classroom rules..

60. My teacher usually explains things too slowly.

61. Older children often boss my friends and me around at my school.

62. I don't think there is very =Leh to do at this school.

63. My teacher bosses the children around.

64. My teacher gets angry if the class isn't quiet.

65. My teacher usually doesn't know what to do in class.

66. I like ay teacher because be (she) is understanding when things ge
wrong.

181
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67. If I bad a problem outside of school I could go to my teacher for
help.

68. My teacher cares about the feelings of th. pupils in his (her)
class.

69. Wy teacher doesn't care what happens to me outside of school.

70. Wy teacher_ is usuali; .;cpcthy in class.

71. I have my own group of :riends at school.

72. I like to work with other chiZ9cen on class projects.

73. Learning new things is not very such fun.

74. When my schoolwork is hard I don't feel like doing it.

75. I don't do very such reading on my own.

76. Almost everything I learn in school is dull.

77. I don't care 'that scores I get on ply schoolwork.

78. I would rather do almost anything °lac than sandy.

79. I's very happy when I'a at school.

80. School is exciting.

81. I don't like school bev.use it's too such work.

4
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School Sentiment .ndex.

Intermediate Level.Teacher Instructions

The School Sentiment,Indexconsists'of 8rstatesents regarding.various

aspects ofschool to which students respond by indicating whether each

statement is "true" or "untrue" for them and their school. The statements

involve student p..rceptions of, and attitudes toward, various aspects of

school.

The School Sentiment Index is to be completed by each student in

grades 4 8 in January and again in May. The. inventory normaly

takes about 30 minutes to complete. Bath student will need a

pencil and an answer sheet. Before beginning the inventory, directions

to the students should be given orally. Be sure that students clearly

understand the procedure for completing the survey and understand the

meaning of "true" and "untrue." To reduce problems with vocabulary, the.

teacher should read each item orally in a clear, neutral manner.

Discourage students from asking questions regarding interpretations of the

statements. Emphasise that the survey calls only for their general fee4ings

about each statement.

At to conclusion of the survey period, have students collect all

answer sheets and place them in the envelope provided. This envelope should

be sealed and immediately given to your principal. Thank you for your

cooperation in this matter.

183
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Directions

This is a survey about you and your school. It is not a test.

There are no right or wrong answers. The important thing is to answer

each item honestly how you feel.

You will not be graded. Do not put your name on the answer sheet.

No one will know how you individually answered the questions.

We will be using pencils to-complete each item. Put a dark mark

in the box which best reflects your feelingswhether you feel what is

said is true. or untrue of you and your school. Does everyone understand

what is meant by "true" and "untrue."

Mark only one choice per statement. Erase any mistakes carefully

andcompletely.

I 411 read each question to you 4-laud. We will have plenty of time

to ane= the questions, so stop me if I'r going too fast. Once we begin

I will not be able to answer any questions, so does anyone have any questions

now about how to complete the survey?

O.K., let's begin.

1 4
-
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School Sentiment Index

Primary Level Teacher Instructions

This inventory coasists of 37 questions about school to be read or'.11y by

the teacher. Students. respond to each question by masking "yea" or 'no" on

the specially-designed answer sheets provided. The questions invoke student

attitudes toward various aspects of school.

The School Sentiment Index is to be completed by each student in grades

X-3 in.Januaiyand again in May. The inventory normall, takes about 15.minutes

to complete. Each student will need a pencil and a'set of answer sheets.

The questions in the SChool Sentiment Index are to be read orally to the

children. The students respond by marking "yes" or no on the response .

sheets. Children of kindergrrten age have been able to complete the measure

when practice activities have been uses:

The following practice activities should he used prior to beginning the

instrument-to ensure that the children understand the procedure for indicating

their responses:

1. On the chalkboard, dram a series of response boxes similar to those

on the response sheets:

Yes No Yes No

Yes No Yes No

Yes No Yes No

(Co not distribute the actual response sheets until you are ready to

begin the measure.)

2. Clearly identify for the children the written words "yes" and "no."

Have individual children identify the words; confirm the correctness

of each child's responses.
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3. Demonstrate the proper marking of the responses Vp, no). Emphasize

that only one word is to be marked in each box.

4. Have different children come to the board to answer-as many of the

-following practice items as are deemed nectisary. With children who

can already discriminate between 'yes' and 'aro* responses, few, if

any, of these practice exercises may be needed.

a. Are you a child?

b. Are you a train?

c. Do you have'a brother?

d. Do you like to sing?

e. Do birds fly?

Two methods of identifying the response boxes are provided. The pictures

on the left in each box may be used with children who are unable to identify

the numerals 1-37. If the pictures are used, they should be identified before

beginning the instrument. The pictures are: dog, butterfly, flag, chicken,

pig, horse, sun, bird, frogs, cow. When administering the instrument, the

administrator'should check on each item to make sure children are responding

'in the_box with the...' Children who ire able to read numerals may prefer to

use these rather than the pictures; numerals are located in the upper right

hand corner of each box. The administrator should identify the correct

numeral before and after reading each question.

Remind the children that for many questions, either answer may be correct

although only one answer will be correct for a particular child. Therefore,

they need not worry if another child's response is different from their own.

Do not permit the children to verbalize their ogli.wers when responding.

2
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Oral Questions

Turn to the SLUE sheet. Is everyone looking at the BLUE sheet? See the

dog.for question numbar 1.. Answer yes or no,

1. Is your teacher interested in the thimsyou do at nose?

Look over at -the butterfly. for question number 2. Answer yes or no,

2. When you are trying to do your schoolwork, do the other children

bother you?

Look down at the flag for question number 3: Answer yes or no,

3. Does your teacher care about you?

Lock over at -the. chicken for question number 4. Answer yes or no,

4. Do other children get you into trouble at school?

Look down at the pig for'question number 5. Answer yes or no,

5. DO you like being at school?

Look over at the horse for question number 6. Answer yes or no,

6. Would you be happier if you.Oidn't have to go to school?

Look down at the. sun for question 7. Answer yes orno,

7. Does it bother you because your teacher doesn't give you enough

time to'finish your work?

Look over at the bird for question nuaber.8. Answer yes or no,

S. Are the grown-ups at school friendly toward the children?

Look down at the frogs for question number 9. Answer yes or no,

9. Do you.lake to read in school?

Look over at the cow for question number 10. Answer yes or no,

10. When don't understand somethi are usuall afraid to

ask your teacher a question?

AO,

3
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Now go to the YELLOW page.
Is everyone looking ot the YELLOW page? See

the dog for question number 11. Answer yes`or no,

11. Are the other children in
your class friendly toward you?

Look over at-the butterili'for
question number 12. Answer yes or no,

12. Are you scared to go to the office at school?

Look down at the flag for question number 13.. Answer yes or no,

13. DP you like'to paint pictures at school?

Look over at the chicken for-question
number 14. Answer yes or no,

14. Do You like to write, stories in school?

Look down at the 144 foi question number 15. Answer yes or no,

15. Is school fun?

Look over at the horse for
question number 13. Answer yes or no,

16. Does your teacher like to help you with your work when you need

111.427

Look down at,the sun for question number 17. Answer yes or no,

17. no you like doing arithmetic problems at school?

Lcok over at the bird' for question number 18. Answer yes or no,

18. Are the rooms in your school nice?

Look down at the frogs for question number 19. Answer yes or no,

19. no you like to learn about science?

Look over at the cow for question number 20. Ansaor yes or no,

20. Do you like to sing songs with your class?

4
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Now turn to the GREEN page. Is tveryone,looking at the GREEN page? Set

the dog for question number 21. Answer yes or no,

21. Does your school have too many rules?

Look over at the.butterfly for question.number 22. Answer yes or no,

22. Do you usually do what other children want to & instead of what

you want to do?

Look.down at the flag, or question number 23. Miler yes or no,

23. lipon like the other Children in your class?

Look over at the chicken for question number 24. Answer is or no,

24. Would you like to be somewhere other than school right. now?

Look down at the pig for question number 25. Answer yes or no,

25. Does your teacher like some children better than others?

Look over at the horse for question number 26. Answer yes or no,

26. Do other people at school really care about you?

Look dam at the sun for question number 27. Answer yes or no,

27. Does your teacher yell at the children too much?

Look over at the bird for question number 28. Answer yes or no,

28. Do you like to case to school each day?

Look dour at the frogs for question number 29. Answer yes or no,

29. Does your teacher get mad too much?

Look over at the cow for question number 30. Answer yes or no,

30. Do you feel lonely at school?

18
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Mow turn to the PINK pagethe last page. Is everyone looking at the PINK

page? Nee the dog for question nuMber 31. Answer yes or no,

31. Do you have your own friends et school?

Look over at the butterfly
for,question number 32. Answer yes or no,

32. Do your classmates listen to what you say?

Look down at the flag for
question number 33. Answer yes or no,

33. Do you like to learn about other people?

Look over at the chicken
for question number 34. Answer yes or no,

34. Do you wish you could stay home from school lot?

Look down at the pig for
question number 35. Answer yes or no,

35. Is school boring?

Look over at the horse
for question number 36. Answer yes or no,

36. Are there a lot of things to do at school?

Look down at the sun fOr question number 37. Answer yes or no,

37. Do nice things happen at your school every year?

That was a good job everyone!
Hand all your papers to

and we'll put them in this envelope.

6
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ATTAC1DENT i3

HAVRE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
o . s o x 7701. 423erti STREET.
HAVRE. mONTANA 5001
4061654393

Supenmendent
Roan t %%MN

Assistv4
imoonniandont

Coo Fowtc
.0401

Aeolian
1chvel R. Avon

Gut,
114N/0 R Ave,

October 26, 1987

Jot Coburn
NWREL
101 S.W. Nein Street, Suite 500
Portland, Oregon 97204

Deer Joe:

1. Results of Effective Practices in Indian Education ere etteched.
The article in the Northwest Report is probably the btst informa-
tion.

2. We ere continuing with the monitoring of homework at mid-term and
end of quarter.

3. We have extended the monitoring with the incentive program for
achievement. See etteched form for parent and student. A com-
puter and educational software have been purchased in all
buildings involved lest year as pert of the incentive: Student
success earns computer time.

We ere also using the GESA (Gender/Ethnic Expectations and Student
Achievem05) Program to extend awareness of the need for equity for

ts.

Since y,

Pep J wel Director
Indian Education Previa:

Enclosures: Parent/Student Incentive Program Form

83-248 286

191
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V.A5
"EFFECTIVE PRACTICES IN INDIAN EDUCATION"

MEETING TOPICS: The Monograph October 23, 1986

Homework/Learning Styles/ Decesber 9, 1986

Family Msth/TESA February 11, 1987

Cooperative Learning March 19, 1987

Summary April 6, 1987

COALS: Increase number of completed assignments from 47 per cent to

60 per cent.

Decrease number of students sent retention letters from (15 of 17) 88

per cent to 70 per cent.

ACTIVITIES: 1. The reasons for failure were determined: incomplete homework nod
poor teat scores.

2. incentive points were given for completes home-work: 100% assign-

ments completed-5 pt./alms/qtr. 75% assignments completed-3pts/
class/qtr.

3. individual teams focused on different activities; goal sheets with
activities r.e available on request.

4. De was collected re: completed homework.

5. Incentives awards were given at Indian Education Committee parent
meetings.

.... :

RESULTS: arter 1SN. 921111E i enter 4 ?wkAkk..---
Retention Candidates 5 of 9 55% 5 of retention letters 3 of 10 1 et, A

down from/50/ 50 per cent 335o 05°10
17 last year

CPA 1.87 1.7.

Homework 53% 87% 82% 61.024 trIV

7406/8471 1.8
*Mb

1987-8 Action Plan: The Title IV Program will include the incentive program for all
Native American students in the district. The attached form
will be used to continue the rewards for hoaewcrk completed.
Teachers will fill out form twice a quarter, midterm and end of
quarter to assist in assigning points for completed homework.
We also intend to focus on the successful Indian student,
topic NWREL is concentrating on at this time. With their help,

we may be able to tell them our success stories.

192
83-248 0 88 7
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NAME

INGESTIVE PROGRAM

ACADEMIC

Attendance Ipt/d4Y
No Tar :es 1pt/441
Evades 1-4/9a/subject

D-3
C-2
D-1
E-1

Tutoring work 1 pt/day

EARNED QUARTER TOTAL

45 180
45 180
25 100

45 180

INDIAN CLUB

Meetings 5 /each

Activities 10/each

10 *5

20 50

OTHER SCHOOL ACTIVITIES

Activity 10 each
Recognition 10 each

Outstanding
Student of Month
Student of Week
Donor Roll

QUARTER I

QUARTER II

QUARTER III

QUARTER IV

T-Shirts

Sweatshirts

Owestpanta

Special Activity/Trip

193

150 pc'

300 pts

450 pts

600 pts
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PARENT INCENTIVE PROGRAM

STUDENT ACHIEVERENT EARNED QUARTER TOTAL

attendance 1pt/day 45 180

No Tardies 1pt/day 45 180

Grades '-4 /qtr. /subject

b-3
r -2

d -1

e-1

25 100

Student tutoring work 1ptiday 45 180

"TXTINGS
parent committee 25

H1EA,Conference 25
Title IV Conference 25
Other 150

SCHOOL ACTIVITIES

Parent attendance 10 L.

Recognition of student 10 each

Parent/Teache- conference 25pts
IEGCNestior ns 10 points

VOLUNTEER WORK
Room parent
Chaperone field trip
Program presenter

lOpts

HONORS 25pts
Officer Parent Com=ittee or Building Rep to Committee
Outstanding Contribution to IEPtogram
Other

STUDENT

Outstanding student
Student of Month
Student of Week
Honor Roll

lOpts
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DEVLIN SCHOOL
April 6, 1987

TO: Devlin Staff

FROM: Bill O'Donnell

Re: Post Test Results for Effective Practices in Indian
Education

Our pre-test results indicated 9% of the responses

during group discussion were from Native American students.

Our Native population is about 18%.

The post-test results showed a large gain. Native

responses increased to 22%. An interesting side benefit was

that the total number of responses in the same period of time

increased 60%! All students were responding more.

6-7
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Effective Practices in Indian
Education

Summary

I. Our goal was to improve student
attitudes toward school as measured by
the School Sentiment Index (SSI),
specifically in the area of adult
interaction with students by 20%.

II. Pre-test data
Using the SSI and looking st questions
that especially dealt with
student-adult interaction we noted the
total scores in the Primary Grades and
the Intermediate Grades.

III. Significant strategies used

1. All-school Assembly promoting
school spirit

E. Student - teacher lunches
3. Bulletin board showing adult

interactiion with children
4. Including all scAool personnel

in our project.
5. See attached summaries for a

list of other stategies tried.

IV. Post -test data
Using the SSI and looking at the same
questions dealing with adult
interaction with students we noted the
scores from the Primary Grades and the
Intermediate Grades. See attached.

V. Recommendations
We feel that we reached our goal. We
have seen a change in the environment
of the cafeteria. We hear more
positive commeelts and greetings from
staff and students. The Leadership
Team process for problem solving is
workable an enjoyable. We think that
we should have more all school
assemblies. See attached for more

VI.Future Direction
1. Reassess and re-evaluate our

goal.
2. Inform all staff of the project.
3. Share ideas tried from the

monograph.
4. Choose a new goal?

e
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Those staff members taking this for credit wee::

1. Pep Jewell, Principal, HJHS
2. Arlene Conway, Chapter I Reading Tutor, HJHS
3. Diane McLean, Chapter I Math Tutor, HJhS
4. Linda tanning, Grade 6 teacher, HMIS
5. Judy Wolfe, Grade 4 teacher, Lincoln McKinley
6. Nancy Sparks, Chapter I teacher, Devlin
7. Marj Suek
8. Jima Severson
9. Irene Bekker

With a total thirty-tvo people participating in this endeavor, our Native American
students are benefitting. This training has expanded from our Indian Education Pro-
gram staff of four to thirty-two, eight times the talent pool.

Because of our success and concrete results vith this type of program, we will be
using the GESA (Gender Expectations and Student Achievement) adapted to Cultural
Expectations next year. A team of five teachers from each building will participate
in this program for student equity.

I
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HAVRE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
P.0 00X77914255THSTREET
HAPPLIAONTANA50501
105-2654356

S.LarVitandent
bbil E.Wine.:

AssuUM
Se*.ftftMM
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Anamoipm.
ROWW.

Oen.
Fbcnrd R Pam

DEVLIN SCHOOL

September 17, 1987

Joseph Coburn
Program Director ERIE
Northwest Regional Lab
300 SW 6th Avenue
Portland, OR 97204

Dear Joe,

We continue to see results from our Effective Practices Inservice.
Our staff continues to make efforts to incorporate Indian culture and
heritage into their lesson planning. We also were able to order some
more resource materials and reading materials to supplement our
curriculum.

I am happy to report we were able to hire a Native to serve as
our Indian tutor. Her name is Sand/ Burtch and she is off to a super
start. Currently she is planning a program for native American Day for
which she has scheduled local natit2s to address our classes. These
people are local attorneys, bankers and other positive role models.

In our main lobby we now have a designated Native American
Bulletin Board. We will use this to incorporate ideas of Indian pride
and heritage.

The parent volunteer program, new to our school this year, has two
Native mothers working in the school. Our goal is to convince a Native
to serve on our Parent Advisory Board. We hope to achieve this by
years' end.

even of our staff people are involved with the Gender Expecta-
tions and Student Achievement which also includes ethnic expectations.
This program dovetails nicely with our training from NWRL.

Our school goals for this year include working to improve
instruction in the science and math areas. Please send me any material
you may have relative to native culture that would be applicable in
these areas. I remember the antler game you demonstrated to our staff
when you were here.

I still feel our training was excellent. I am sure other
districts can benefit from participating. Have a good year.

WGO/rmr
cc

Sin rely,

Bill O'Donnell, Principal

EcnalOPGalumtynnptlyer
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HAVRE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
P O. SOX 7711 OS 4111 STREET
HAVRE. MONTANA StS01

40646$4131.

iprinteMoR
kept L WPM

theerInt..1
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Director
hnorneU
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Hgo And.~.Pr.

Manua
Move..

Rderd IL lion.

Mr. Joseph Colburn, Program Director
R d D Program for Indian Education

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
101 S.F. Hain Street. Suite 500
Portland, Oregon 97204

Dear Joe,

Nice to hear from you. Please note the accomplishments listed
im14: fcr cur program last year.

Raised student expecations regarding school- teacher -peer
relationships significantly as measured by Lab's S.S.I.
Adopted leadership team process to solve other non-Indian
related problems / concerns in the school

Increased all school assemblies due to change in teacher/
student attitudes

Increased attendance to best in the district (94Z)
Raised composite SRA scores for native students by grade
level. i.e. grade s 1-4 combined native scores are 502 or
better in each grade

retained only four Native Students last year
Our volunteer program for parents includes 20% Native Parents
(up from 02 last year)

For the first tine we have a Native as a PTA officer

Plans for this year:

- Set goal for year by October 1st and set up teams to work
through the process again

- No adaptations in the process are planned for

I think that probably the only suggestion I would have is
that the Lab should pay me for an all expence trip to Portland so
I can receive more of your tranimg and help. The Westin-Benson
would suit me just fine Joe.

If you have any more questions,pltase call. Looking forward
to seeing you on the way to Harlem this year.

Sincerely.

Jef Pratt
Principal

JP/me

1.. 9

"EquaOPP0MAar EmPloYer
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Shelton School District No. 309
tich & PINE SHELTON. WASHINGTON 98581 aX)426.:4S1

9.1`EllreENDENT lilac &Lamm Cmmie) ft
14.ANJ E. $raill

October 28, 1987

Joseph Coburn

Program Director EPIE
Northwest Regional Lab
300 SW 6th Ave.
Portland, OR 97204

Oear Joe,

&)M) Or DIRECTORS
Lana Cum144

P*
C MAJo%

IZon Own

Wow! Time has flown by. Your September letter has been sitting on my
desk waiting for a response just about long enough. Thanks for the "reminder"
you sent this week.

Firzt, about the residuals of your working with us last yeir: I have
been quite rewarded by the several cultural insights the staff was able
to pick 0 and use. Frequently. they have applied these insights to
their teaching and when working with diicipline situations. I suppose
the Dest part of this is that they can perceive Native American children's
behavior as somewhat normal when viewed from their cultural background.

Second, we have secured the services of an elementary counselor. Although
this new service is to serve all students, we w -e able to use some of
the data and items learned through our, work with the Northwest Labratory
in the assessment of our counseling needs.

I might add that your efforts at setting up the dinner with the Squaxin
Tribe really helped the staff gain more understanding and also demonstrated
to them the concern the parents have for their children.

Thanks flpr your assistance

A. Fred Ebey,
Principal

200
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f((/ ON INDIAN EDUCATION

Principals Praise the Effective Practices
in Indian Education Training

PrinopalJefl Prand Ur** McKinley
Elomsrlary School in HOT.. Montana.
wars one of he first days on thejob lest
fall when a student welcomed him to
'Stinkire Urcoln.' Uncdn McKinley had
a reputation for ceing a tough school
wan tough !eds. 'No one oared &ben this
dace on the other ado at tam' says
Pratt. '&A that's changng

Unodn MoKniey a one of five schools
currently pa/boosting Atha NWREL
festive Practices Training program for
teachers at Incian students. Based en
the NWREL teacher's guide. Effective
Practices In Indian Education A
leachert Monograph, the program pro-
vides researchbased assistance to
teachersasthey implement the practices
described in the guide. Havre Junior
High and Devlin Elementary (Havre,
Montana) are also parbopabnes as well
as Sdetz Schod (Sietz. Oregon) and Bor.
damn Elementary (Sheldon. Wash.
frogton)

There are four components to the
banng program: whdestaff meetings
with NWREL, leaderstvp team meetings,
smallgroupsessons. and CLUVOCAlirn-
plernentabon. The first wholestaff meet
trig was deviled to school probing and
goal setting.

Following their first wholestatt meet.
ing, Uncdn stab selected as then goal
the improvement of student's serf-esteem
and the improvement of the school's irn-
age in the commurtly

Once a school identifies as overall
god. a senes a intermediate detectives
are established Each d the school lead-
ctstoci teams at Lincoln McKinley has
establisw:tr. its own intermelate °too
that. One oblectivr. is to greet al stir
dents by name, another is to ask about
students' after school activities. and a
sand is to print Lino* McKinley T shirts
for students

In addition to teachers, Pratt and the
support stall also serve as members of
school rnprthement teams 'The cooks
see every led every single day in the
cafeteria kne; says Pratt 'They make d a
pant to greet the kids and ask them how
they're doing'

Parents also are becoming muchmore
swohed in the school 'Our PTA meet
ings had three people showing up in
September Now is between 30 and 50
people. At our last meeting for parents d
Native American students, we had ea,
people attend!'

Last year, at Havre Junior High. Prin.
opal Pep Jews/ was concerned when
the vast majority of students being con.
Weed for retenbon were Native Amen,
can When her staff began charting the
homework completion rates of Native
American students, they found that only
53 percent at the homework was cow
doted. As a resit their goal rs to reduce
the future rate at Nerve American Stu
dents by focusing parts:daily upon in
creasing homework completion rates.

Through the MOREL tranng. teeth
WS have rnprond the qualify at assign
ments. the manner in which assgnrnents
are presented, and the options avails)*
to students. Student progress has been
remarkable. The homework completion
rate has lumped to ea percent. And their
goal is in sight. 'Last year we had 15
Nathe Athencan students being coml
ered for retention.' says Jewett 'This
year we have 5 That's signficant."

Al Devlin Elemenary School, the goal
is to increase the partupaton at Indian
students by incorporating elements d
tkanodium clothe CUCTCUIUM,

'We have found that rt a easy to inter
mate the Native culture.' says Principal
BA O'Donnell. He adds that Devlin has
purchased some materials, borrowed
the Indian Reading Series from NWREL,
and borrowed some materials from the
nearby Rocky Boy Indian reservation

Recently, O'Donnell walked into a third
grade classroom during a period of sus-
tained. tient resting and found that all
the books related to Indians were off the
then s.-.1 in the hands at childrenboth
Indian and n&r,thdan. He says that Dev
La students are eepoosally interested in
Indian culture because of their W mon*
tothe Rocky Boy nosetrabon. 'tit not rust
going to benefit our Native Ws,' says
O'Donnell. "It will benefit the whole
school.'
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Examples at the integration at Indian
culture into the cumculum irclude teach.
ing the shape at the triangle to kinder.
garter students by likening it to a tepee,
selecting read-aloud stories with !idol
chtuaders, and incorporating cons from
Indian culture into mathematics story
modems 'Ws want the Ne,be kids to
have a feeling of ownership of what's
going on in the classroom'

NWREL will select up to 10
schools to participate In
the 1987-88 Effective
Practices program.

O'Donnell says the greatret strength
of the Effective Practices program *Olaf
it helps schools identify areas for im-
provement and then provides the neces-
sary took 'At the beginning you look at
the strengths and weaknesses at the
school. It makes you realize what you're
doing right and what you could improve,
But, the program doesn't leave you
there It provides you with resources and
ideas for improving the weaknesses'

NWREL R&D for Indian Education
Program Director Joe Coburn says that
NWREL a currently accepting apctic
bons to select up to 10 schools to partici.
pate in the Effective Practices program
dunngthelg87-138scholyeat For more
information about applications or the
program itself, contact Joe Coburn,
NWREL R&D for Indian Education
Program.
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ATTACHMENT f4

Samnle, Five Month Schedule

Worksession Ono: Orientation an set tentative goal

Overview of process and monographs
Discussion of school's strengths and weak
Goal identification
Methodology for collicting baseline data
Establish teams and select team leader.

In the interim: collect baseline data - review monograph

Worksession Two: Beginning improvement process

Analyse baseline data
Establish goal and timeline
Establish and prioritise objectives
Focus on solution strategies in the monograph

In the interim: Implement strategies

Worksession Three: Implementing improvement strategies

Objectives check
Staff sharing and refining solutions
Set new objectives
Focus on solution strategies - any source

Worksession Four:

Objectives check
Staff sharing and refining solution
Set new objectives
Focus on solution strategies - any source
Plan post data collection

Workcession Five:

Analysis of data
Analysis and review of process
Setting new goals

For information on cost or for other assistance, please contact Joseph
Coburn, Program Director. (503) 275-9600, or for locations outside of Oregon
you may call 1-800-647-6339
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Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
Research and rovelopment-Program for Indian. Education

Effective Practices in.Indiu Education
Worksession One
Orientation

o Overview of Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory

o History of Effective Practices in Indian Education

o Overview of training process
Worksessions 1-5

o Review of Effective Schooling

o Team selection - team leader selection

o Identify school strengths (brainstorming)

o Identify school weaknesses (brainstorming)

o Identify possible goal from weaknesses

o Decide base data collection process

o Review monograph

o Assignments: a) collect data. b) analyze student behavior using pp.
67-68 of monograph as guideline - no intervention. Read monograpb.

o Assignment - team leaders: Ensure data gathering begins and
continues through week. Collect resultr at end of time period.

2 0_ 3
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VW are saesseG that you are interested in one or moie of the following
northwest Regional !Educational Laboratory documents.

single oopy of any document is available st.the price listed. Complete the
order fors and send it. along with your prepayment in 0.5. Dollars, to the
KW= Document Reproduction Service. InatItutiosal purchs-, orders are
accepted for orders of more than 115.

Document numbers are provided for those available threugh ERIC (Edoeatirmal
Resources Informatx4n Center).

Order Document Cost ERIC No.
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Nelson, $C pages

1:3 Curriculum Monographs Sutterfieldt 1116 pages $24.40 ED 266 V
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Portland, Oregon 97204
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.0090000.7111 MATTREAMERICARIMD/AM,,....

The fol.owing pagesiare eacerptsfrom a presentation oi "Educating the
imericaa indion." 'Taepreeentatioi is not, available in it's

entirety. lor farthir-ieformation Si. beoki Mainstreaming and the
Minority-Child..edited:* Reginald Jonle., and. published by The Council of .
teceptiOnalThildren,.1920Amieciation Drive. Reitoi, virginii1;091 -
.1176,t0400 eatitled.,"Teeching.theAmaricap Indian Child in Mainstream
Settinge"'bi.ileiv.Cialdera,-Pepper.,

. ;.. ; . . . .Caimpaiison'of Valuai
. .

Dominant.SOcietv

Wisdom °keg* and,experience is
respected. Elders are revered by

ExcelienceAs related.to a
contribution to the group--not-
to personal glory:

Cooperation is necessary for
group survival.

Children participatein adult
activities.

.

Family life,inClitdei the extended

-1 family. .%
", : . .

Timais*preient oriegtod-nthis
;par, this MeekT:NOWLarehistance
4o,Plannieifor,the future. ;

.

Cloartime.is Wheneve;,teople are.
readyr-when everyoae arrives..

Markin when necessary for the
coalmen good. Whatever Indian
people have, they share. What
is mine is ours,

Emphasize good relationships
and mutual respect.

205
a

011ier..people are made, to feel

incompetent and rejected.
.. ^

Competition and striving to win
or to gain status is emphasized.

Competition is necessary for
individual status and prestige.

Adults participate in children's
activities.

.

Family life includes the uuclear
family:*

Time is plioning,and saving for
tiiejfuture.

Clock-tine is exactly that.

.

Work is from 9-5 (specified time)
and tq'obtain,Material posses-
ions aci to-save for the future.
What is mine, stays mine.

Success, progress, possession of
property and rugged individualism
is valued above mutual respect
and maintaining good relation-
ships.
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- .

iirli.childhoo4 imd.riaring
piictivesaretbe-resPOnsibility .
if-the kin-group.

Native religion was never imposed
or-proselytised on other groups.

Land gives therindien.hisldentity,.
his roliiineend'his.life. It-ii

.ioCto.fie.sold, nat'onied, but

usedbk'all.
,"

Going_to school -ii necessary to

gain knowledge. Excelling for ,.
fime is. looked doWn upon by the

Indian.

-Ras a shorter childhood and the"
male is helto be a responsible

. 'person at an earlier, age.

Usually judge people by what they

do.

. .

IA-rir;e-40dIsoV411.1a r*OADir
practices aii:thi responsibility,
of the nuclear family.

Religious groups proselytise,
coerce and impose-their beliefs
on otfinrs.

. - -

Land is for speculation, for
preitige,_to be owned, sold or_

.torn.. up.. .

Going to school is necessary to-
to gain;knowiedge and to compete

iorgrades.

Has an extended childhood and the
male is held to.be a responsible
person at-alater age:

Usually judge people by their

credentials.-

2 6
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SYNOPSIS

This paper suggests that Indian tribes and communities.

take the initiative to develop a process to address

long-range poli'.y and program planning- objectives for

Indian education. It proposes that the established

regional education laboratories in the United States

provide coordination for this effort in order to

have a neutral forum for tribal - federal. deliberations

and to capitalize on the latoratories' ,collective

expertise in designing and operating model education

services and systems.



DISCUSSION DRAFT 2

SETTING A NEW COURSE

TO GUIDE INDIAN EDUCATION

A Cohesive Indian Education Policy Framework Is Needed

In his new Indian policy, President Reagan calls on tribes to

assume- greater responsibility for charting their own courses in

human, resource, and economic development. Because the policy only

outlines the principles which the Reagan administration endorses,

it offers Indian tribes a significant opportUnity to help shape

federal Indian education-policy and program standards. EduCation

is key to tribes' attaining greater self-sufficiency. But how can

tribes best meet the President's challenge through the existing

education resources and systems which serve their students? And

how can tribes foster a climate for constructive planning, coordina-

tion, and combunication in Indiin education?

Many aspects of an Indian education policy f:Amework already

exist, but the pieces are fragmented. And innumerable national

studies and reports have extensively analyzed Indian education needs

from every perspective. All these elements need to be assembled

and advanced methodically, not merely reviewed and rehashed.

For years, Congress has guided the evolution of federal Indian

education policies through legislation like the Indian Education Act

of 1982, the Indian Self-Determination and Educational Assistance

Act of 1975, the Indian Health Care and improvement Act of 1976,

2 119v
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Title XI of-the Education Amendments Act of 1978, and the Tribally-

Controlled Community colleges Act of 1978. Each, of these federal

laws hai sought7to strengthen the quality of education services

provided Indian students and to increase the involvement of'Indian

communities and parents in education. programs.

The Title XI provisions of the Education Amendments-Act of 1978

(P. 0. 95-561) represent the most recent broad federal policy for

Indian education. This Act mandated that the BIA develop national

standards for federal and-tribally-controlled schools serving Indian

students. It extended the Indian Education Act of 1972 for five

years. It reorganized BIA education operations. And it increased

the Impact Aid entitlements for schools with Indian students living

on reservations. The Act also required that Indian tribes and

parents be afforded greater involvement in planning and monitoring

basic education services fOr their students.

However, the 1978 amendments did not set a comprehensive

federal.Indian education policy framework, nor did it fully describe

the relative roles in Indian education which tribal, state, local,

and federal governments should play. It did provide some direction

for moving towards these goals, but it did not reach them.

Because no policy framework exists in Indian education and

because no general standards have been developed to measure how well

the policy is being carried out, Indian education interests often

have been left to react to, rather than to halp create, the education

systems and services set up for them.

Comprehensive Indian Education Standards Must Be Set

What planning now takes place in Indian education is basically

abort-term and disjointed. By and large, Indian education services

-2-
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operate .on annual budget Cycles and under one-year program constraints.

-Indian education.programs.are often required to get by on tentative,

'short4srli alloCations% they limit their programs,they may have

large.surplusstrat the'end of the year. If they do not they may have-

large assessments which must be repaid in future years. Obviously,

this practical dilemma effectively precludes long-range planning.

There is neither -.much opportunity nor much incentive to look beyond

the-next year

If Indian education is ever to break out of the short-term

cycles that plague its progress, Indian tribe; and communities mist

take the initiative to decide the direction that Indian education

Should take and-to define how-all the available resources can be

tied together most effectively. To achieve this objective; Indian

tribes and communities must -join together to establish a new forum

in which their individual goals and needs can be discussed and out of

which general objectives-can be formulated. Whatever process is used,

it should encourage constructive_ dialogue among all Indian education

interests, and it should estphaSize pragmatic recommendations that can

provide the direction needed for tribal, federal, state, and local

Indian education services. Among the critical issues which weed

Attention are the'following;

* The draft BIA standards for Indian education and
their relation to long-range quality proirnmst

* The role of BIA off-reservation boarding schools in
furnishing quality Indian education programs.

* The role of State governments and public school
districts in Indian education.,

* The role of tribalgovernments-and the'federal
government in Indian education.

-3-
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* innOitivC-Mducatiowprogramssthat<could4wsuccessfully
adapted to' the present, system which support Indian

liduration..

In develOpiitycommomstritegies,t64d, iss-these.iisues, IhdiarCtribes°

and ceMmOnitiesmillAilio,deConatrate"Zhat'Aheirdiveise interests

can be reconciled towards constructive, log.-term-objectives,for

Indian education. Ultimately, the-' success of this-effortWill dePend,

on-the participation and support it receives from a broad cross -section

of' Indian education interests and on the quality of the prOauCts it

t can pot- forth. .

1

Initiating A Process To Achieve Positive Results

To tie thiSe needs far a policy framework and program standards

in Indian education together, 'the Confederated Tribes of-the Warm

Springs Riaervation of-Oregon calls on other tribes and-indian-

communitiee to join us in establishing a new course for Indian

education. We ate convinced that-our collective-efforts can provide

the long-range direction which has been lacking-inIndian education

for too long. As a-starting point for discussion, we propose the

following outline for'action:

* Interested tribes and other Indian communities would
initiate a request that the directors of the seven regional
education laboratories through the United States serve
as a coordinating council between federal Indian education
agencies and Indian tribes or communities.

* If they agreed to so serve, the directors would develop
a proposed work plan to carry out their tasks. This work
plan would be 'referred back to the participating tribal
and Indian education organizations for their review and
endorsement.

* The coordinating council would be reiponsible for
identifying the present direction in federal Indian education
services through consultation with the Bureau of Indian
Affairs and the Department of Education.

-4-
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* Thacoordiniting:Mowncil-would,Coemunicate-these findings
to,Indian-tribes,andcommunitiei-thrcugh a. series of' regional
seminars and wOuld;SeliCii.euggeitions about ways Indisn.pciple
beiitve.theTresietdirection could be modified to provide
iMPievekIndiai4ducatiowierviees in-future:years.

* These tribal inficemieeiti,perspectives-would:be reported
bick to the bureau of IndianAffairs,and the Department of
Education for their,review eid.analyais:

.A;haiional convocation on Indian,edeCation-wouldbe
sponsored by the coordinating council-to allow for discussion
of the direction in Indian education desired by Indian. people

and the,ebiiity of'thelederal government to suppOrt this
direction.

* The coordinating council would publish these proceedings
and identify those 'issues resolved, those not resolved, and

-,those-requiring:fnrther conaideiation.

* The BIA and the-Dipartient of Education Would develop
annual plans responding to the needs and concerns they agree
to address, and they would provide periodic reports of their
progress in these areas.

ApreliminarY flow `chart that,:portrays'how this process could work is

attached. ..
-We believe,this,approach will' provide needed objectivity and

educational.expertise,in$developing long-range Indian education policies

and plans. We also believe that it will provide-a vehicle which

Indian tribes and the federal government can support to begin a

constructive dialogue on their respectIve Indian education 'interests.

-5-
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Indian Tribes/Communities

Initiate quest

Review/Accept Work Plan

Review and comment one

A NEW COURSE FOR INDIAN EDUCATION

FLOW CHART OF PROPOSED PROCESS

Coordinating Council Federal Indian Education Agencies

Review and Accept Request

Develop Work Plan a a Review/Accept Work Plan

Execute Work Plan

Identify federal Indian 4--f. Consult with Coordinating Council
education plans and
policies

Report finding at regional

findIngm,'%ft : seminars

Review Proposed Plans 4

Implement Plans-::

Review progress and new4
plans each year

Report comments and
recommehdations fros
Indian people

'

Review comments and recommendations

I

*Coordinate National47---Develop Plans to Respond to
Convocation Recommendations

Report Proceedings Implement Plans

' 1
*Review progress and nevi plane

each year

2 1s-
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MASTERY LEARNING AT LEUPP BOARDING SCHOOL

by Mark W. Sorensen, Principal

This is the story of a good school moving toward Academic excellence.
Leupp Boarding School, located in the Southwest corner of the Navajo
reservation, has many dedicated teachers and staff members serving a
student-body of over 400 students in_grades K-9th. Our students have heen
relatively successful in academics for many years, but in 1983 we began a
concerted effort to move our program from 'relatively successful` to
'highly successful'. We wanted to become a model of excellence in IndianEdUcation.

The principal chose to train teachers in ECRI (Exemplary Center for
Reading Instruction) developed in Salt Lake City, Utah. The principal,
acting as the educational leader for the school, set in motion the ECRI
training sessions to motivate the teachers to apply more effective methods
and'techniques for teaching reading and writing skills. These training
sessions had to be comprehensive: they had,to give teachers concrete methods
for teaching effectively the many. different skills involved in reading and
writing. Training also had to demonstrate to the teachers the success that
they would experience in motivating our Navajo students when they used these
techniques.

The-ECRI emphasis on the participation and responding of the entire
class is one of the aspects that 'led the principal to adapt it for the
needs of our Navajo students. In aduition to allowing the teacher to moni-
tor the learning of all the students, the group response allows the teacher
to model,the correct answer for the entire group when an error is made, so

',that no individual student suffers the embarrassment of heing singled out.
Once the child is confident that he and'all of his classmates are likely to
be successful, then each one becomes more willing to speak out on his own.

Through ECRI all children are encouraged to reach for their maximum
potential rate of learning while participating in the entire group learning
process. This is done daily by the teacher's teaching to the whole group
skills that are just ahead of the fastest child and revIFWETT:ith the
whole class skills that are between the fastest and the slowest chiTTien
in t e class.

FCRI emphasizes the grouping of students according to their performance.
The teacher is then able to teach subject matter appropriate to each group.
Again, in our Native American setting, high expectations and praise must not
be used to separate any student from his peers. bhcn the teacher sets high
expectations and there is a positive atmosphere in the classroom, every
student will he doing some specific thing that can be praised. Given
enough recognition of his successes, a student can hegin to believe his own
education and cheerfully accept the challenge to continuously learn better
reading and writing Mils.

With good motivation toward learning, the student then looks to the
teacher to teach effectively. The FCRI teaching technique follows a pat-
tern that has been shown to be effective in many schools and for many dif-
ferent groups of students. This pattern of teaching has four basic steps.
First, the teacher demonstrates the skill to the students. Second, the
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students are given a chance to pr.,ctioe thc new skill in small steps with the
teacher prompting them when necesLary. Third, the students are expected to
practice the new Oil/ indeperwlent1;. Finally, if the students begin to show
too many errors dJring their in?.pen:ent practice, the teacher goes back
through the prc.i.m.s three steps nee ay.in, making sure that students
demonstrate high accuracy.

The F.CRI program is extreme!; cr:p.-0...,nsive. It must be comprehensive
because a basic assumption of the program is that children can only be ex-
pected to be tested in those skills they have been taught. So, through
ECPJ techniques, Iupp Boarding ScLool :.!,:kcrs teach skills in:

Spelling
Penmanship
Reading Comprehension
Phonics (word sounds)
Sight Word Recognition.

Creative Writing

Study Skills
Etc.

This reading and writing program has generated much excitement among
Lcupp Boarding School students and teachers. Progress is steady and reward-
ing for both the student and the teacher. The student is only tested when
he decides he is ready to demonstrate his mastery of the skill. In this
way the student can use the test to show what he knows. The mastery testing
also shows the teacher what skills have not been taught adequately... so
that the skillscan be retaught...through demonstration, prompted practice,
and independent practice. The increased information that the teachers have
on their students' skills allows the teachers to teach more effectively.

Making F.CRI techniques work for Lcupp Boarding School students is our
fundamental approach to the improvement of the basic skills of reading and
writing. The educational goals of Lcupp Boarding School states that mastery
of reading and writing will help our children to gain the power they need to
widen their choices so that eventually...they can be whatever they want to
be. F.CRI is only one of the many tools we need to use to achieve this goal.
Underlying all of our effort is the need to make our students aware that
they and they alone hold the responsibility for their own education. The

only education they receive that will ever man anything to them is the
education they decide they want to have and to call their ohm..

We educators can offer a great deal to our srt:4onts ..by expecting
them to continually learn more...by being poSitire atout their achieve.:
ments...and b; repeatedly slaving the students their ohm progress,..and
the ways in which their uses of Lnglish language relate to adult life.
In this way, we can help our students move to even higher levels...of
academic and personal achievement...ond toward a lasting and legitimate
feeling of self worth and potential success.

21 6
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SCHOOL PRINCIPAL SPARKS COMMUNITY/ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

With the current emphasis on economic development, experts and
scholars are working to conceive of creative organizational
configurations, identify quirks in the law, and unearth novel ideas to
stimulate development. While these processes are crucial, they
inevitably remain dependent upon people with the vision, commitment
and motivation to make them happen. In the following article, we meet
such an individual, a BIA principal who served as the catalyst for
change and action.

LOCAL DEVELOPMENT IN LEUPP, ARIZONA

By: Mark W. Sorenson*

On January 14, 1983, President Reagan issued an Indian policy
statement announcing his administration's intent to remove the threat
of termination, choosing instead to deal with Indian tribes on a
government-to-government basis, and to remove obstacles to self-
government "by creating a more favorable environment for development
of healthy reservation economics development."

In its roports submitted to the President on November 30, 1984,
the Presidential Commission on Indian Reservation Economics made it
very clear that their analysis of the testimony of many witnesses
dictates that "a modernization of social and political arrangements is
needed in order to create a basis from which social and economic self-
sufficiency can be built."

While this is a laudable goal, it does not necessarily deal with
local solutions to local problems on the reservations. Since nearly
three-fourths of all Indian reservations and villages have fewer than
500 resident members, it is clearly necessary to come up with locally-
based solutions between the federal government and tribal communities,
if the goal of creating sound reservation economies is to be achieved.
In most of these very small Indian communities, BIA schools provide
the major facilities (buildings, sewer lines, fire protection, etc.)
in addition to being the major employer. It is an obvious, if often
overlooked, fact that principals can have a significant impact on the
creations of sound reservation economies, if they are given the lati-
tude and technical assistance to put into action the Presidential
statement that "Indians can become independent of federal control
without being cut off from federal concern and federal support."

*Mr. Sorenson serves as principal of the Leupp Boarding School,
N.C. 61, Winslow, AZ, 86047. He has worked in Indian education for a
decade.
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Since the passage of P.L. 95-561, BIA OIEP schoolot have
incorporated locally elected school boards into their
administrative structure. While federal policies must still be
adhered to and the principal is still the chief administrator, the
involvement of local boards in the development of education
policy, and approval of hiring and budget allocations has made
these federally supported schools increasingly responsive to local
needs and conditions. While it is true that bureaucratic
regulations tend to orient BIA OIEP principals and contract school
directors toward issues of compliance rather than profitable
activity, it is the unstated goal of many of these educators, and
school boards, to make sure that their students graduate from
these schools with meaningful and employable skills. Therefore,
to a large extent, these principals and directors are already
geared toward local economic development issues.

It is my firm belief that these educational administrators
can play a significant leadership role in the economic development
of many small and scattered communities throughout Indian country.
The following is a brief sketch of the path :hat I tool, as a BIA
principal, in one such community - Leupp, Arinna, located on the
Navajo Reservation.

In October of 1983, I was asked by the local Leupp Chapter to
volunteer my services to the Chapter's Planning and Zoning
Committee. Several months later, I wat elected Chairman of the
Committee.

I then established a series of monthly Committee meetings to
affirm our goals and guidelines. The Committee then interviewed
local businessmen who had businesses in the community to elicit
their problems and concerns. At the same time, the Committea
encouraged local businessmen to work with the Chapter Committee.

In September of 1984, an eighth grade teacher and her
students made a felt-board model of local land use and presented
it to the Committee as part of its social studies curriculum. I

also set aside time for staff and, students to tour a local
electronics assembly plant. I worked with staff to set up a
comruter lab in the school and invited local electronics plant
personnel to visit and make suggestions.

Then, in October of 1984, the Committee met with
representatives from the tribal government on a market feasibility
study. The Planning and Zoning Committee recommended to the
Chapter that a certain parcel of land be set aside for a shopping
center, and another parcel be used as a public safety center (fire
station, police station and tribal court). The Committee approved
a 1976 land use plan after making some minor modifications and
recommended that the Chapter approve the plan. Finally, students
staked off and measured actual acreage on parcel set-asides as a
math project.
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Next, in November of 1984, -I discussed zoning for a future
highzschoolmitli parents at a parent meeting-. I then met with the
Coconino County Planning ind'Zoning Commission for suggestions and
comments-on ways to improve the Chapter's land use plan.

The outline above.only cites the major events in a process of
interOVernmerital (f.deral, local and tribal) coordination that
.can, occur when a BIA. principal works- With the local reservation
(chapter) government. In this instance, the ccrolination
benefited the community by showing students how they could be
involved- in and contribute to the growth of their own community,
and benefited local business by developing a cooperative
relationship between local employers and the school.

14-- One event was not detailed in the above outline because it
-notice it involved a request by a beginning,

Indian-owned compute= Yikagramming-bUsiness,that'wanted-tp.reni a
vacant tribally-controlled ,building to operate its non-profit
computer programming training. The company approached the Chapter
Planning, and Zoning Committee initially, where an agreement was
worked out and recommended to the Chapter. The Chapter was
reluctant to lease its building, and it appt,ared that the training
program would locate elsewhere. However, the local BIA principal
had wanted his junicir high students exposed to computer
progiamming that iear; but had been unable L. obtain the computers
and trainers-even though he had set aside a classroom with special
wiring. An agreement was then -reached with the Indian-owned
computer programming business that, for a pJriod of C.x months
during the school year, the programmers could do their training in
the vacant computer lab in return for providing training and
hands-on experience for the junior high students after school
every day. In this way, an Indian -owned business was assisted,
the school program was enriched, and the community was enhanced by
additional jobs.

Just as the eventual success of self-determination at the
tribal level mill, in large part, be brought about by effective
intergovernmental relations, self-sufficiency at the local level
can be realized by effective interagency associations.

By virtue of commanding formidable resources in many local
reservation communities, BIA principals can play a pivotal role in
economic development efforts. Linking schools, students,
curriculum and other resources BIA principals have at their
disposal, with entrepreneurship and economic development is a good
business to be in.

(
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ENTREPRENEURIAL AWARENESS

Do most youths want jobs? Of course. During school most
youth dream of the day they-will be-working and earning a pay-
check. But for Native American youths living on the reservation,
when the time comes to get :job, many face unexpected problems
because they often have to move elsewhere in order to find
employment. But.;.when there just aren't enough jobs to move
into...what then? What are young people to do if they want to
stay in their )wn commuity and make a living?

One answer is to involve the local school in a cooperative
effort with local businesses so students can see and learn about
real-jobs and job possibilities in their on community. That's
what one Indian-controlled community school has done.. Leupp
Boarding School, Incorporated and its-coMMunity-have'eletted
to get_students:moreAUFectly-involved by having them actively
.patic' pate in a program, responsive to their needs and their
community.

Leupp Boarding School is located on the Navajo Reservation
in North Central Arizona. The school serves more than four
hundred Navajo Indian students ranging from preschool through
ninth grade. The school, located in an all-Navajo Indian
neighborhood on the Southwestern corner of the vast Navajo
Reservation has had some success with academic instruction.
But the unemployment rate for this area of the-reservation has
hovered around fifty percent or many years. Students are less
motivated to complete school oten little opportunity exists for
finding -a job.

With this in mind, the all Indian Leupp School Board moved
quickly when Leupp became an Indian-controlled school in 1986.
TY.- board adopted a resolution designed to increase self-suffi-
ciency for students and the community. Under this new
philosophy, the school has a clear goal...to discover, develop
and strengthen the skills of each student. Then, to encourage
Leupp-graduates to exercise their skills for the 000d of
society, especially Navajo society.

The idea is this...if Navajo society is to advance, Navajo
Communities must become self-sufficient. Su then, What is
self-sufficiency?". In Navajo communities it means local people
must discover the wants and needs of the community. Then they
must act together to match those needs with products and
services. We call this the "entrepreneurial spirit".
Accordingly, the school board has designed a program that
stresses two fundamental ideas..."cultural pride and economic
self-sufficiency". These ideas have been presented to the
community and school employees...and have been received with
enthusiasm. The school's intent is to demonstrate to students
how education can lead to a career as well as boost the self-
sufficiency of their own community.
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The Leupp Boarding School's program is appropriately

dubbed "Entrepreneurial
Awareness." It is actually an

umbrella label for several activities and opportunities.

in Leupp, one of the most profitable activities is

agriculture. In particular, irrigation farming and

ranching are two activities natural-to the area. They

represent opportunities and generate income. Recently,

local farmers have expanded these traditional farms with

the technical assistance of two Israeli drip-irrigation

farmers. The drip-irrigation system has allowed the

local farmers to increase their crop yields by four to

five times. Farming has existed since the time when

Navajo people first settled along the Little Colorado

River. But this now technology offers the community

chance to create self-sufficiency at a new level.

Accordinly, the school bought the farmer's vegetables,

tapping all other markets available to farmers.

The Leuppjunior high,students_who learned about the

drip-irrigation system assisted -in-the-harvest. .Later,,

other group of students from the school visited the farms

and returned with vegetables. These fresh vegetables

provided a more nutritious lunch program. After seeing

the irrigation system and eating the produce...a new

interest and respect for local farming is showing among

the students...obviously due to the cooperative venture of

the school and farmers. The school Director hosted a

contest...using the locally-grown vegetables...to determine

two prize-winninv salsa recipes. Students now hope to market

this locally-developed salsa to nearby stores and restaurants.

The students, farmers and the school have all benefited.

This close cooperation has produced more self-sufficiency in

the community...and it has created future job opportunities.

The students can now see traditional activities in a new

light...as the means to run a business that makes a profit.

The success of this project has prompted development of

a second. service, the Skills Center. The skills center deals

with young adults who come from agricultural, sheepherding

or cattle ranching backgrounds but don't have full-time jobs.

One of the real strengths of this program is to identify skills

and direct those talents. Thus, it's a business and a

training center, where young adults can be trained for clerical

as well as managerial positions in their own business. Skills

center staff are invited into the classrooms to talk about the

center. This gives students information about actual business

and job training. With such a faciliy, students can make

choices based on real life experiences within their community.
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A third dynamic business and training opportunity has
blosSomed on the campus of Leupp Boarding School within. the
past three years...the electronic assembly plant, Tooh Dine
Industries, Incorporated, this plant has grown from a staff
of thirty people to a staff of seventy-five. Nearly all of
the employees are Navajos from the surrounding communities.
Many are also parents of children who are students at Leupp
Boarding School. The Skills Center: and the electronics plant
are housed in unused dorm facilities that were built for the
school's boarding program. These facilities were no longer
needed since many students travel by bus to the school. From
their new homes at Leupp, the businesses are now enriching
the student. Leupp students now have new educational
opportunites.

This spirit of cooperation has lead to a bransi.new-prOject
within Leupp Boarding School. This is,/heJunicir-Achievement
Project Business-prcram...the-first -in-Northern Arizona. Three

-_______Auti.orlAchievement programs can fit into a school setting, but
Project. Business requires a business to act as a sponsor. Pt
Leupp, Project Business is sponsored by Tooh Dineh Industries
and is offered to eighth and ninth grade students. The program
is a regular part of the junior high curriculum and the school
has one dedicated teacher specifically for this course. Tooh
Dine Industries pays for curriculum materials and involves its
staff in the teaching. Students attend the project business
course one day each week. Guest speakers from Tooh Dine Indus-
tries also take students on regular visits to the electronic
plant. Thus, through talks in the classroom and visits to the
plant, students gain a first-hand look at an actual business
operation.

The newest development of the school's philosophy in action
ties all these projects together into the Native American
Entrepreneurial Project. In this project, students are encou-
raged to form entrepreneurial teams that can make team choices
to pursue one to two entrepreneurial directions. First, they
can develop the business potential of a culture-appropriate
activities like farming and ranching...or they can "spin off"
new business services to help meet the needs of a growing
Leupp community. The cultural feature of this project is
unique. It acknowledges the strength of Navajo family teachings
as well as the high expectations of entrepreneurial success.

The modern Navajo places increasing value on formal educa-
tion. The new learning projects at Leupp Boarding school are
providing both a model and incentive. The projects break new
ground...they help create what might be called a Native Ameri-
can learning style. Through the projects, Leupp students have
a greater incentive to learn. They can develop high expectations
of responsibility...they learn to make their own decisions.
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This leads to success. Oace students experience success, they
can be confident it results from their own doing. They gain
new self-esteem, creating an environment where they are
likely to attempt new enterprises in the bold and adventurous

spirit so essential to entrepreneurship.

There's certainly a spirit of adventure among the junior
high students at Leupp Boarding School. The school board
believes this spirit is essential if new business is to be
created in Leupp. Perhaps, school Director, Mark Sorensen,
puts it best. He says...what really increases the sense of
adventure and accomplishment is when we can see that were
transforming our beliefs into action.
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TESTIMONY

. Provided to the Senate Select Committee

on Indhtn Affairs

Senator Daniel K. Inouye. Chairman

by

4.46
4 Santa Fe Indian School

Santa Fe. New Mexico

I. INTRODUCTION

Good afternoon Chairman Inouye and members of the Senate

Select Committee on Indian Affairs. Thank you for this

opportunity.

I as Joseph Abeyta, the Superintendent of Santa Fe

Indian School. With me is Mr. Regis Pecos from Cochiti

Pueblo, Chairman of our School Board and Ms. Rena Oyengue-

Salazar from San Juan Pueblo, a member of our Board. Mr.

Pecos will make the opening statement.

After outlining the history of this school, I will tell

you what is working at our school and how we are building on

our succ:osses.

In the minds of our students and their parents. our
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communities, and the Pueblo leadership our school is

succeeding in its mission. This success has been publicly

acknowledged: This year. the U. S. Department of Education

honored Santa Fe Indian School for its outstanding

educational program. Last month, the school received the

Presidential Award for Excellence in Education. Santa Fe

Indian School is the only Indian high school ever to receive

this award.

We want to share our methods and our success with others

who are concerned with educating Indian children.

II. BACKGROUND

In 1975, the Congress passed the Indian Self-

Determination-and Education Assistance Act (P.L. 93-638).

This landmark legislation enabled tribes with the right to

contract for operation of any service under the Bureau of

Indian Affairs (BIA).

In 1976, under the provisions of P.L. 93-638. the Pueblo

people, through the All Indian Pueblo Council (aIPC) became

the first Indian tribe to exercise their authority under P.L.

93-638 by establishing Albuquerque Indian School as the

nation's first tribally contracted school.

Because of the deteriorating physical plant, the school

was moved to its present location in Santa Fe in 1979. The

Pueblo Governors assigned the role of principal contractor
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from /UPC to the Santa Fe Indian School Board of Education in

1986.

This Board controls the educational policies and programs

for some- 5po students in grades seven through twelve. Santa

F4 Indian School CSFIS) is certified by the New Mexico State

Board of Education and accredited by the. North Central

Association of Colleges and Schools. The Board assumes

responsibility for the total well-being of the students that

extends beyond the academic day.

Most of the students come from the 19 Pueblos, but our

school also serves the Jicarilla Apache, the Navajo, the Hopi

and the Mescalero Apache tribes.

Previous to the 1976 contract, the school was plagued

by drop-outs, poor scholastic achievement, vandalism and

delinquency. The perception of the community was that the

school merely warehoused undesirable students. These

problems have now been eliminated.

We have demonstrated that Indian children are best

educated when educational programs are conceived, planned and

controlled by Indian people. Our success can be attributed

to our students, local control, parental involvement, tribal

support and the unflagging drive for excellence exhibited by

our dedicated faculty and administrators. We are proud of

our achievements.
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III. -WHY SANTA FE INDIAN SCHOOL WORKS

We have learned to accept the varied cultures,

'backgrounds and experiences of our students and to

integrate these important differences into a program-that

retains the Indian identity, while equipping students for

full participation as citizens. Our teachers have escaped

from the traditional European view of education; they now

adapt their methodology to accommodate the frame of reference

inherent to the Indian way of life. An example of thli

-method...of teaching is found in the Pueblos. There, community

work days are organized so that inexperienced workers are

placed between experienced craftsmen. Learning is by

observation and imitation. Criticism and ridicule are

frowned upon.

Many of our teachers and administrators have been with

the school for ten years. This continuity has contributed to

the success of the school, but the overriding factor has been

the zeal for perfection displayed by the students and staff.

There has been a revolution in parental attitudes toward

education. Ten years ago, they were indifferent. Now they

demand the best possible education for their children and

insist that it be offered within the context of Native

American culture. The school has responded by encouraging

parental involvement. Parents, always in evidence on the

4
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campus, feel comfortable in articulating their perceptions of

educational needs and of our accountability as educators.

Once parents feel ownership, a sense of responsibility

follows. Our parents have gone beyond the notion that they

are bystanders. In many schools, parental concerns are

disregarded, but that is not true at our school.

Beyond parental approval, the school has unanimous

endorsement from the Tribes. Their support and guidance is

invaluable in helping us to recognize and to provide the

services and opportunities needed by our children.

IV. EXAMPLES OF SUCCESSFUL PROJECTS

It is hoped that these will be patterns for improved

programs in Indian schools throughout the country.

T stijo. A project to evaluate the competence of Indian

students to succeed in their own cultures as well as in the

community at large. The objectives were to

+ measure what is learned by students at Santa Fe Indian

School CSFIS).

+ test skills relating directly to the Indian way of

life as perceived by elders, students, parents. tribal

leaders, graduates and Indian professionals.

+ develop a test for evaluating curriculum and teaching

methods.'

It is expected that the information gained from this

5
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projeCt will enable us to exceed the requirements of the New

Mexico Public School Reform Act.

Language.Arts Research Center. This project provided

intensive small-group instruction in reading, writing and

speaking to a target group of students and developed

culturally relevant units of instruction in the language arts

areas. Students were carefully monitored.

There was a significant increase in students' pre- and

post-test !cores in reading, writing and speaking. Through a

system of data gathering and analysis, alternative approaches

to instruction were developed. This data and information

will be shared with other Indian schools.

Computer Writing Laboratory. The purpose of this unit

is to improve student abilities in communicating correctly

and efficiently. To accomplish this students must learn to

use computers for Word Processing while mastering the art of

expressing their thoughts and ideas clearly and concisely.

The students use computer assistance to brainstorm

topics and ideas, prepare assignments, and to correct

spelling, punctuation and errors in grammar In their

compositions. Instruction of this kind uniquely resembles the

traditional Native American method of private trial and error

before risking group presentation. This is a good example of

using modern technology to enhance oral tradition. As a side

6
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benefit the students progressively increase their skills in

critical thinking.

Student Centering- Chapter I. This project provides

remedial studies in reading, mathematics and language, arts to

a group of students, selected by testing and teacher's

evaluation. as being most in need of assistance. The

objective of improving student's scores by five NCE's on the

California Test for Basic Skills has consistently been met or

exceeded.

V. SANTA FE INDIAN SCHOOL AS A PROTOTYPE FOR OTHER SCHOOLS.

Educating young Native Americans is a responsibility so

important that Indians must challenge themselves to

develop positive and constructive strategies for using all

available resources with maximum efficiency. For too long,

we have been preoccupied with opposition; now we must work

cooperatively to create an optimum environment for education.

There are successful school programs: Kamehameha School

and Santa Fe Indian School are evidence of this. We should

get together with other programs to conceptualize how we can

help each other. Winners should be encouraged and supported.

If success in Indian education is truly an item on the

agenda, then we must forget opposition and present solutions

for our problems.

In this spirit, we propose a partnership with BIA Office

7
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of Indian Education Programs that will establish SFIS as a

Model Demonstration Contract School with a special-line

relationship to the Central Office. As such, we accept th.&

,primary responsibility for developing and testing models of

programs to be disseminated throughout the system of Indian

schools. The scope of this plan would include joint activity

with other successful schools and the BIA

+ in reviewing research, collecting and analyzing data,

identifying successful strategies and documenting

these processes. Funds will be needed for planning

projects designed to improve educational opportunities

for Indian students.

+ testing prototypes using control and experimental

groups and other standard testing procedures. This,

too, will require financial support.

+ developing a procedure for disseminating model

programs to the field and verifying their

effectiveness once they are in place.

Each of these components will have a well organized

protocol for research, formative. and summative evaluations.

It is not intended to develop a panacea for the ills of

education. We do hope to stimulate the development that is

already emerging among progressive Indian educators.

In closing, I thank Senator Inouye for this opportunity
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and for recently addressing our students. The students have

asked me to convey their gratitude. We wish you good health

and we hope that you will continue to be a champion of the

causes of Indian people. Thank you.
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